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"We name things and then we can talk about them: can refer to them in talk."
-As if what we did next were given with the mere act of naming. As if there
were only one thing calded "talking about a thing". (Wittgenstein, Philosophical
Investigations I, 27)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Goal of the thesis
A computer information system that is to engage in a telephone conversation with a human
user must be able to perform a highly complex task. This thesis reports on research on
one small aspect of this task: topic management. By topic management speakers regulate
the introductions, continuations and shifts of topics in their conversation.

The introduction of a topic focusses the discussion on a certain entity, its directly
associated entities, and the information that is requested, asserted etc. about it in the
conversation. Topic management thus provides speakers and hearers with an entry at
which information has to be updated and reviewed.

The introduction and the continuation of the topic of the conversation provide the
speakers with a context of reference. Consider the following example:

(1) '~`5196

1 I: Informatie Schiphol Schiphol Information
2 S: Goedemiddag, Good atternoon,
3 u spreekt met Schouten You are speaking with Schouten
4 De KL 564 The KL 564
5 heeft u daar de aankomsttijd van? do you have the arrival time of that?
6 I: Ik zal het even voor u nakijken, I will just check it for you,
7 een ogenblikje a moment
8 I: Hallo Hello
9 S: Ja Yes
10 I: Ja hoor, Yes,
11 die komt hier op tijd, it will be here on time,
12 om vier uur vanmiddag at four o'clock this afternoon
13 S: Om vier uur vanmiddag? At four o'clock this afternoon?
14 I: Ja Yes
15 S: Oké, Okay,
16 bedankt thank you
17 I: Tot uw dienst You are welcome
18 S: Goedemiddag Good afternoon

To understand the intended referent of that in utterance 5, one needs the "context" of
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topic the KL 564 introduced earlier. To interpret utterances 11, 12 and 13 as providing
and verifying information about that same flight, the pronoun it and the elliptic phrase at
four o'clock this afternoon must be interpreted with respect to that. same topic.

Topics provide the speakers with a point of attachment for information exchange and
a"context" of interpretation of informationally incomplete expressions. Therefore, it is
important for a system to detect topic introductions, topic continuations and topic shifts.
The research reported here aims to give an empirically based description of how speakers
realize topic management in a corpus of 111 naturally occurring telephone conversations.

1.2 Background

The research reported in this thesis will start with the assumption that participants in a
naturally occurring conversation will aim at a coherent and transparent organization of
the information exchange in their conversation and therefore will organize it around one or
more topics. Linguistically, this means that we suppose that information in a discourse is
presented not as lists of unrelated propositions, but as structured around discourse entities
that serve as topics (compare (Chafe [1987]; Gundel [1985]; Reinhart [1981])).

Locally, at the level of the formulation of the utterance, we assume, following Chafe
(Chafe [1976]; Chafe [1987]) and Vallduví (Vallduví [1993]; Vallduví [1994a]; Vallduví
[1994b]), that topíc management considerations influence the way in which speakers decide
to present the information content of their utterances, that topic management primarily
has to do with how the information is packed and less with the information itself. We
assume that topic management manifests itself in the surface form of utterances. It is our
aim to reveal this manifestation.

We further assume that topic management is not the only issue that concerns speakers
in a dialogue. A dialogue is a complex event in which people communicate about several
aspects of communication. Consider again example (1). We see that most of the utter-
ances in this dialogue, in fact all utterances except 5 and 10 through 14, do not concern an
information exchange about a topic. Utterance 6, for example, seems to give information
about the speaker rather than about an entity of the task domain. The model of topic
management developed in this thesis is intended as a part of a more extended descrip-
tion of information exchange that concerns more aspects of communication than only the
information exchange about discourse entities. ~

An important source of inspiration for our research is the work of Grosz, Sidner, and
McKeown (Grosz [1977]; Grosz [1981]; Grosz, Joshi 8c Weinstein [1983]; Grosz ~ Sidner
[1986]; McKeown [1985]; Sidner [1979]; Sidner [1981]; Sidner [1983]). This AI research, that
aims to find effective algoritms for interpreting and generating definite referring expressions,
starts from the assumption that in a discourse speakers center their attention on some
subset of their knowledge, called focus. The focus of attention in a discourse is the object
of an act of focussing, which is an active process by which the participants in a dialogue
highlight or concentrate attention on a subset of their shared reality.
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A distinction is made between two kinds of focus: gloóal focus and im,rrcediate focus.
Global focus refers to a subset of the participants' shared knowledge containing several
ent,ities and their relations. Immediate focus generally corresponds to a particular discourse
element. The former notion is argued to be useful for interpreting (Grosz [1977]; Grosz
[1981]; Grosz, Joshi 8c Weinstein [1983]) or generating (McKeown [1985]) full definite
referring expressions and long-distance pronominal references, while the latter is useful for
the interpretation (Sidner [1979]; Sidner [1981]; Sidner [1983]) and generation (McKeown
(1985]) of pronominal references and ellipsis (Grosz [1977]). The relationship between the
two kinds of focus is understood as embedding. The global focus constrains the discourse
dornain, producing a subset containing items that can be talked about, and immediate
focus further constrains this subset to one particular entity and brings the rest of the
entities of the global focus into inaplicit focus.

Grosz concentrated on modelling the content and structure of global foci. The main
result of her work is a description of focusing mechanisms in a computer system for task-
oriented dialogues. These include structures for highlighting elements of a knowledge
base, operations on those structures, procedures that use them for interpreting definite
noun phrases, and procedures for updating them. The explanations for changes in global
focus are based on shared knowledge about the structure of entities in the domain, which
in Grosz' application is the task. Much of the success of Grosz' work is based on this
parallelism between task structure and dialogue structure. On the basis of the structure of
the task, it is a priori clear what entities will be talked about in what order. At the same
time, this is an important limitation of her work, since such predetermined structures are
not common in other kinds of dialogues.

Grosz' work concentrates on the mechanisms needed to manipulate the knowledge base.
She didn't incorporate, for example, linguistic clues that signal changes in focus. So the
work also needs some extension on the linguistic side.

Sidner's work is based on the assumption that in producing a stretch of discourse,
speakers center their attention on a particular element, the focus, that is elaborated by
the individual utterances in the discourse and as such forms one of the connecting threads
that makes the discourse coherent. The major result of her work is the specification of
detailed algorithms for maintaining and shifting immediate focus, which make use of the
phenomena of pronominalization and implicit focus: if an entity remains in focus over a
sequence of sentences, references to it are pronominalized or an entity implicitly associated
with it is mentioned. An important drawback of Sidner's algorithm is that the immediate
focus of a particular utterance can be determined only after the subsequent utterance has
been interpreted. If the next utterance contains either a pronoun that refers to an entity
mentioned in the previous utterance or an entity associated to it in the implicit focus, that
entity must have been the focus of the previous utterance. The focus cannot be determined
beforehand on the basis of the utterance itself.

In extending these focus-based approaches to referential expressions, the work reported
here ainrs to describe the linguistic means by which people try to influence the focussing
process. We aim to describe how people mark their focus of attention linguistically, so
that it is possible to determine the irnmediate focus of an utterance without need of the
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utterance that foliows it. We will also describe the linguistic means, syntactic structures
and use of referential expressions, by which people direct, maintain, or shift the focus of
attention. While doing so, we will use the linguistic term topic to refer to the same kind
of object as the term focus refers to and consider the linguistic means by which people try
to manipulate the focus as toPic management acts.

1.3 The corpus material

Our research in topic management is based on a corpus of 111 naturally occurring telephone
conversations, recorded at the information service of Schiphol Airport (Amsterdam Inter-
national Airport). The conversations were recorded in the context of a different project
at the Institute for Perception Research in Eindhoven (see (Beun [1989]), section 3.1) in a
simple and straightforward way: a tape recorder was put next to the telephone and turned
on for the whole day. The recordings were transcribed and the research reported here was
mainly done on the basis of these transcriptions.

The way in which the dialogues were recorded supplies a corpus of natural conversations.
The main advantage of these real-life dialogues is that they give us a direct insight in
language use in naturally occurring situations. If the ultimate goal is to develop a computer
system that is able to act as a party in these kinds of situations, we will need insight in
how people normally interact in such situations.

The conversations belong to the genre of information dialogues. In information dia-
logues, the speakers behave in a rational and cooperative way and have the sole purpose
of transferring factual information (Beun [1989]; Bunt [1989a]). Characteristic for such di-
alogues is that there is an information seeker who needs some information about a certain
domain, and an information service that has information about that domain. In our case
this domain, which we will call the task domain, is the domain of flights and things that
have to do with flights, such as passengers, luggage etc. An example of such a dialogue is
the following:

(2) ~`~2063

1 I: Inlichting Schiphol
2 S: Ja,
3 u spreekt met de Wijl
4 Vlucht KL 550,
5 hoe laat is die gepland?
6 I: Die wordt nu definitief verwacht

om vijf voor twaalí
7 S: Vijí voor twaalf?
8 I: Ja hoor
9 S: Oké,
10 bedankt
11 I: Tot uw dienst
12 S: Dag
13 I: Dag

5chiphol Information
Yes,
you are spea.king with de Wijl
Flight KL 550,
for what time is it scheduled?
It is now definitely expected
at five to twelve
Five to twelve ?
Yes
Okay,
thank you
You're welcome
Goodbye
Goodbye
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The choice for this genre of dialogues is motivated by the practical reason that

dialogues, purely motivated by the aàm of transferring factual infor~rraation, are one of
the most obvious for~ns of communication in natural language that make sense with
a comPuter (( Bunt [1989a])p. 423),

and the scientific reason that

virtually any kind of dialogue depends on the transfer of information. The study of
information dialogues is therefore basic to the study of dialogues in general ((Bunt
[1989a])p. 423).

It should be recognized that the nature of the corpus sets some restrictions on the
phenomena that can be studied. Most importantly, the way in which the dialogues were
recorded implies that the sound quality is not good enough to study prosodic features,
which means that the study of topic management had to be restricted to syntactic features
and linguistic form.

The following table indicates the length of the dialogues in this corpus, which is of
obvious interest when it comes to the need for topic management.

Table 1.1: Leneth of the dialo~ues
Number
of utterances

Number
of dialogues

Percentage
of dialogues

G 10 3 2010
10 to 20 45 41~0
20 to 30 30 27~0
30 to 40 15 14010
40 to 50 3 3010
50 to 60 6 501'0
60 to 70 2 2010
70 to 80 3 3Plo
80 to 90 - -
90 to 100 - -
100 to 110 3 307'0
1 11 O 1 G 1 oI'o
3153 111 100Q1o

We see that most dialogues have a length of 10 to 40 utterances,l which means that they are
not very long. This makes them more appropriate for examining the local connectedness
between utterances than for studying shifts in global focus. As our goal was to describe
in a precise and stepwise fashion how people introduce, continue, or shift topics, and what
linguistic means they use for these purposes, these restrictions proved not to be detrimental
for our research.

'In this thesis, utterances are understood to be simple clauses (see chapter 3) or even smaller units, for
instance words like Goodbye, or Okay (see dialogue ( 2) that have an independent function in the dialogue.
They shouldn't be equated with turns. One turn can contain a number of utterances.
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1.4 The corpus analysis

`~'e applied an incremental utterance-by-utterance analysis to the dialogues in the corpus,
taking into account only the information in the utterance itself and in the preceding linguis-
tic context. In this way, the real task of an interpreting computer system was simulated.

The analysis concentrated on the following aspects:

1. The communicative functions of the individual utterances or utterance parts.

The main goal of this analysis was to distinguish utterances that are involved in the
topical structure of the dialogue from those that are not.

An appropriate theoretical frame~~-ork for this analysis was found in the Dynamic
Interpretation Theory (DIT) of Bunt (Bunt [1989a]; Bunt [1989b]; Bunt [1990]; Bunt
[1994]; Bunt [1995]; Bunt et al. [1993]). It provides a very detailed taxonomy of
communicative functions in dialogues that makes it possible to distinguish utterances
that concern information about one of the discourse participants or some aspects of
the interactive situation, and to select for further analysis those utterances that play
a role in the information exchange about a task domain topic.

2. A definition of topic that would be useful for the dialogues at hand, and syntax-based
rules for finding the topic of an utterance.

A source of inspiration for this part of the research was the work of Gundel (Gundel
[1977]; Gundel [1985]; Gundel [1988]) and Reinhart (Reinhart [1981]). Gundel's
work provided a very useful definition of utterance topic in terms of aboutness, and
several universals of how people syntactically code topic-comment structures. Other
important sources were the work of Geerts (Geerts et al. [1984]), Halliday (Halliday
[1985]), Quirk (Quirk et al. [1985]), Ldwe (Lówe [1987]), and Downing (Downing
[1991]) that provide syntax-based insights in the way in which people present the
informational content of their utterances.

3. The way in which the topic-comment structures of the individual utterances are
cornbined to form topic-comment structures for entire dialogues.

We found that a bottom-up approach generally leads to a description of the topical
structure that satisfies the intuition that the information exchange in a naturally
occurring conversation actually centers around one or more topics. The study showed
that topics form one or more topical chains in a dialogue.

A source of inspiration for this part of the research was found in linguistic discourse
theories (Chafe [1987]; Dane's [1974]; Reinhart [1980]; Scinto [1981]) that elaborate
on the way topic-comment structures of individual utterances are combined to form
connected stretches of discourse. The typology of thematic progression in text pro-
posed by Dane`s, and worked out in a more formal way by Scinto, provided the basis
of our 6 basic topic-comment structures for utterance pairs.
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4. The referential expressions that are used to refer to topics in a topical chain.

We considered their linguistic forms and their informational content. Also, the influ-
ence of temporary shifts to other discourse entities or other levels of communication
in a chain were studied. Studies that inspired us here were those of Prince (Prince
(1981]) and Deemter (Deemter [1991]; Deemter [1992]).

The result of the analysis is an integrative description of topic management in natu-
rall occurring telephone conversations, on the basis of which it is possible to give some
recommendations for engineers that aim to build computer dialogue systems.

1.5 Overview of the thesis

The thesis will have a cumulative structure. Each chapter will describe an aspect of the
analysis, taking with it the aspect(s) described by the previous chapter(s). The structure
is as follows:

1. Chapter 2 describes Dynamic Interpretation Theory (DIT) developed by Bunt (Bunt
[1989a]; Bunt [1989b]; Bunt [1990]; Bunt [1994]; Bunt [1995]; Bunt et al. [1993]) and
its application to the dialogues in our corpus.

2. Chapter 3 presents our definition and delineation of the notion of topic, and describes
how the topic of an utterance can be identified syntactically. We compare and relate
the topic-comment distinction to the given-new and theme-rheme distinctions, with
reference to that part of the literature that has been directly relevant to our analysis.

3. Chapter 4 describes how the topic-comment structures of the individual utterances
are combined to form topic-comment structures for entire dialogues and how this
bottom-up approach generally leads to a description of the topical structure of a
dialogue that satisfies the intuition that the information exchange in a naturally
occurring conversation centers around one or more topics.

4. Chapter 5 describes our study of the referential expressions that are used to refer to
topics in a topical chain.

5. The final chapter presents conclusions, evaluations and suggestions for further re-
search.



Chapter 2

Topic management in the context of
a dialogue

Describing topic management in a dialogue is not a simple matter, because of the complex-
ity of communicative behavior as found in a dialogue. In the first place, not all utterances
concern exchange of information about a topic in the task domain. Consider the following
dialogue:

(3) `~`5193
1 I: Informatie Schiphol
2 S: Goedemiddag,
3 kunt u mij zeggen
4 of het vliegtuig uit eh

Los Angeles op tijd is?
5 I: Ja hoor,
6 die komt om tien

over drie binnen
7 S: Oké,
8 dank u wel
9 I: Tot uw dienst hoor
10 S: Goedemiddag
11 I: Dag meneer

Schiphol Information
Good afternoon,
can you tell me
if the plane from uh
Los Angeles will be on time?
Yes,
it will arrive at ten
past three
Okay,
thank you
You're welcome
Good afternoon
Goodbye sir

We see utterances that concern various aspects of the communication at a meta-level,
like introducing oneself, showing contact, greeting, and showing acceptance, gratefulness
and willingness. These aspects, which are very important for a successful and smooth
information exchange, seem rather marginal with respect to topic management. So when
we aim at a description of topic management in dialogues, we need a theoretical framework
that will help us to distinguish utterances that play a central role in the topical structure
of a dialogue from utterances that do not.

In the second place, utterances which clearly have to do with topic management, be-
cause they exchange information about a certain topic, like utterances 3, 4, 5 and 6 in
the example above, may express more tha.n just information about that topic. They also
express the speaker's intentions with respect to that information implicitly (utterances 4,
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5, aud 6) or explicitly (utterance 3). The speaker's inteutions, for instance the intention to
request information or to provide information, are often not explicitly expressed. In utter-
ance 3 however, the speaker explicitly asks his partner about her knowledge with respect
to the information he is going to ask about an entity of the task domain. The occurrence
of such an utterance shows that an information exchanging utterance may ask information
about a topic of the dialogue situation (one of the speakers), as well as about a topic of
the task domain, tlae plane from Los Angeles. An account of the topical structure of a
dialogue cannot be given without a theoretical framework that takes this complexity into
account. In this chapter, such a theoretical framework will be explained and applied. This
framework has been developed by Bunt (Bunt [1989a]; Bunt [1989b]; Bunt [1990]; Bunt
[1994]; Bunt [1995]; Bunt et al. [1993]) and is known as Dynamic Interpretation Theory
(DIT). ,

2.1 Dialogue act analysis

A fruitful start for thinking about information exchange in general and about information
exchange in information dialogues in particular, is to view each individual utterance as
potentially providing new elements to be included in the addressee's state of information.
In Dynamic Interpretation Theory (DIT), where the participants' states of information
are considered to be central to the dialogue context, each utterance is viewed as bringing
the dialogue context from one state to another. Intuitively, this seems the right start for a
description of the way in which language is used in an information dialogue; as the ultimate
aim of an information dialogue is the exchange of information, the individual information
state of at least one dialogue partner is supposed to have changed when the exchange is
finished.

This view also implies an incremental and dynamic way of thinking about information
exchange. It is incremental because the exchange happens utterance by utterance; and
it is dynamic because the meaning of an individual utterance will update or review the
preceding context. The fruitfulness of this approach lies in the fact that it does justice
to the way in which information exchange evolves in naturally occurring conversations. A
dialogue context is built up in a stepwise fashion with frequent use of corrections, additions,
repetitions and underspecified pieces of language like anaphora and ellipsis. These can only
be properly interpreted if the preceding context has a part in the interpretation process.

Another important aspect of information exchange that has to be taken into account is
that speakers express certain information contents with certain intentions. The difference
between information content and intention is illustrated by the following two examples:

(4) Will flight KL 550 arrive on time?

(5) Flight KL 550 will arrive on time.

These utterances have the same information content, they express the same proposition,
but the intention is different. In the first utterance, the speaker wants to know if flight KL
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550 will arrive in time and in the second utterance the speaker wants the listener to know
that flight KL 550 will arrive on time. It is clear that this difference in intention causes
a different update of the dialogue context. By the first utterance, the speaker intends to
change the information state of his partner in such a way that she will provide him with
the desired information. In the second case the speaker intends her partner to update his
information state with the information just given.

This means that intentions are an important ingredient of the meaning of utterances:
they determine the way in which the information content is to be integrated in the context
built up so far, and they also affect the way in which the addressee will react. Intentions are
sometimes even more important than information content. Take for example the utterance
of Goodbye. The information content of this utterance is not really important. It has
become a standard phrase, the meaning of which resides entirely in its intentiou. By
uttering it, the speaker intends to greet his partner and may signal that for him the
dialogue has come to an end.

For this reason, in this thesis utterances will be defined as sentences or other grammat-
ical units (words or phrases)1 that express one or more dialogue acts, where following Bunt
(Bunt [1994]; Bunt et al. [1993]), dialogue acts are defined as functional units used by the
speaker to modify the dynamic context. A dialogue act has an information content and a
comrnunicative function. The communicative function will determine how the information
content of the act will be integrated into the context.2

This means that utterances carry not only explicit information content but also infor-
mation about the speaker's intention with respect to that information content. This extra
information plays an important role both in understanding and generating utterances,
because in generating their utterances and interpreting the utterances of their dialogue
partners, speakers will take into account their estimation of the partner's intentions.

The way in which dialogue acts change the state of the context is by providing infor-
mation about the speaker. Following Bunt (Bunt [19896]), it will be assumed that the
apPropiateness conditions of a particular dialogue act imply certain assumptions about
the properties of the speaker's beliefs and intentions. If speaker A asks, for example "At
what tirne will flight KL 550 arrive?", B assumes on the basis of our conventional rules of
communication that:

1. the speaker wants to know the arrival time of flight KL 550.

2. the speaker suspects that the hearer knows the arrival time of flight KL 550.

When B understands A's utterance as a question, and if the assumptions do not conflict
with B's prior beliefs, they will be added to the beliefs of B.

Table 2.1 on page 21 shows an inventory of communicative functions in information
dialogues ((Bunt [1989b])p.63~64). These have proven to be necessary and sufficient for

iExample (3) on p. 19 shows that smaller grammatical units than sentences can also have a independent
"meaning" or function in a dialogue. See the phrases Scháphol Informatáon and Good afternoon or the
words Yes, and Okay.

zSo the aspect of ineaning in which examples (4) and (5) differ, is called the communicative functáon.



interpreting the information exchanging utterances in the corpora Bunt investigated. See
Bunt (Bunt [1989b]) for further details.3

Iutentions are not alw-ay-s implicit. There are also utterances by which the speaker
explicitly informs the listener about his intention or knowledge with respect to the infor-
mation content of the rest of the utterance. As a consequence of the presence of these
utterances, we have two levels of communication: the level of the knowledge and intentions
of the dialogue participants, and the level of the factual information exchauge. In principle,
these two levels are always available in the dialogue since each dialogue act carries implicit
information about the speaker. As we will see in the chapters to follow, these intentions
influence the topical structure of the dialogue when they become explicit. on the surface.

2.2 Dialogue control acts

Dialogue (6) below illustrates that many utterances in information dialogues do not di-
rectly serve the exchange of information about a factual domain and their knowledge and
intentions with respect to that domain:

(6) "~2063

1 I: Inlichting Schiphol
2 S: Ja,
3 u spreekt met De Wijl
4 Vlucht KL 550,
5 hoe laat is die gepland?
6 I: Die wordt nu definitief verwacht

om vijf voor twaalf
7 S: Vijf voor twaalf?
8 I: Ja hoor
9 S: Oké,
10 bedankt
11 I: Tot uw dienst
12 S: Dag
13 I: Dag

Schiphol Information
Yes,
you are speaking with De Wijl
Flight KL 550,
for what time is it scheduled?
It is now definitely expected
at five to twelve
Five to twelve?
Yes
Okay,
thank you
You're welcome
Goodbye
Goodbye

In this dialogue only two utterances concern factual information exchange, viz. utterances
5 and 6. The rest is concerned with all kinds of other aspects of communication like
greeting, introducing oneself, introducing a topic, checking if one heard well, closing the
dialogue. Following Bunt (Bunt [1989a]; Bunt [1994]; Bunt [1995]; Bunt et al. [1993]),
these kind of utterances will be said to express dialogv,e control acts. Dialogue control acts,
which form the greater part of the dialogue acts performed by utterances in a naturally
occurring dialogue, regulate all kinds of aspects of the communication. They must be
distinguished from the acts that exchange factual information about a factual domain.
Those other dialogue acts are called task-orie~ated acts, because they are motivated not
by the communication but by the non-linguistic task that motivates the dialogue, like

3It may be noted that Bunt uses the term "suspect", in conditions of the form "S suspects that...", for
expressing a weak form of belief, to be contrasted with strong belief, which is called "know".
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Table 2.1: The most important information exchangin functions in information dialogues
Communicative function: Appropriateness conditions
WH-QUESTION S wants to know which elements of X satify p

S suspects that H knows which elements of X satisfy p
S suspects that there is an element in X that satisfies }~

YN-QUESTION S wants to know whether p
S suspects that H knows whether p

CHECK S wants to know whethcr p
S suspects that H knows whether p
S suspects that p

ALTS-QUESTION S wants to know whether xi or ... or xn satisfies p
S suspects that H knows which elements of xl, ... , xn satifies i~
S knows that either xl or ... x„ satifies p

WH-ANSWER~WEAK S knows that H wants to know which elements in X satisfy p
S suspects that V is the set of elements satisfying p

WH-ANSWER S knows that H wants to know which elements in X satisfy p
S knows that V is the set of elements satisfying p

YN-ANSWER~WEAK 5 knows that H wants to know whether p
S suspects that p

YN-ANSWER S knows that H wants to know whether p
S knows that p

CONFIRM~WEAK S knows that H wants to know whether p
S suspects that p
S suspects that H suspects that p

CONFIRM S knows that H wants to know whethcr p
S knows that p
S knows that H suspects that p

DISCONFIRM~WEAK S knows that H wants to know whether p
S suspects that p
S suspects that H suspects that not p

DISCONFIRM S knows that H wants to know wherh~~r p
S knows that p
S knows that H suspects that not p

INFORM~WEAK S wants H to know that p
S suspects that p

INFORM S wants H to know that p
S knows that p

AGREEMENT~WEAK S wants H to know that p
S suspects that p
S suspects that H suspects that p

AGREEMENT 5 wants H to know that p
S knows that p
S knows that H suspects that p

DISAGREEMENT~WEAK S wants H to know that p
S suspects that p
S suspects that H suspects that not p

DISAGREEMENT S wants H to know that p
S knows that p
S knows that H suspects that not p

CORRECTION S wants H to know that p
S knows that p
S knows that H knows that not p



"to pick somebody up at the airport". By task-oriented acts people try to reach their
noncommunicative goals, while dialogue control acts are the means by which the dialogue
partners regulate their cooperation.

According to Bunt (Bunt [1989b]), some dialogue control acts can be viewed as sig-
nals coming from or directed toward the various processes in an information processing
system such as semantic and pragmatic interpretation, knowledge update, and language
generatiou. They report or address the successes, problems, or failures of these processes;
providing positive ( success) or negative ( problems, failures) feedback on various aspects
of processing. Other dialogue control acts concern the regulation of the interaction itself,
like opening and closing the dialogue, turn keeping or turn giving, and keeping contact.
Although further research in this area is needed, Bunt (Bunt [1989b]) notes that there is
some evidence that dialogue control acts should perhaps not be treated as changing the
speaker's and hearer's states in exactly the same way as task-oriented acts. In contrast with
task-oriented acts they only have a local function in the dialogue, losing their significance
almost immediately after they have been performed.

The communicative functions described in Table 2.1 above are often used for task-
oriented purposes. They may, however, also be used to perform dialogue control acts.
Actually, dialogue control acts can be formed in two ways:

1. by using a dialogue control function, i.e. a communicative funetion specific for dia-
logue control purposes.

2. by using an "informative" communicative function, combined with a. semantic content
at meta-level (i.e., concerning the communication, rather than the task domain).

So a dialogue control act can also have a question function, an answer function or an inform
function; consider the following example:

(7) ~"6164

1 I: Inlichtingen Schiphol
2 S: Och juffrouw,
3 ik wou even informeren,
4 het vliegtuig Los Angeles-Amsterdam
5 is dat al geland?
6 I: De vlucht van tien over drie bedoelt u?
7 S: Ja
8 I: Die is om tien over drie geland
9 S: Mooi,
10 dank u wel hoor
11 L Tot uw dienst
12 S: Dag juffrouw
13 I: Dag meneer

Schiphol Information
Say Miss
I just wanted to inquire

the plane Los Angeles-Amsterdam
has it already landed?
The 8ight of ten past three you mean?
Yes
It has landed at ten past three
Fine,
thank you very much
You are welcome
Goodbye Miss
Goodbye Sir

Utterance 6 of this dialogue is a dialogue control act, because the speaker wants to know
if he has the correct referent in mind. It is a dialogue control act with an informative
communicative function and its semantic content is at meta-level; it expresses a question
about the intention of the dialogue partner. Utterance 9, for instance, has a specific



dialogue control function. It expresses satisfaction. Utterance 8 is an example of a task-
oriented act. It is a yes~no-answer that provides information about an entity in the task
domain.

2.3 Aspects of dialogue control

The previous section has shown that participating in a dialogue involves more than just an
exchange of factual information. While planning an utterance, speakers are also occupied
with other aspects of communication. This often happens all at the same time. This is
one of the reasons why one utterance may express more than one dialogue act. In Bunt's
terrns: utterances are rnost of the tirne yrcultifanctional. When a speaker provides an answer
to a question, for example, he not only provides the information that was asked for. He
implicitly also conveys that he has understood the question, which means that he also gives
positive feedback. By giving the answer at the right moment, he also implicitly performs a
turn management act, and by connecting the new information to an entity that has been
given in the question he implicitly executes a topic management act.

So most utterances express more than one dialogue act. Often, possibly together with
a task-oriented act, a number of dialogue control acts are carried out simultaneously. They
may concern various aspects, as is shown in Table 2.2 (Bunt [1994]). Each of these aspects
will be discussed in the next subsections.

2.3.1 Discourse structuring

Discourse structuring acts concern topic management and dialogue delimitation.

Topic management

Comnronly, speakers aim at a coherent and understandable organization of the information
exchange in conversation, which means that they will organize it around one or more topics.
The topics form the connecting threads in the dialogue and guide the speakers' generation
and interpretation of new utterances. The function of topic management is to regulate the
introductions, continuations, and shifts of topics in the dialogue.

Locally, at the level of the construction of the utterance, topic management means
finding the right presentation of the information content of the utterance. The term infor-
~riation packaging (Chafe [1976]; Chafe [1987]; Vallduví [1993]; Vallduví [1994a]; Vallduví
[1994b]) is used to describe the phenomenon at issue here. The following two utterances,
for instance, have the same information content

(8) We don't get passenger lists.

(9) Passenger lists we don't get.

but there is a difference in the way the information is presented. This difference can be
ascribed to topic management considerations.
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t--topic management
discourse I

t--structuring--I t--opening
I t--dialogue------I
I delimitation t--closing

I
I }--perception
I t--positive------I

dialogue I I (--interpretation
control--- I--feedback--t ~

I I I--evaluation
I t--negative------I
I t--execution
I
I t--turn management
I I
I I--time management
I interaction I
t--management--I--contact management
I I
I t--own communication management
I
I t--self-introduction
I I
I social I }--opening
t--obligations--I--greeting--I

management I }--farewell
I
I--apology
I
}--gratitude expression

Table 2.2: Dialogue Control functions.
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A speaker's choice for a certain packaging depends on his assumptions about the lis-
tener's current state of information and processing. He will aim to present the information
content of his utterance in such a way that it is connected with an entity introduced in
the preceding context and, if there is no preceding context or if a new connected discourse
fragment has to be opened, it regulates that a new point for connection will be introduced.

The phenomenon of information packaging, described for the first time by Chafe (Chafe
[1976]), has been extensively elaborated by Vallduví (Vallduví [1993]; Vallduví [1994a];
Vallduví [1994b]), who describes the role of information packaging as optimizing the entry
of new information into the relevant subset of the common ground. Vallduví uses the file-
metaphor of Heim (Heim [1983]) to describe the structure of the listener's model of the
common ground. He views it as a collection of entity-denoting file cards. The content of
these file cards is updated during communication by entering the new information carried
by the utterances in the dialogue.

By their information packaging strategy, speakers make this process more efficient:
they indicate what part of the utterance constitutes new information, according to the
speaker's assumptions, and how and where that information fits in the common ground.
An utterance can contain maximally three information components: a focus, a link and a
tail. The focus represents the information that the listener has to enter into the common
ground. The link, also called sentence toPic (Reinhart [1980]; Reinhart [1981]), points to a
specific file card for the entry of the focus. The tail specifies further how the focus fits on a
given file card. Topic management thus concerns the linkage part of information packaging.
It regulates that information is exchanged in such an orderly and understandable way that
it is clear for both speaker and hearer what piece of new information is exchanged about
what discourse entity.

There is both explicit and implicit topic management. Explicit topic management acts
are dialogue control acts with the exclusive aim to introduce explicitly the topic of the
utterances that follow. Topic management is implicitly present in all utterances that aim
to communicate information about a certain topic. In these utterances, it is regulated by
standard conventions. This thesis will elaborate the conventions for implicit and explicit
topic management. However, it is important to distinguish first all utterances that express
topic management acts from utterances that dorr't.

Dialogue delimitation

Dialogue delimitation acts indicate the speaker's view of the state of the dialogue and
his plan to continue. They start or close subdialogues and entire dialogues. Examples of
characteristic dialogue opening phrases are Hallo (Hello), Goedemiddag (Good afternoon),
U spreekt met De Wijl (You are speaking with De Wijl), Ik heb een vraagje aan u(I have
a question for you), Kunt u mij vertellen.. (Can you tell me.. ). Characteristic phrases
for closing a subdialogue are Oké (Okay), Ja (Yes) and a characteritic one for starting a
new subdialogue is Eh... nog even een vraag (Uh.. just one more question). Characteristic
phrases for closing a dialogue are Mooi (Good), Fijn (Fine), Dank u wel (Thank you
very much.), and Dan weet ik voldoende (Then I know enough). In nearly all cases, these
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utterances also serve other functions beside dialogue delimitation.

The following example shows different discourse structuring acts:

(10~ r`~`6078

1 I: Inlichtingen Schiphol Schiphol Information dialogue delimitation
2 S: Ja Yes
3 goedemiddag, good afternoon, dialogue delimitation
4 u spreekt met {???} you are speaking with {'???} dialogue delimitation
5 Ik wou even vragen, I want just ask dialogue delimitation
6 met British Airways, with British Airways, topic management
7 nummer vier veertien, number four fourteen,
8 is die op tijd vertrokken has it departed on time

vanuít Londen? from London?
9 I: Momentje graag... A moment please...
10 Hij moet inderdaad om vier It should indeed arrive at

uur binnenkomen vanmiddag, four o'clock this afternoon,
11 maar of die verder op tijd komt but if it will arrive on time topic management
12 dat weten we op dit moment that we still don't know at

nog niet the moment
13 Dat krijgen we normaal gesproken That we get in the normal

een half uur van te voren door, course of events half an
hour in advance,

14 voor de aankomst before arrival
15 S: Goed, Good, dialogue delimitation
16 bedankt thanks dialogue delimitation
17 I: Tot uw dienst You're welcome dialogue delimitation
18 S: Goedemiddag Good afternoon dialogue delimitation
19 I: Goedemiddag Good afternoon dialogue delimitation

Utterances 1, 3 and 4 are conventional openings typical of a telephone conversation. Besides
social obligation management, a forrn of dialogue control that will be explained later, they
also concern dialogue delimitation. The same holds for utterances 16, 17, 18 and 19.
These are conventionally typical closings of an information dialogue. Utterance 15 is a
multifunctional utterance. It both gives positive feedback, showing acceptance of the
information given before, but it also closes the information exchange. Utterances 6 and
11 are explicit topic management acts. Utterance 6 introduces a topic into the dialogue
that remains the topic of the utterances that follow until utterance 11: British Airways.
Utterance 11 is an explicit topic shift to the proposition if it will arrive qn time. It remains
the topic of the utterances that follow until the exchange delimitation marker good.

2.3.2 Feedback

By giving feedback, a speaker shows his state of processing the partner's preceding utter-
ances (Allwood, Nivre 8e Ahlsén (1992]; Bego [1993a]; Bego [1993b]; Bunt [1994]) or he
reacts to the other speaker's processing (Bunt [1995]). A speaker can express different lev-
els of processing and different levels of reactions to the other speaker's processing. He can
show attention, perceptual processing, interpretation, evaluation and execution. These
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aspects of feedback are linearly ordered (Bego [1993a]; Bego [1993b]). When a speaker
provides feedback on execution (for example if he fulfills a request) he also shows that he
has given attention to his partner's utterance and that he has perceived, interpreted, and
evaluated it. There is positive and negative feedback. Positive feedback reports or confirms
successful processing, while negative feedback reports difficulties in processing.

Feedback is usually expressed by short morphemes, like O(Oh), ja (yes), oké (okay),
fijn (greatJ, qoed (yood~, nou (well), ja hoor (oh yes~, okidooo (okayJ, hé (hey), mooi (good~,
jawed (oh yes~, fijn hoor (great), oké goed (okay goodJ for positive feedback and nee (noJ,
o jee (oh Lord), zo? (really?) for negative feedback, but it can also be expressed by full
or elliptical sentences. A frequently used form of feedback is repetition of (part of) the
partner's utterance (Beun [1989]). See the example below

(11) ~~`3331

1 I: Inlichtingen Schiphol
2 S: Ja,
3 met De Boogerd
4 Kunt u mij vertellen
5 wanneer KL 602 binnenkomt?
6 I: Die wordt op het ogenblik

verwacht om vijf over drie
7 S: Om vijf over drie
8 Oké,

Schiphol Information
Y"es,
with De Boogerd
Can you tell me

Positive feedback

9 bedankt
10 I: Tot uw dienst
11 S: Dag
12 I: Dag

when KL 602 will arrive?
It is at this moment
expected at five past three
at five past three Positive feedback
Okay, Positive feedback,

Acceptance
thanks
you're welcome
Goodbye
Goodb,ye

Utterance 7 is a repetition of the new information of the partner's utterance. It evidences
successful processing. Utterances 2 and 8 also express positive feedback. The most elab-
orate forms of positive feedback are sentences in which the speaker literally informs his
partner about his final state of processing:

(12) '~2172 i6 dan weten we genoeg then we know enough

The most frequent forms of negative feedback are wh-questions and checks. Another
clear example of a negative feedback act is a corrections, where the speaker reacts on
the other speaker's "wrong" processing. The following dialogue fragment contains various
forms of negative feedback:
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(13) "4065

3 S: Het vliegtuig S 4 20
4 dat naar Singapore gaat,
5 dat zou om drie uur vertrekken,

6 heeft dat soms nog vertraging?
7 I: De SQ vieren... eh 23?

8 S: 20,

9 de SQ 20

10 I: Naar Singapore he?

11 S: Naar Singapore

12 I: En die zou om drie uur

vertrekken, dacht u?
13 S: Ja

14 I: O ja,
15 kwart over drie
16 S: Ja

17 I: Hij gaat nog op tijd hoor
18 S: Hij gaat nog op tijd?

19 I: Ja }ioor

The plane S 4 20
that goes to Singapore,
that was supposed to
depart at three o'clock,
is it still delayed?
The SQ four and... uh
23?
20,
the SQ 20

To Singapore?

To Singapore

And it would depart at

three o'clock, you thought?
Yes

Ah yes,
quarter past three
Yes

It will still depart on time
It will still depart on time?

Yes

Negative feedback,
Check
Negative feedback,
Correction
Negativefeedback,
Correction
Negative feedback,
Check
Positive feedback,
Confirm
Negative feedback,
Check

Positive feedback,
Confirm
Positive feedback
Positive feedback
Positive feedback,
Confirm

Negative feedback,
Check
Positive feedback,
Confirm

Utterances 7, 10, 12, and 18 express negative feedback. They are all checks. Utterances 8
and 9 express negative feedback too; this time a correction. Utterances 11, 13, 14, 15, 16,
and 19 express positive feedback.

2.3.3 Interaction management

Interaction management involves turn management, time management, contact manage-
ment, own communication management, and social obligation management.

T4irn management

By expressing a turn inanagement act a speaker shows that he wants to continue or that he
would like his partner to continue. Turn keeping and turn giving acts are seldom expressed
in words, so utterances that exclusively perform a turn management act are rare.4 More
commonly intonation and speech tempo are used for this purpose, which means that turn
management acts exist implicitly in virtually every utterance.

4They occur more trequently in structured multi-party conversations.
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Time management

This kind of management is especially important for telephone conversations, when there
is no visual feedback. A prolonged silence would create uncertainty as to whether there is
contact. So when a speaker needs some more time before he can continue the conversation
than is conventionally allowed he will express an explicit time management act like Een
momentje, alstublieft (A moment, ~lease) or an implicit one like Even kijken (Let's see).

Contact management

Contact management involves the establishment and check of contact. Explicit contact
management acts can be found in the opening phase of a telephone conversation, but they
also occur in the middle of a conversation after a pause or if there is a disturbauce in the
line. Typical contact management acts are Hallo (Hello), Ja (Yes), or Ja, mevrouw~meneer
(Yes, madam~sir). Even though often performed implicitly, contact management is some-
thing speakers must always be aware of.

Own communication management

Own communication management5 is the correction of one's own speaking. It may involve
a large range of aspects of speech. A distinction is made between the management of the
meaning of what is said and the management of linguistic deviancy (Levelt [1983]). The
first kind of speech management has to do with checking whether what was said corre-
sponds to what was intended. A speaker may, while speaking, change his mind and realize
that he better express another message than the one he is currently formulating. While
speaking, he may also become aware that the way he expresses the intended information
needs qualification in view of the context of expression. This may concern a potential
ambiguity of reference, the appropriate choice of terminology, or coherence with previous
discourse. The second kind of own communication management concerns detecting errors
in one's speech, syntactic flaws, maintaining standards of rate, loudness, or other aspects
of linguistic performance.

Own communication management acts typically do not call for any reaction from the
partner, although a long hesitation may invite the partner to take the turn, for instance in
order to help. The manifestation of these acts involves pausing, use of the special morpheme
eh or other editing terms, and repetition and change of already formulated content and~or
expressions.

Own communication management acts co-occur with all kinds of other acts.

Social obligations management

Within a community of speakers of one and the same language certain conventions obtain
concerning the way in which one reacts to a dialogue situation. If the partner introduces

SThis terminology is due to Allwood et al. (Allwood, Nivre 8c Ahlsén [1990]; Allwood, Nivre 8L Ahlsén
[1992] )
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himself, we normally introduce ourselves too, and if he greets, we normally greet him too.
Social obligation management regulates these aspects of communication. According to
Bunt (Bunt [1994]; Bunt [1995~) all functions in this class have two variants, an "initiative"
one and a"reactive" one. The initiative variant creates a reactive pressure which can be
resolved by the corresponding reactive act. According to DIT, the resolution of such
pressures is one of the rnechanisms motivating the performance of a dialogue act. So a
self-introduction by one of the dialogue partners will often result. in a corresponding self-
introduction of the other dialogue partner, a greeting will be followed by a greeting, a
thauking and au apology by the corresponding type of acknowledgement.

Example dialogue (14) contains examples of each kind of interaction management act.

2.4 Restricting the analysis to topic management

Having outlined the theory of dialogue act analysis and the place of topic management
within that theory, we can more clearly delineate the topic of this thesis. We will restrict
our analysis to only those utterances in a dialogue that play a role in the topical structure
of a dialogue. See the following example:

(15) ~'S237
1 I: Informatie Schiphol
2 S: De machine uit Londen,
3 KL 128,
4 hoe laat verwacht die...

wordt die verwacht?
5 I: Dan moet ik even kijken,
6 een ogenblikje
7 I: Die komt om drie uur binnen
8 S: Dank u wel
9 I: Tot uw dienst,
10 dag

Schiphol Information
The plane from London,
KL 128,
at what time expect it...
is it expected?
Then I have to check,
a moment
It will come in at three o'clock
Thank you
You're welcome,
goodbye

Utterances that open the dialogue, self-introductions like here "Schiphol Information",
greetings, and contact management acts do not have the function to communicate infor-
mation about a certain topic. Thcy play no role in the topical developement of the dialogue.
The same holds for dialogue closing utterances, acceptations, thankings like "Thank you"
here, re-thankings and greetings like "goodbye" here. Also in the central phase of the di-
alogue, the place in which topics occur, there are still utterances that do not have the
function of communicating information about a topic. These are utterances that exclu-
sively express interaction management acts, time management, or contact management
acts, and utterances that express elementary feedback acts, that have nothing to do with
the factual information exchange. An example of these is "a moment" in the dialogue
fragment above. Often, the utteranc.es realizing acts that do not aim to communicate
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(14) '~`4379

1 I: Informatie Schiphol

2 S: Ja,
3 goedemo...middag

mevrouw

Schiphol Information

Yes,
good mo...afternoon
madam

Social obligation management,
Self-introduction
Contact management
Contact management
Own communication management
Social obligation management,
greeting

4 Kunt u mij misschien
ook zeggen

5 is het toestel uit
Dubrovnik,

6 de JU 222,
7 die om twaalf uur

twintig op Schipho(
zou komen,

8 is die al geland?
9 I: Even kijken,
10 een ogenblikje
11 S: Alstublieft
12 I: Hallo
13 S: Ja, mevrouw
14 I: Nou, ik heb wel

de JU 222 gehad,
15 S: Ja,
16 I: maar die komt niet

vanuit Dubrovnik
17 S: 0,
18 waar kwam die dan..
19 uit Zagreb?
20 I: Ja
21 S: Ja, das ook goed
22 I: Ja, die is geland hoor
23 kwart voor een
24 S: Kwart voor een
25 Fijn,
26 dank u wel

27 I: Tot uw dienst hoor

28 S: Dag mevrouw

29 I: Dag mevrouw

Can you tell me

Has the plane from
Dubrovnik,
the JU 222,
that was supposed
to arrive at Schiphol
at twenty past twelve,
has that already landed?
Let's see,
a moment please
Thank you
Hello
Yes, madam
Well, I have had
the JU 222
yes,
but it doesn't come
from Dubrovnik
O,
where did it then..
from Zagreb?
Yes
Yes, that is all right too
Yes, it has landed
a quarter to one
a quarter to one
Fine,
Thank you very much

You are welcome

Goodbye madam

Goodbye madam

Time management
Time management
Social obligation management
Contact management
Contact management

Own communication management

Social obligation management,
thanking
Social obligation management,
re-thanking
Social obligation managenent,
greeting
Social obligation management,
greeting
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information about a topic, have no or only marginal information content.
The notion of topical structure in a dialogue will have to be applied only to those

utterances that exchange information about a topic of the task domain or about one of
the speakers. The notion of topical structure in the context of this dissertation only makes
sense for utterances that express question acts, answer acts or inform acts, described by
Table 2.1.

For example (15) above, we see that only utterances 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 play a role in the
topical structure in the dialogue. Utterances 2 and 3 introduce a topic of the task domain,
utterance 4 asks, and utterance 7 gives information about that topic. In utterance 5, the
speaker informs his partner about himself.

The dialogue illustrates that in these telephone conversations information exchange
is possible about two kinds of topics: a topic from the task domain, and a topic in the
dialogue situation, namely one of the participants. This can also be expressed in the
following way: information exchange is possible about topics on object-level and topics on
meta-level. Both kinds of topics are always present, either implicitly or explicitly. If one
topic is explicitly elaborated on, the other is still latently present. The chapters that follow
will elaborate on the topical structure on two levels of communication.



Chapter 3

Utterance Topics

A speaker who wants to have a successful information exchange will have to take into
account the cognitive state of the person he is talking to: he will have to articulate the
information content of his message in such a way that it will be properly understood. A
common strategy is to pack the information content of the utterances in a systematic way as
described for instance by Chafe ((Chafe [1987])p. 36) for spontaneous spoken information
presentation:

The usual technique for presenting information is to choose some concept, typically
some referent, as a starting point and then add information about it. As a speaker
proceeds to verbalixe one focus of consciousness after another, each added piece of
information is attached to some other piece that is in some sense adready present.

The same phenomenon can be observed when two speakers are involved, as the following
example illustrates:

(16) '~`2063

1 I: Inlichting Schiphol
2 S: Ja,
3 u spreekt met de Wijl
4 Vlucht KL 550,
5 hoe laat is die gepland?
6 I: Die wordt nu definitief verwacht

om vijf voor twaalf
7 S: Vijf voor twaalf'?
8 I: Ja hoor
9 S: Oké
10 Bedankt
11 I: Tot uw dienst
12 S: Dag
13 I: Dag

Schiphol Information
Yes,
you are speaking with de Wijl
Flight KL 550,
for what time is it scheduled?
It is now definitely expected
at five to twelve
Five to twelve?
Yes
Okay,
Thank you
You're welcome
Goodbye
Goodbye

When the information exchange starts, after some dialogue opening acts, in utterance 4,
the information seeker introduces a common starting point Flight KL 550. This entity
serves as a point of attachment for the question that follows: it is the entity about which

35
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for what ti7ne is it scheduled is asked. The answer of the information service takes up this
same entity to provide the requested information, as do the check and the confirm that
follow in utterances 7 and 8.

The introduction of a certain entity and the continuation of that entity, which con-
stitutes the linkage part of infor~nation packaging (Chafe [1976]; Chafe [1987]; Vallduví
[1993]; Vallduví [1994a]; Vallduví [1994b]) is the work of topic management in naturally
occurring dialogues. It regulates that information is exchanged in such an orderly and un-
derstandable way that it is clear for both speaker and hearer what piece of new information
is exchanged about what entity. Topic management regulates that the new information in
an utterance will be connected with an entity introduced in a preceding utterance. If there
is no preceding discourse or if a new discourse fragment has to be opened, it regulates the
introduction of a new entity.

In this chapter, a first step will be taken to describe topic management in a more precise
and forinal way. We will start with an intuitive characterization of utterance topics and
contrast this notion with the related informational notions of theme and given information.
We will then proceed to formulate syntactic topic assignment rules for utterances.

3.1 An intuitive definition of utterance topic

Traditionally the notion of topic is defined in terms of "aboutness". The topic of an
utterance, a dialogue fragment or an entire dialogue is the person, object or concept the
dialogue participants are communicating something about. The notion of topic is also
connected with the notion of semantic coherence: a sequence of utterances that is about
something, that elaborates on a certain topic, can be judged to be coherent.

To describe this kind of coherence in discourse, two notions are used that should be
clearly distinguished: v~tterance topic and discov,rse topic. The notion of utterance topic
refers to the topic of an individual utterance while the notion of discourse topic refers to
the topic of a larger discourse unit, a dialogue segment or a dialogue, as a whole.

The notion of utterance topic is used to describe the local coherence of utterances in a
discourse. The connectedness between two successive utterances is described by the way
in which the topic of the second utterance is linked to an entity in the previous utterance
(Dane"s [1974]; Reinhart [1980]; Scinto [1981]). The notion of discourse topic intends to
describe the global coherence of a discourse. However, there is no clear description of this
kiud of topic in the literature (Reinhart [1981]). Some characterizations of this notion refer
to the relation between the meaning of the utterances in the discourse and an underlying
topic, for instance the proposition (or set of propositions) about which the speaker is either
providing or reqv,estiny new inforrnation (Keenan 8t Schieffelin [1976]); others define it in
terms of utterance topic: they accept a discourse topic to be a discourse referent that is
elaborated on by each of the individual utterances of the discourse (Downing [1991]; Ldwe
[1987]).

For the research reported here, a notion of discourse topic of the latter kind suffices to
account for certain important aspects of the topical structure of dialogues. One of these
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aspects is that one or more topical lines can be distinguished in most dialogues. These
lines arise when speakers repetitively present the same discourse referent as the topic of
their utterances. It is intuitively plausible to call this referent a discourse topic. ~~'e have
to accept about this notion that a discourse topic is not always the same as the topic of
each individual utterance in the discourse. As we will see, a topical line in a discourse can
be interrupted by temporary shifts to other entities. We will see that a topical line can
also be started by an utterance, the topic of which is not the same as the discourse topic
it introduces into the dialogue, or by a topicless topic-introducing utterance. Moreover, a
topic can also be continued by shifts to subsectional or related entities (Deemter [1991]).
There is a shift to another utterance topic in this case, where the new entity has such a
strong relation with the previous topic that we may in a sense also speak of a continuation
of the discourse topic.

Since our description of topic management is based on utterance topics, we will need to
be more precise about them. We will start with the following intuitive definitions of topic
and comment for utterance topics (cf. (Gundel [1985]) p. 86):

An entity, T, is the topic of an utterance, U, if U is intended to increase the
addressee's knowledge about, request information about or otherwise get the
addressee to act with respect to T.

Information, C, is the comment of an utterance, U, if C is what is actually
communicated, i. e., asserted, questioned with respect to the topic.

The intuitive attractiveness of these definitions is that they do justice to both the
dialogue act analysis proposed in chapter 2 and the intuitive ideas about the way in which
utterance topics contribute to the semantic coherence of a dialogue.

We will show how these definitions work by applying them to each of the utterances of
the following dialogue fragment:
(17) "2063

4 S: Vlucht KL 550,
5 hoe laat is die gepland?
6 I: Die wordt mi definitief

verwacht om vijf voor twaalf
7 S: Vijf voor twaalf?
8 I: Ja hoor

Flight KL 550,
for what time is it scheduled?
It is now definitely
expected at five to twelve
Five to twelve?

Yes

In utterance 4, a topic is introduced: Flight KL 550. In utterance 5 information is requested
about it:

for what time is it scheduled?

The topic of this utterance, the entity about which the information is asked, is represented
by it. The rest of the utterance for what time is - scheduled? represents the information
that is asked about it, the comment.

Utterauce 6 provides the information requested:
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It is taotu de.jiraitel,y ez~pected at ftve to twelve.

The topic of this utterance. the eutit~~ about which the information is provided is aga.in
represented b~~ it. The commetrt. the infortnation requested about it, is represented by the
rest of the utterance - ~i.s 1ao~tu de.~ni~tel~y e~cpected at ftiae to twelve.

L'tterance 7 checks thiti information b~. repeating part of utterance G:

Five to twelve?

Thr t~ipic and also a large part of the comment is left out. Onl~. part of the comment of
the prereding ntterance is expressed. Nevert.heless, the topic this piece of information is
abuut i~ ~till the same: Flight I~L 550.

In this example the topic is a concrete object, a flight. Generall5~, topics are concrete
or abstract objects~, or participants for which it is possible to interpret the information
expressed in the utterance as a property of that entity (Downing [1991]; Ldwe [1987];
Reinhart [1981]).

The dialogue fragment also illustrates how topics form a connecting thread in a dialogue,
and as such contribute to the semantic coherence of the dialogue:
(19) kz2063

COA1iVfENT
(part 1)

TOPIC COhiMENT
( part 2)

4 S: Vlucht KL 550,
5 hoe laat is die gepland?
6 I: Die wordt nu definitief verwacht om vijf voor twaalf
7 S: [Die] [wordt nu definitief verwacht om] Vijf voor twaalf?
8 I: Ja hoor [Die] [wordt nu definitief verwacht om vijí voor twaalf]

4 S: Flight KL 550,
5 for what time is it scheduled?
6 I: It is now definitely expected at five to twelve
7 S: [It] [is now definitely expected at] five to twelve?
8 I: Yes [It] [is now definitely expected at five to twelve]

In this dialogue, the topic is not only the topic of each of the utterances, it is also the
discourse topic of the entire dialogue.

In the sections that follow, we will elaborate this intuitive notion of topic by contrasting
it with other informational notions: given-new and theme-rheme. Towards the end of the
chapter, we will come to formal rules for topic assignment.

~ Not only concrete objects like flights, luggage etc. may become the topic of an utterance, also abstract
objects like From Amsterdam to Schiphol 6y trnin in the example below:

(18) "4074

3 S: ik wou wat inlichtingen I wanted some information
4 Van Centraal Amsterdam he .. eh.. From Amsterdam uh .. uh..

naar Schiphol met de trein to Schiphol by train
5 eh.. dat weet ik niet, uh.. that I do not know,

Abstract objects are usually introduced by propositions or parts thereof. See also (Asher [1993]).
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3.2 Topic-comment and the given-new contract

As the preceding section has already made clear, people usually construct their messages
in such a way that they start with some context-setting information and end with the
information they really want to conununicate. In linguistic literature (Chafe [1976]; Chafe
[1987]; Clark 8e Haviland [1977]; Halliday [1985]); this way of information packa,ging is
often related to the notions of given and new information. Chafe defines those terms as
follows:

Giveya (or odd) information is that knowledge which the speaker assumes to be in the

consciousness of the addressee at the time of the utterance. So-called new information

is what the speaker assumes he is introducing into the addressee's consciousness by

what he says. ((Chafe [1976])p. 30)

Alternatively, givenness can be defined in terms of what the speaker takes for granted
as part of the background of the conversation. Given information is then the information
a speaker assumes to be in the cotnmon ground he shares with his addressee (Clark 8L
Schaefer [1989]), the common knowledge or mutual knowledge (Clark 8c Ma.rshall [1981]) of
the participants in the conversation.

Using this second definition of givenness, Clark 8L Haviland (Clark 8c Haviland [1977] )
argue that the construction of utterances is subject to an implicit a.greement between
language users, which they call the given-new contract:

The speaker tries, to the best of his ability, to make the structure of his utterances

congruent with his knowledge of the listener's mental world. He agrees to convey

information he thinks the listener already knows as given information and to convey

information he thinks the listener doesn't yet know as new information. The listener,

for his Part, agrees to interpret all utterances in the same light. The result is what

we have called the given-new contract... ((Clark l~ Haviland [1977])p. 4).

The given-new contract leads to a particular behavior of each dialogue participant.
On the one hand, the speaker will construct his utterances in such a way that he relates
information he considers to be new to information he considers to be given. On the other
hand, the listener will make use of a given-new strategy in interpreting the utterance. This
strategy can be described as a three-step procedure. First, the interpreter will isolate the
given and the new information in the incoming utterance. Next, he will search his memory
for an antecedent for the given information. Finally, he will integrate the new information
into memory structure by attaching it to the antecedent.

The given-new distinction in utterances is often considered to be closely related to word
order.2 It has been shown both for Dutch (Geerts et al. [1984]; Godin [1980]) and for En-
glish (Halliday [1985]; Quirk et al. [1985]) that ideally, an utterance will start with a given
element and end with a new element. There are two obvious exceptions to this rule. One
is that discourse has to start somewhere, so there may be discourse-initiating utterances

zOriginally, this idea was developed by the Prague School (Dane's [1964]; Mathesius [1939]).
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consisting of uew elements only. The other is that by its very nature the given can be
left out in cases where it refers to something already present in the verbal or uon-verbal
contt~zt. A special case of this last possibility is a focus topicalization construction where
thr ~peaker starts with the new information, and then shows, in a sort of afterthought,
w.ith w.hat information it has to be connected. See for example utterance 7 in (20) below:3
(20) '~5333

4 S: Ik wou vragen
5 hoe laat komt die vliegtuig

uit CuraCao morgen?
6 I: Een ogenblik
7 I: Tien over tien morgenochtend

wordt die verwacht

There

I would like to ask
At what time will that plane
from Curacao arrive tomorrow?
A moment
Ten past ten tomorrow morning
is it expected

are many more cases, however, where a simple rule of new information following
given information can be shown to fail. See for example (21):

(21) ~~`5322

5 S: Ik wou van u een inlichting I would like from you some information
over de KL 775 van 26 februari about the KL 775 of February 26

The initial element in this utterance is clearly given: The identity of the speaker is evident
from the situation. A problem arises at the end of the utterance, where an entity is
introduced by a definite NP, suggesting that the speaker assumes the listener has previous
knowledge about it. Following Clark's definition, this entity should be considered given.
Yet, it is clearly less immediately available than entities that are present in the situation
or in the preceding discourse.

This raises the questiou whether the given-uew distinctiou should really be considered
as binary. Chafe's (Chafe [1976]) notion of givenness (presented at the beginning of this
section), for instance, applies to a subset of the entities Clark would consider as given. In
particular, we may want to distinguish information that is available in the participants'
background knowledge from information that is available in the utterance situation or via
the discourse itself (Geluykens [1992]).

The distinction of various subtypes of given information has in fact been discussed
in the literature (and we will make use of it in the analysis of referring expressions in
chapter 5). The interlocutors' common ground and thereby the notion of givenness can be
subdivided into several kinds, on the basis of the evidence used to establish a particular
entity in the common ground (Clark 8e Haviland [1977]; Clark 8t Marshall [1981]; Prince
[1981]). First of all, speakers always assume some shared background knowledge: general
knowledge of the world and some prior knowledge about the task domain. Second, it is
assumed that through the conversation more given information becomes available in the
following ways:

3Such utterances with a reverse given-new division deviate from the normal case and are intonationally
marked. ( See (Gundel [1977]) and (Quirk et al. [1985]) p. 1377.)
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1. the information is perceived in the utterance situation

2. the information is introduced in the preceding discourse

3. the information is inferrable frum ur associated with information that is available in
one of the first two wavs.

Prince (Prince [1981]) calls these three kinds of information situationally evoked, te~tu-
ally evoked, and inferrable. Shared background knowledge that is not directly available in
one of these ways is called v,ntrsed in her classification, and is considered discourse-new. In
that sense, the expression the KL 775 of Febr2lary 26 in example (21) is in fact referring
to a new entity: The flight has not been talked about earlier and it is not available in the
utterance situation. The final category in Prince's system is reserved for new entities that
are neither given by the situation or the preceding discourse, nor identifiable in the shared
background knowledge. Such entities are called brand-new.

Concerning the relation of given-new and word order we might hypothesize that speak-
ers start their utterances with information that is directly accessible to both discourse
participants, and not just identifiable in their common ground. After all, a speaker can
have assumptions about his listener's knowledge, but no certain knowledge. So if it is
assumed that the participants aim at a common basis for integration of new information,
it is plausible that a speaker would rather start with information that is certainly shared
than with iuformation of which this is less certain.

Unfortunately, this hypothesis still cannot account for the given-new combinations we
find in the dialogue material. See for example (22) from the beginning of an information
exchange:

(22) '~`5193

3 S: Kunt u mij zeggen Can you tell me
4 of het vliegtuig uit eh Los Angeles if the plane from uh Los Angeles

op tijd is? is on time ?
5 I: Ja hoor, Yes,
6 die komt om tien over drie binnen it will arrive at ten past three

Utterance 4 starts with the definite NP the plane from Los Angeles, which refers to an
unused new entity. So in this case, an entity that is supposed to be in the background
knowledge of the listener is taken as the point of departure of the utterance.

Should we then reject the idea of a link between given-new and word order? The exam-
ples discussed above (and this might hold for all utterances with an unmarked intonation
pattern) do allow the generalization that the order in which entities occur in an utterance
usually reflects the continuum represented by the various categories of given and new (from
situationally or textually given through inferrable to unused and brand-new).

'We conclude, then, that both, the given-new distinction and the topic-comment distinc-
tion, show strong correlations with word order. From this observation and also from the
definitions of these notions, it may seem natural to equate the topic-comment distinction
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with the given-new distinction, where topic corresponds to given and comment to new
inforrnation. However, in spite of the refined interpretation of the given-new distinction
in utterances given above, the relation between the two pa.irs of concepts remains elusive:
There are still utterances in which the topic is undeniably part of the new information.
See for example the following dialogue fragment (23):

(23) '~3126

6 S: Gisteravond om negen uur Yesterday at nine o'clock
is een vliegtuig vertrokken naar a plane departed for
de eh.. Antillen the uh.. Antilles

7 Kunt u me zeggen Can you tell me
8 waar die nu zit? where it is now?

Utterance 6 of this fragment introduces a topic into the dialogue by a indefinite NP,
which means that it is really considered as discourse-new information. The utterance also
predicates something about the topic. So both the topic and the comment in this utterance
are discourse-new.

There is also a considerable number of cases where the speaker splits the topic intro-
ducing act from the informative act. These explicit topic-introducing acts are topicless
and contain only discourse-new information. Their function is to introduce the topic of the
utterance(s) that follow(s). Examples of such topicless topic-introducing utterances are
left-dislocated phrases. See for example utterance 4 of the following dialogue fragment:

(24) ~`~2063 ~

4 S: Vlucht KL 550, Flight KL 550,
5 hoe laat is die gepland? for what time is it scheduled?
6 I: Die wordt nu definitief It is now definitely

verwacht om vijf voor twaalf expected at five to twelve

In these examples, the topic is again undeniably part of the new information in the utter-
ance. This means that the topic-comment division cannot be equated with the given-new
division of utterances.

We see in each of the examples with a topic-introducing utterance that the topic of
the utterance that follows is part of the given information of that utterance. So the
topics become part of the given information in a succeding utterance when that utterance
continues to refer to the topic that was introduced in a preceding utterance.

Topic-introducing utterances appear at the beginning of a dialogue, when the first
information exchange starts, and in the middle of a dialogue when a previous exchange has
been closed and a new exchange about a new topic is opened.

3.3 Topic, comment and word order

Word order obviously plays a role in determining the topic-comment structure of an utter-
ance. See the following two utterances:

(25) The passenger lists, we don't get.
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(26) We don't get the passenger lists.

The semantic content of these utterances is the same, but there is a differeuce in presenta-
tion of the content. This difference can be described in terms of topic-comment structure:
the first utterance gives information about the passenger lists, while the second utterance
gives information about the referents of we.

We could also say that the utterances link up in a different way to the preceding
discourse. The first utterance links via the passenger lists, like iu the example below, while
the link of the second utterance is we.
(27) '~4999

(... )
22 S: Heeft u ook inzage in de Do you also have access to the

passagierslijst passenger list?
23 I: Nee, passagierslijsten No, passenger lists

krijgen we niet we don't get
(...)

The idea that the utterance begins with information that links up with the preceding or
ensuing discourse and ends with the infomation that is intended to be communicated about
it, has been suggested by many authors (Chafe [1976]; Chafe [1987]; Clark 8e Haviland
[1977]; Geerts et al. [1984]; Godin [1980]; Halliday [1985]). This also suggests that it
would be possible to find a rule for finding the topic of an utterance in word order, to wit
that the topic can be found in the beginning of an utterance. To explore this possibility,
let us investigate the most elaborate theory following this direction, Halliday's systemic
functional grammar (Downing [1991]; Halliday [1985]; Ldwe [1987]).

Systemic functional grammar proposes to describe the informational content of a clause4
by using the concepts theme and rheme. The theme is what the speaker selects as "point
of departure of the clause" ((Halliday [1985])p. 38). The remainder of the clause, "the
part in which the theme is developed" ((Halliday [1985])p. 38), is called rheme. A theme,
which contains the topic and other linking and frame-setting elements, indicates how the
semantic content of the utterance is linked with the preceding or ensuing clause(s). The
rheme, which can be compared with Gundel's comment (Gundel [1985]; Gundel [1988]),
contains the information that the speaker really wants to communicate. Generally, (part
of) the comment is considered to be discourse-new.

The notion of theme covers more than that of topic. Halliday (Halliday [1985]), Ldwe
(Ldwe [1987]), and Downing (Downing [1991]) assume the possibility of a multiple theme,
which can consist of three kinds of ingredients, each having their own connective role:

1. It can contain an expression of the structural and~or semantic relation of the clause
with the preceding context. Halliday (Halliday [1985]) calls this the textual theme.
This expression can be

4A clause is the basic unit for building complex sentences. Usually it is a simple sentence, but it can
also be an incomplete simple sentence. A complex sentence like I would like to know if the KL 602 will
nrrzve on tárne consists of two clauses which are both grammatically incomplete: I would láke to know, and
if the Kl 602 wáll arráve in tinee.
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. a continuative, e.g. yes, no, well, oh, now,

. a conjunction, e.g. bt~t, and, while,

. a relative, e.g. which, that, or

. a conjunctive adjunet, e.g. for instance, moreover.

2. It can also contain an indication of the attitude or intentiou of the speaker with
respect to the semantic content of the utterance. Halliday (Halliday [1985]) calls this
the interpersonal theme. This can take the form of

. a vocative, e.g. John,......,

. a modal adjunet, e.g. probably, evidently, or

. a finite verb or wh-interrogative, e.g. do, can, at wh,at time, when.

3. The third possible ingredient of the theme is a topic or in Halliday's terms the topical
theme. It can be represented by:

. the subject, (in)direct object, complement, circumstantial adjunct of the clause.
In case of a relative clause, it will be represented by a relative pronoun and in
the case of a wh-question it will be represented by a wh-interrogative.

The ingredients one and two are optional. Ingredient three; the topical theme, is
obligatory. The order in which the three kinds of ingredients are presented here is usually
the order in which the various connectors occur; the topical theme is always at the end of
the theme.5 This means that if our notion of topic can be equated with the topical theme
of functional grammar, our topic can generally be found at the beginning of an utterance,
and when more connectors are involved it can be found at the end of the theme.

Such a grammatical rule for finding the topic of an utterance is very interesting for o.ur
purposes and example (28) shows another attractive result of this approach: it often leads
to a clear picture of the topical line in a dialogue fragment. We see in this example that
utterance 5 sets the discourse referent about which the following utterances will commu-
nicate and the topics of utterances 6,7,8,11,12 and 13 all link up explicitly (by a pronoun)
or implicitly (by ellipsis) with that discourse referent.

Another satisfying result of this approach is that it provides a clear account of fronted
objects (direct, indirect and prepositional). See the example (29) (on p. 46). Utterance 24
of this dialogue fragment is an example of an utterance with a fronted object. It illustrates
that froirted objects may open a new topical line in a dialogue.

Unfortunately however, the rule doesn't work very well for some kinds of utterances.
The first kind is exemplified by utterance 4. According to the rule inspired by Halliday,s

SThis is claimed to be the case for English. Generally, however, the same rule can be adopted for Dutch.
6To be very precise, Halliday would analyse the theme-rheme structure of this utterance in the following

way: he would distinguish a theme and a rheme for the entire utterance, the first clause being the theme
and the second clause being the rheme. Then he would divide the second clause again in a theme and a
rheme.
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(28) xx4258

Theme Rheme
Topic

4 S: Weet u ook
5 of het toestel
6 dat eh.. van de AL Italia
7 dat is vertrokken uit Rome om tien over tien
8 of dat al binnen is?

11 I: Eh.. die gaat om half een landen
12 dus overtwee mínuten
13 O nog twee minuten

4 S: Do you know
5 if the plane
6 that uh.. of the AL Italia
7 that has departed from Rome at ten past ten
8 if that has arrived yet?

11 I: Uh.. it is going to land at half past twelve
12 so in two minutes
13 Oh, still two minutes

today would be the topic of this utterance. However, that doesn't match with our intuitive
definition at the beginning of this chapter. The information asked in utterance 4 is about
Flight BR 722 and not about today.

Another problematic case is utterance 17. Here the speaker has taken the new infor-
mation as the point of departure of his utterance. In fact, this is new information about
the topic Flight BR 722 represented by it. According to Halliday's definition of topic, the
topical line started from Flight BR 722 is interrupted by utterance 17, which we do not
think is actually the case, for a reference to the topic is available in this very utterance. In
the form of a table, this alternative analysis would be as in (30) below (on p. 47).

Other utterances for which the rule doesn't give an intuitively acceptable result are il-
lustrated by dialogue fragment (31) (on p. 48). Also, in this dialogue fragment, application
of the theme-rheme distinction rule to the individual uttérances does not result in a clear
and intuitively acceptable topical line for the fragment, although we have a clear intuition
that there is one. Starting from our intuitive definitions of topic and comment at the be-
ginning of this chapter, we wouldn't take the wh-word as the topic of a wh-question. The

Theme

Klopt het

Rheme
Theme
dat vandaag

Rheme~
vanuit Thailand vlucht BR 722 aankomt?

The theme of the second clause is a multiple theme, the topical part of which would be today. See
section 4.2.2., for my own topic-comment analysis of this utterance.
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(29) ~~4999

4 S:
5 I:
8 I:
9
10
11
12 S:
13 I:
14
15 S:
16 I:
17
18 S:
19
20

21 I:
22 S:
23 I:
24
25
4 S:
5 I:
8 I:
9
10
11
12 S:
13 I:
14
15 S:
16 I:
17
18 S:
19
20

21 I:
22 5:
23 I:
24
25

Theme

Klopt het dat

En
Ja,

Ja,

O,
mooi
En hebt

Wat zegt
Heeft
Nee,

Is it tnie that

Yes,

And
Yes,

Yes,

Oh,
fine
And do

What did
Do
No,

Topic
vandaag

die

die

die
Die

vijf minuten geleden

u

u
u

passagierslijsten
Die
today

it

it
It

five minutes ago

you

you
you

passenger lists
they

Rheme

vanuit Thailand vlucht BR 722 aankomt?
BR 722?

is al geland,
kwart voor één,
dus vijf minuten geleden
komt vandaag aan?

is geland he
is al geland?

is die geland

ook inzage in de passagierslijsten
hiervandaan?
7
ook inzage in de passagierslijst?

krijgen we niet
blijven achter in de plaats van herkomst

from Thailand flight BR 722 will arrive?
BR 722?

has already landed,
a quarter to one,
so five minutes ago
wil] arrive today?

has landed, you know
has already landed.'

it has landed

also have access to the passenger lists
trom here?
say ?
also have access to the passenger list

we don't get
stay at the place of departure
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(30) '~4999

Topic
4 S: Klopt het dat

vandaag
vanuit Thailand vlucht BR 722 aankomt?

5 L BR 722?
8 I: Ja.
9 die is al geland,
10 kwart voor één,
11 dus vijf minuten geleden
12 S: En die komt vandaag aan?
13 I: Ja,
14 die is geland he
15 S: Die is al geland?
16 I: Ja,
17 vijf minuten geleden is die geland
18 S: O,
19 mooi
20 En hebt u ook inzage in de passagiers-

lijsten hietvandaan?
21 I: Wat zegt u ?
22 S: Heeft u ook inzage in de

passagierslijst?
23 I: Nee,
24 passagierslijsten krijgen we niet
25 Die blijven achter in de plaats

van herkomst
4 S: Is it true that today from Thailand flight BR 722 will arrive?
5 I: BR 722?
8 I: Yes,
9 it has already landed,
10 a quarter to one,
11 so five minutes ago
12 S: And it will arrive today?
13 I: Yes,
14 it has landed, you know
15 S: It has already landed?
16 I: Yes,
17 five minutes ago it has landed
18 S: Oh,
19 fine
20 And do you also have access to

the passenger lists from here?
21 I: What did you say ?
22 S: Do you also have access to the

passenger list
23 I: No,
24 passenger lists we don't get

they ~ stay at the place of depart
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(31) ~`5322
Theme Rheme
Topic

-5 S: Ik wou van u een inlichting
over de KL 775 van 26 februari

6 Waar stopt ie nog meer in eh.. Europa? I

9 I: In Europa, stopt ie in Ziirich en in Lissabon
10 S: In Zurich en in Lissabon
11 Ja
5 S: I would like to get from you some informatiuu

about the KL 775 of February 26
6 Where else does it stop in uh.. Europe? ~

9 I: In Europe, it will stop in Zurich and in Lisbon ~
10 S: In Ziirich and in Lisbon
11 Yes

wh-word typically represents the information that is asked about a certain topic, which
is part of the comment. If we ask ourselves "Abov~t whicia object is inforneation asked by
utterance 6?" the answer would be "Flight KL 775". We would expect the pronoun it to
refer to the topic. The same kind of reasoning holds for utterance 9. If we ask ourselves
the question: "Abov,t which object is inforraation ~rovided?" we wouldn't give the answer
"in Europe". Again we would take it to be the topic. A more satisfactory topical analysis
of the dialogue is illustrated in (32) ( on p. 49). We may conclude that the theme-rheme
distinction for utterances is not the same as the topic-comment dichotomy, in spite of the
fact that they often coincide. Theme is defined as the initial element, the point of depar-
ture of the message, while topic is defined in terms of aboutness, the entity the utterance
is communicating something about.~ This also means that a general rule for identifying
the topic-comment structure of an utterance cannot be found straightforwardly in terms
of word order.

3.4 Rules for topic assignment

To find rules for topic assignment, we have to be very precise. We will have to describe
carefully the linguistic units to which we will ascribe topic-comment structures. To distin-
guish the syntactic structures that play a special role in the topical structure of a dialogue,
we also have to clearly characterize unmarked word order in Dutch.

To start with the first issue: we will take the basic units of analysis to be clauses, both
simple, independent clauses and single dependent clauses. Clauses can be combined to

~Cf. Downing ( Doa~ning [1991]) for similar argumentation.
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(32) ~`~5322

Topic
5 S: Ik wou van u een inlichting

over de KL 775
van 26 februari

6 Waar stopt ie nog meer in eh:. Europa?

9 I: In Europa, stopt ie in Ziirich en in Lissabon
10 S: In Zurich en in Lissabon
11 Ja
5 S: I would like to get from you some

information about the KL
775 of February 26

6 Where else does it stop in uh.. Europe?

9 I: In Europe it will stop in Zurich and in Lisbon
10 S: In Ziirich and in Lisbon
11 Yes

form clause complexes (Geerts et al. [1984]; Lagerwerf [1993]; Matthiessen 8e Thompson
[1988]; Quirk et al. (1985]). Three kinds of relations are possible:

1. Coordination. Coordination is a relation between two independent clauses.

(33)
Jan koopt een ticket John buys n tàcket
dus hij heeft geld so he has money

In the corpus, this relation is expressed by the following coordinating conjunctions
en (and), of (or), maar (bv,t), want (beca~ase), dus (so~, and zowel...als (both...and).8

2. Subordination. Subordination is a relation between a dependent clause and its dom-
inant.

(34)
Jan koopt een ticket John buys a tácket
omdat hij geld heeft because he has money

The subordinating conjunctions used in the corpus are toen (when), voordat (before),
sinds (since, for), als (when), omdat (because), om (in order to), als (if), voor xover
(as far as), dan (than), zoals (like). In each of these cases the dependent clause
expresses a circumstance (time, reason, purpose, condition, concession, manner) for
the proposition uttered by the main clause.

gA phenomenon that is frequent in the corpus is contraction. If coordinating clauses contain identical
elements, these elements are only present in one and deleted in the other coordinating clause. In those
cases,I interpret the utterance as one clause.
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3. Embedding. Coordination and subordination are relations between clauses. In that
sense they must be distinguished from embedding relations, which may obtain between
clauses and smaller syntactic units. There are two cases of embedding:

(a) A clause may function within an NP as a(post)modifier of the head noun.

(35)
Jnn, John,
die een ticket koopt who óuys n ticket

(b) A clause may be a syntactic complement of another clause.

(36)
Marie zegt Mary says
dnt Jan een ticket koopt that John óuys a ticket

In general, we will ascribe to each simple clause in a complex one a separate topic-comment
structure. There is one case for which an exception will be made, and that is when the
embedded clause is a nominal relative clause.

A nominal relative clause starts with a wh-element but is not intended to function as a
question. Instead, it is used to refer to a certain object. In that respect it is more like an
NP ((Quirk et al. (1985])p. 1056). An example of a clause complex with a nominal relative
clause is utterance 7 in the following example:

(37) ~~5471

4 S: Kunt u me zeggen
5 of er een zekere Henk

Daniels vrijdag komt?
6 I: Nou
7 wij kunnen nooit nakijken

wie er aan boord zit
8 ik weet nooit eh..

Can ,you tell me
if a certain Henk Daniels
will come on Friday?
Well
we can never check
who is on board
I never know uh..

In all instan~es of nominal relative clauses in the corpus, the nominal clause behaves like a
simple NP that doesn't really have a topic-comment structure of its own. Moreover, they
do not really play a special role in the topical structure of the dialogue. Therefore, it seems
preferable to regard these complexes as one simple clause, and ascribe only one topic and
comment.

Using these units of analysis and the way in which complex structures can be built from
them, we can formulate word order rules. The unmarked word order for Dutch simple
independent clauses is SVO for declarative sentences and declarative questions, and VSO
for wh-questions and yes~no questions:9

9The English translations of the Dutch sentences are ]iteral.
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(38)
Declazative sentence: Jan koopt een ticket. John óuys a ticket.

Subject Verb Object

Declarative question Jan koopt een ticket? John óuys a ticket?
Subject Verb Object

Wh-question Waarom koopt Jan een ticket.? Why óuys John a tfcket?

Yes~no question

Verb Subject Object

Koopt Jan een ticket? Buys John a ticket?
Verb Subject Object

The unmarked word order for simple dependent clauses, both dependent declarative
clauses and dependent questions is SOV:

(39)
Declarative clause dnt Jan een ticket koopt that John a ticket óuys

Subject Object Verb

Declarative question dnt Jan een ticket koopt? that John n ticket buys?
Subject Object Verb

Wh-question waarom Jan een ticket koopt? why John n ticket buys?
Subject Object Verb

Yes~no question of Jan een ticket koopt? whether John a ticket óuys?
Subject Object Verb

The word order of simple clauses within a clause complex depends on the sort of relation
between the clauses. Coordinating clauses have SVO order. Embedded clauses and the
subordinated clauses in a subordination have SOV order. The order of a head clause
depends on its place in the utterance. If it is uttered before the subclause, its order is
SVO; if it is uttered after the subclause its order is VSO.
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(40)

Subordination

Jnn koopt een ticket John buys a tácket
5ubject Verb Object

dus hij heeft getd so he hns money
Subject Verb Object

Coordination

Jan koopt een ticket John buys a ticket
Subject Verb Object

omdat hij geld heeft because he money has
Subject Object Verb

Omdat Jan geld heeft Because John money has
Subject Object Verb
koopt hfj een ticket buys he a ticket
Verb Subject Object

Embedding Marie zegt dat Jnn een ticket koopt Mary says that John a ticket
Subject Object Verb buys

We will first decribe the rule for finding the topic of an utterance with an unmarked
word order, then turn to the rule for utterances with a marked order.

3.4.1 Topic-comment structures for utterances with an unmarked
word order

The following two dialogue fragments contain different kinds of simple clauses with an
unmarked word order:

(41) ~`~6342

S S: Kunt u ook even nakijken
6 wanneer de KL 547 uit Tripoli aankomt'?
7 I: De KL 547 komt definitief

binnen om vijf over vier
8 S: Vijf over vier
9 I: Ja

Can you just check for me
when the KL 547 from Tripoli will arrive?
The KL 547 will definitely
arrive at five past four
Five past four
Yes

(42) "5306
4 S: eh kunt u mij ook zeggen uh can you tell me
5 of de KL 348 uit Rome op tijd is? if the KL 348 from Rome will be on time?
6 I: Een ogenblik A moment
7 I: Komt definitief om vijftien uur dertig ~Vill definitely arrive at fifteen hours thirty

In dialogue fragment (41), utt,erance 6 is an embedded wh-question. Utterance 7 is
an independent declarative clause that functions as a wh-answer and utterance 8 is a
declarative question that functions as a check. Utterance 5 of dialogue fragment (42) is an
embedded yes~no question and utterance 7 a declarative that functions as a yes~no answer.

When we apply our intuitive analysis of topic-comment structure to these utterances
we come to the following attribution of topics:
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(43) "6342

Topic
5 S: Kunt u ook even nakijken
6 wanneer de KL 547 uit Tripoli aankomt'?
7 I: De KL 547 komt definitief binnen om vijf over vier
8 S: Vijf ovet vier
9 I: Ja
5 S: Can you just check for me
6 when the KL 547 from Tripoli will arrive?
7 I: The KL 547 will definitely arrive at five past four
8 S: Five past four
9 I: Yes

The entity about which wh-question 6 requests information is the KL 547 from TriPoli.
It is the same entity about which wh-answer 7 gives information, and about which check
8 checks information. The same kind of analysis for the other dialogue:

(44) "5306

Topic
3 S: eh kunt u mij ook zeggen
4 of de KL 348 uit Rome op tijd is?
5 I: Een ogenblik
6 I: Komt definitief om vijftien uur dertig
3 S: uh can you tell me
4 if the KL 348 from Rome will be on time?
5 I: A moment
6 I: Will definitely arrive at fifteen hours thirty

The entity about which yes~no question 4 asks information and about which yes~no
answer 6 provides information is represented here by the KL 3,~8 from Rome.

A close look at the syntactic function of the NPs that represent the topics tells us that
the topic of utterances with an unmarked word order is generally represented by the subject.
Application of this rule to the clauses with unmarked word order in the corpus confirms
this conclusion. The same rule has been suggested for English, which is a language of the
same family as Dutch: subject position is topic position in the unmarked case (Gundel
[1985]; Reinhart [1981]).

Utterance 8 of dialogue fragment (41) and utterance 7 of dialogue fragment (42) ex-
emplify elliptic utterances, which can be completed by means of the preceding utterance.
The part that is left out and that contains the topic can literally be found in the preceding
utterance. In both cases the topic of the completed utterance would be represented by the
subject.lo

'The rule for simple sentences can be extended to complex sentences in the following way:
split the sentence in its simple clauses and attribute to each clause a topic according to the

'oUtterance 8 of example (43) is interpreted as a feedback act where the speaker checks if he has correctly
perceived the preceding utterance by repeating part of that utterance.
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rule for simple clauses. The next table shows the topic-comment structure for a complex
sentence which consists of two coordinating clauses, a sentence with a subordinating clause,
and a sentence with an embedding clause:

(45)
Topic
Ik heb waarschijnlijk het verkeerde nummer gedraaid

maar ik moet heel nodig eh.. de handbagage-afdeling hebben.

I probably dialed the wrong number
but I need to speak very urgently uh.. with the left luggage

department.

als u het echt wil weten,
kunt u maar gewoon het beste vanavond even bellen.

if you really want to know it
you could best call this evening.

Kunt u mij zeggen
of het vliegtuig uit Los Angeles op tijd is?

Can you tell me
if the plane from Los Angeles will be on time?

Each of these complexes is supposed to communicate information about two topics. In
the research reported here no special attention was paid to the influence of coordinating
and subordinating clauses on the topical structure of the dialogue. Nevertheless, research
on this subject could be very interesting. Reinhart (Reinhart [1980]) e.g. suggests that
a clause that is already locally connected by a semantic connector is free to talk about
another topic and that this freedom is often used to change topic.

Indirect reports are very frequent and they play an important role in the topical struc-
ture of the dialogues. Structurally, an indirect report communicates information about
two topics: one topic at dialogue control level (the dialogue partner) and one at the level
of the task domain, e.g. in example (45) the ~lane from Los Angeles. This means that the
speaker of the next utterance can choose to elaborate on any one of t.hem: he can shift to
the level of the task domain like in dialogue (46).
(46) '~5193

1 I: Informatie Schiphol
2 S: Goedemiddag,
3 kunt u mij zeggen
4 of het vliegtuig uit eh Los Angeles

op tijd is?
5 I: Ja hoor,
6 die komt om tien over drie binnen
7 S: Oké,
8 dank u wel
9 I: Tot uw dienst hoor
10 S: Goedemiddag
11 I: Dag meneer

Schiphol Information
Good afternoon.
can you tell me
if the plane from uh
Los Angeles will be on time?
Yes,
it will arrive at ten past three
Okay,
thank you very much
You are welcome
Good afternoon
Goodbye sir
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or he can remain at dialogue control level, like in dialogue (47).

(47) '~5471

4 S: Kunt u me zeggen
5 of er een zekere Henk

Daniels vrijdag komt?
6 I: Nou
7 wij kunnen nooit nakijken

wie er aan boord zit
8 ik weet nooit eh..

Can you tell me
if a certain Henk Daniels
will come on Friday?
Well
we can never check
who is on board
I never know uh..

A speaker who produces such a sentence can (re)direct the topical structure of the
dialogue. He can use it to introduce a new topic into the dialogue as in the examples
above, but he can also use it to shift to another level of communication like in utterance
10 of the dialogue fragment below:

(48) ~`3162

4 S: Is de definitieve aankomsttijd
van de AM 101 al bekend?

5 I: Nee,
6 die is nog niet bekend
7 Hij is op het ogenblik vertraagd

op veertien uur veertig
8 S: Veertien uur veertig,
9 nog steeds
10 En wanneer denkt u

definitief bericht binnen...
11 I: Nou
12 ik denk dat we tegen

tweeen eh.. bericht krijgen

Is the definitive arrival time
of the AM 101 already known?
No,
that is not yet known
It is at the moment delayed
till fourteen forty
Fourteen forty,
still
And when do you think
to receive definitive notice...
Well
I think that we will receive
notice around two o'clock

The other kinds of embedded clauses, mentioned above, are clauses embedded in an
NP. We propose to interpret these as an extra comment on the entity introduced by the
head noun. The same is proposed for other kinds of modifications, appositions and extra
PPs after the first one. In the corpus, some quite complex NPs are used to introduce a
topic into the dialogue. These NPs cannot be seen as a part of one simple topic-comment
structure, because each extra modifying phrase is really intended to give extra information
about the topical referent. It is intuively more plausible to take these extra informative
phrases as extra comments on the topic. See the example below:



(49) ~'4258
Topic

Weet u ook
of het toestel

dat eh.. van de AL Italia
dat is vertrokken uit Rome om tien over tien

of dat al binnen is?

Do you know
if the plane

that uh.. of the AL Italia
that has departed from Rome at ten past ten

if that has arrived yet?

3.4.2 The topic-comment structure of utterances with a marked
word order

Dialogue participants use a great variety of utterances with a word order that deviates
from the unmarked one. As we already noticed in section 3 about topic, comment and
word order, some of these play a special role in the topical structure of the dialogue while
others do not.

In our corpus of information dialogues, the utterances with a marked word order that
do not have a special influence on the topical structure of the dialogue, are those that
exemplify a focus topicalization or topicalization of a spatial or temporal adjunct.

1. Focus topicalization (Gundel [1977]). In a focus topicalization, the speaker has taken
the new information as the point of departure of his utterance. It is illustrated by
utterance 7 of the following dialogue fragment:

(50) '~`5333
4 S: Ik wou vragen
5 Hoe laat komt die vliegtuig

uit Cura~ao morgen?
6 I: Een ogenblik
7 I: Tien over tien morgenochtend

wordt die verwacht

I would like to ask
At what time will that plane
from Cura~ao arrive tomorrow?
A moment
Ten past ten tomorrow morning
is it expected

The speaker starts with the new information, in this case Ten past ten to~rcorrow
~norning, and then he shows, in a sort of afterthought, with what information it has
to be connected.

As is argued in section 3.3 (p. 42-48), the topic of utterance 7 is represented by it,
which means that the topic of a focus topicalization is represented by the subject as
in the unmarked cases.
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(51) "5333

Topic
4 S: Ik wou vragen
5 hoe laat komt die vliegtuig uit Cura~ao morgen?
6 I: Een ogenblik
7 I: Tien over tien morgenochtend wordt die verwacht
4 S: I would like to ask
5 At what time will that plane from Cura4ao arrive tomorrow?
6 I: A moment
7 Ten past ten tomorrow morning it is expected

2. In the case of a topicalization of a spatial or temporal adjunct, such an adjunct is
moved to the front of the sentence. See for example utterance 9 in the following
example:

(52) ~ ~` 5322

5 S: Ik wou van u een inlichting
over de KL 775
van 26 februari

6 Waar stopt ie nog meer in eh..
Europa?

7 I: Een ogenblik
8 S: Ja
9 I: In Europa, stopt ie in Zurich

en in Lissabon
10 S: In Ziirich en in Lissabon
11 Ja

I would like to get from you
some information about the KL
775 of February 26
Where else does it stop in uh..
Europe?
A moment
Yes
In Europe, it will stop in Ziirich
and in Lisbon
In Zurich and in Lisbon
Yes

We argued in section 3.3 (p. 42-48) that it represents the topic of this utterance,
which means that also the topic of an utterance with a spatial or temporal adjunct
is represented by the subject. (See tabel 53 on p. 58)

Table 3.1 below shows the frequency of these structures in the corpus. We see that they
are not very frequent.

Table 3.1: F'requency of focus topicalization and topicalization of a spatial or temporal adjunct
Focus topicalization

14

Topicalization of a
spatial or temporal adjunct

15

There are other marked structures which do have an impact on the topical structure
of a dialogue. The structures we found in the corpus can be divided into two kinds: the
oues with an extracted topic and those with an empty subject. They will be discussed in
the next two sections.
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(53) '~`5322

Topic
5 S: Ik wou van u een inlichting

over de KL 775
van 26 februari

6 Waar stopt ie nog meer in eh.. Europa

9 I: In Europa, stopt ie in Ziirich en in Lissabon
10 S: In Ziirich en in Lissabon
11 Ja
5 S: I would like to get from you

some information about the KL
775 of February 26

6 Where else does it stop in uh.. Europe?

9 I: In Europe, it will stop in Znrich and in Lisbon
10 S: In Ziirich and in Lisbon
11 ~'es

Extracted topics

Utterances with an extracted topic have one of the following structures:

1. Left dislocation, i.e. an NP, PP, or CP is moved from its subject or object place to
the front of the sentence and in the open sentence its place is occupied by a pronoun.
Example:

(54) s`~2063

4 S: Vlucht KL 550, Flight KL 550,
5 hoe laat is die gepland? for what time is it scheduled?

2. Right dislocation, i.e. an NP, PP, or CP is inoved from its subject or object place to
the end of the sentence and in the open sentence its place is occupied by a pronoun.
Example:

(55) "5503

11 S: dat kan ook that is also possible
12 dat ze via Parijs gaan that they go via Paris

3. Topic topicalization, i.e. the subject and the object have changed places. The NP,
PP, or CP that stands for the object is moved to subject position, to the beginning of
the utterance and the NP that stands for the subject has taken the object position.

(56) "4999

23 I: passagierslijsten krijgen we niet passenger lists we don't get
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A speaker using a syntactic structure with an extracted topic shows explicitly what he
intends to communicate about (the topic) and what he is communicating, i.e. asserting,
requesting and so on, about it (the comment) (Gundel [1985]; Gundel [1988]). These
explicit topic-comment structures have a radical influence on the topical structure of a
dialogue. They are always used at those places in the dialogue where the extracted topic.
is not the current topic. Either they íntroduce a discourse-new topic into the dialogue or
they bring about a topic shift to another entity.

The following dialogue fragment illustrates the effect of a left-dislocation construction:

(57) ~`~2063

Topic
4 S: Vlucht KL 550,
5 hoe laat is die gepland?
6 I: Die wordt nu definitief verwacht om vijf voor twaalf
7 S: Vijf voor twaalf'?
8 I: Ja hoor

4 S: Flight KL 550
5 for what time is it scheduled?
6 I: It is now definitely expected at five to twelve
7 S: Five to twelve?
8 I: l~es

The left-dislocated NP here introduces a discourse-new topic into the dialogue, that remains
the topic in the utterances that follow until the end of the information exchange. The
following dialogue fragment shows the effect of a topic topicalization:

(58) '~4999

Topic
22 S: Heeft u ook inzage in de passagierslijst
23 I: Nee, passagierslijsten krijgen we niet
24 die blijven achter in de plaats van herkomst
22 S: Do you also have access to the passenger list?
23 I: No, passenger lists we don't get
24 The,y stay at the place of departure

By fronting the object NP it becomes the topic of the utterance and the utterance that
follows.

Finally, there is the effect of a right dislocation:
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(59) ~~5503

Topic
5 S: Kunt u mij misschien ook zeggen
6 wanneer het vliegtuig uit Brazilie aankomt,
7 vluchtnummer KL 330?
8 I: 330
9 dat is een vliegtuig uit Parijs he?
10 S: O,
11 dat kan ook
12 dat ze via Parijs gaan
13 I: Die komt vanavond om tien voor negen

5 S: Can you tell me
6 when will the plane from Brazil arrive,
7 flightnumber KL 330?
8 I: 330
9 that is a plane from Paris, isn't it?
10 S: Oh,
11 that is also possible
12 that they go via Paris
13 L It ~rill ~rri~i~ tuui~;lu rir tm~ tu uine

The right dislocation construction in utterances 11 and 12 brings about a temporary
topic shift to an entity that was not the topic before.

Table 3.2 below shows the frequencies of these constructions:

Table 3.2: Frequency of left dislocation, right dislocation and topic topicalization in the corpus
Left dislocation Right dislocation Topic Topicalization

61 5 13

We see that there are quite a lot of left dislocations. Right dislocation and topic
topicalization are not very frequent. Table 3.3 below shows some general properties of the
constructions in the corpus:

Table 3.3: Ftmctions of extracted topic constructions
Total Topic

introductions
Temporary
topic shifts

Permanent
topic shifts

Discourse-
new entity

Discourse-
old entity

Left dislocation 61 42 19 56 5
Topic topicalization 13 3 10 7 6
Right dislocation 5 5 5

We see that left dislocation is mostly used for topic introductions; if it is used in
the middle of a dialogue, it causes a permanent topic shift, which means that the topic
introduced by the left-dislocated NP stays the topic of the utterances that follow until
the end of the information exchange. A left dislocation mainly introduces discourse-new
entities into the dialogue. Topic topicalization is also mainly used for permanent topic
shifts. It causes shifts to both discourse-new and discourse-old entities. Right dislocation
only causes temporary topic shifts aud these are shifts to discourse-old entities.
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The attribution of a topic to these utterances is a cornplicated matter, in the first place
because they seem to perform two separate dialogue acts: an explicit topic introduction
act or an explicit topic shift act, and a separate inforrnative act. Especially in case of a left-
and riglrt dislocation, this is most clear. Usually, a speaker pauses between the dislocated
constituent and the rest of the sentence, and usually the dislocated consituent gets its own
accent. Moreover, there is the pronoun in the head clause that represents the dislocated
constituent.

The second difficulty is that if we want to consider the left- and right-dislocated con-
stituents as separate acts, which have no topic of their own. Their sole purpose is in case
of a left dislocation to introduce the topic of the utterance(s) that follow and in case of a
right dislocation to finish the topic shift that was not completed in the utterance before.
As such they should rather be seen as topic-less utterances, that are exclusively used to
introduce or shift the topic of discourse.

Nevertheless, we propose the following topic-comment analysis for utterances with a
dislocated topic:

Topic
Vlucht KL 550,

hoe laat is die gepland?

Flight KL 550,
for what time is it scheduled?

dat kan ook
dat ze via Parijs gaan

that is also possible
that they go via Paris

Nee, passagierslijsten krijgen we niet

No, passenger lists we. don't get

The left- and right-dislocated constituents are seen as separate topic management acts.
Although they are topíc-less, they will be analysed as topics. The topic of the accompanying
clause is represented by the pronoun.

Topic topicalizations on the other hand are viewed as one utterance with an explicit
division into topic and comment.

Dummy subject utterances

Another groizp of utterances that have some impact on the topical structure of a dialogue
are those that start with a grammatical subject of little substance in the beginning of the
utterance, but contain a notional subject towards the. end. These are existential sentences
and extrapositions.
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Existential senteiices

In existential sentences, the subject has moved towards the end of the clause, to the right of
the verb and its place is occupied by er ( there). Most commonly, er (there) is accompanied
by the present or past tense of the verb zijn ( to be). But there are more variations, the
simplest of which is where er is combined with another verb, like kornere ( arrive) in the
example below.

(60) Er komt nog maar een toestel. There will arrive only one plane. 11

The general function of these constructions is to get the most important (new) informa-
tion at the end of the clause.12 All existential sentences introduce a discourse-new entity
into the discourse.

The following example illustrates a possible effect of an existential sentence on the
topical structure of a dialogue fragment:

(62) "~`5149

Topic
Er komt nog maar een toestel

Dat is van de KLM,
die wordt hier op eh.. Schiphol verwacht om tien voor negen

There will arrive only one more plane
That is of the KLM
that is expected here at uh.. Schiphol at ten to nine

The first utterance of this fragment exemplifies an existential sentence that introduces
a discourse-new topic into the dialogue, which remains the topic until the end of the
information exchange. This is not the only use of existential sentences, however. The
following table shows that only half of all existential sentences cause a real, continued and
permanent topic shift.

'tThis is the literal translation of the Dutch sentence. It is of course ungrammatical. The grammatical
version is "Only one more plane will arrive".

'ZIn the corpus, this effect of the existential sentences is often enhanced by accompanying it by a
temporal adjunct that is moved up before the notional subject (The English translations are more literal
than grammatical):

(61)

Total

60

Op een donderdag is er een extra
vlucht om tien uur vijftig
Hoe laat komt er vandaag
een KLM toestel uit New York ?
Er is vanochtend een vliegtuig
aangekomen uit Berlijn

Not
Continued Continued
30 30

Table 3.4: The uses of existential sentences
Temporary Permanent
topic shift topic shift
30 30

On a Thursday there is an extra
6ight at ten hours fifty
At what time today will there arrive
a KLM plane from New York?
There has this morning a plane
arrived from Berlin

Discourse-
new entity
60

Discourse-
old entity
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The other existential sentences have no radical impact on the topical development of
the dialogue. The entities they introduce are simply not continued, either because they are
only introduced as a piece of locally relevant information or because the dialogue muves to
another discourse entity in the next utterance.13

So the most obvious function of the existential utterance is that it introduces a discourse-
new entity into the discourse. It doesn't always play a role in the topical structure of the
dialogue. Therefore, existential utterances will be understood as consisting of only a com-
ment. As will be shown in chapter 4, entities introduced in a comment may become the
topic of the next utterance. In this way, we can still give an account for those existential
utterances that introduce a topic into the dialogue.

Extraposition

Generally, an extraposition construction is an utterance where a PP or a CP is moved to
the right of the verb. The kind of extraposition that is important for our purpose is the one
where a clausal subject is moved to the right of the verb and the normal subject position
is filled by the anticipatory pronoun het (it).

(63) '~4999
Klopt het dat vandaag vanuit Thailand vlucht BR 722 aankomt?

Is it true that today from Thailand flight BR 722 wil] arrive?

The general function of these constructions is to get the most important ( new) infor-
mation at the end of the clause complex.

The topic-comment structure of extrapositions is rather complex. The topic of the first
clause is the topic of the second clause with attached to it the comment of the second
clause. The topic-comment structure of the whole would be ((T --~ C) -~ C)14 if the last
comment was not fronted. Therefore the topic-comment structure is now (C ~-- (T -~ C)).

The following fragment exemplifies an extraposition:

13See for example the following dialogue fragment ( The English translation of utterance 28 is more literal
than grammatical):

~"6148

26 S: Dus het is vandaag normaal? So today everything is normal?
27 I: Redelijk normaal, Fairly normal,
28 er zijn twee vluchten There have been two flights

geannuleerd tot nu toe, cancelled until now
29 dus eh... So uh...
30 S: O, Oh,
31 nou well
32 ik bel zo nog even hoor I will just call again
In utterance 28 two flights are introduced, which are not picked up by the next utterances.
laFor the notation of topic-comment structures see chapter 4 below.
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(64) "4999

Topic
4 S: Klopt het dat vandaag vanuit Thailand vlucht BR 722 aankomt?
5 I: BR 722?
8 I: Ja,
9 die is al geland,
10 kwart voor één,
11 dus vijf minuten geleden
4 S: Is it true that today from Thailand flight BR 722 will arrive?
5 I: BR 722?
8 I: Yes,
9 it has already landed,
10 quarter to one,
11 so five minutes ago

In this example, it introduces a discourse-new topic in the dialogue. As the table below
shows, this is not always the function of this construction.

Table 3.5: The function of extrapositions~~-,~-~~Total

20

In most cases, the construction is used to introduce a discourse-new entity, that is continued
in the utterances that follow. But there are also quite some cases where it is used to induce
a topic shift to an entity that was already available in the dialogue context. See for example
the utterance below:

(65) Het was West hè, wat U zei? It was West, what you said?

What you said refers to an entity already available in the dialogue context. This example
is a special case where the postponed clause is a nominal relative clause. Because these
kinds of clauses are equated with an NP, the entire clause is supposed to refer to the topic:

Comment Topic
Het was West, hè

It was West,

wat u zei?

what you said?

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have taken a first step towards a more precise and formal description
of topic management. We started with the intuitive definitions for utterance topic and
comment. The topic of an utterance was defined as the object, concrete or abstract, or
the participant that the utterance is providing, requesting, and so forth -dependent on
the dialogue act it expresses- information about. The comment is the information that
is provided, requested and so forth about it.

Not-
continued Continued

20

Discourse- Discourse-
new entity old entity
12 8
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This intuitive topic-comment distinction was compared with the given-new division of
information in utterances. We noted that the notion of givenness is not very clearly defined,
and therefore gives problems in determining the given information of concrete utterances.
A solution for this was found in defining given information in terms of discourse-oldness:
Given information is information that is either introduced in the preceding discourse or
available in the utterance situation. Given this definition, it is not possible to equate the
topic of an utterance with the given information of the utterance. Topics do not belong
to the given information of an utterance if the utterance introduces the topic into the
dialogue for the first time. As soon as the topic is introduced, it becomes part of the given
information of the utterances that follow.

We also found that the intuitive topic-comment distinction cannot be equated with
Halliday's theme-rheme distinction for utterances (Halliday [1985]). In utterances with
certain syntactic constructions, the topic is not part of the theme of an utterance. This
is the case for utterances with a focus topicalization or with a topicalized time or place
adjunct, and for wh-questions. For these utterances, the definition of theme as the starting
point of the utterance and our definition of topic in terms of aboutness clash.

Since syntax-based rules for finding the topic of an utterance could not be found in
systemic functional grammar; we had to find these rules ourselves starting from the intu-
itive definitions of topic and comment. We found that the topic of a simple clause with
unmarked word order is expressed by the subject. The same holds for focus topicaliza-
tions, utterances with a topicalized time or place adjunct, and wh-questions. We found
that other utterances with a marked word order play a special role in the dialogues. These
are utterances with an extracted topic, i.e. left dislocation, right dislocation, or topic
topicalization, and utterances with a dummy subject, i.e. existential sentences and extra-
positions. They all have the main function of introducing a discourse-new topic into the
dialogue or inducing a topic shift to a discourse-old entity. Left dislocation, right disloca-
tion, and topic topicalization express explicit topic-comment structures where the topic is
presented separately from the comment. The separate topic phrases express explicit topic
management acts.

These syntax-based rules for finding the topic of an utterance will be the basis for our
further investigations. In the next chapter, we will investigate how the topic-comment
structures of individual utterances are combined to form the topic-comment structure of
an entire dialogue.



Chapter 4

Topical Structure

A general assumption of this thesis is that speakers commonly aim at a coherent and un-
derstandable organization of the information exchange in their conversation, and therefore
organize it around one or more topics. It is assumed that this organization is accomplished
by a form of dialogue control called topic management.

Locally, at the level of the formulation of an utterance, topic management is supposed
to be part of the process by which the speaker tries to adjust the presentation of the
informational content of his utterance to his assumptions about the informational state of
his dialogue partner. The term information Packaging (Chafe [1976]; Chafe [1987]; Vallduví
[1993]; Vallduví [1994a]; Vallduví [1994b]) is used to describe the phenomenon at issue here.

More globally, at the level of expressing sequences of utterances, topic management is
supposed to regulate that information is exchanged in such an orderly and understandable
way that it is clear for both participants what piece of new information is exchanged
about what entity. Topic management ensures that the new information in an utterance
is connected with an entity introduced in a preceding utterance. If there is no preceding
discourse or if a new connected discourse fragment has to be opened, it regulates that a
new entity is introduced.

In this chapter, we will describe exactly how topics connect stretches of dialogue. In
the preceding chapter, we have found a number of syntactic rules for ascribing a topic-
comment structure to an individual utterance. In this chapter, we will show that the
topic-comment structures of individual utterances are combined by means of six basic
topic-comment structures for utterance pairs to form a topic-comment structure of an
entire dialogue. We will argue that this bottom-up description of the topical structure
of a dialogue generally leads to a result that satisfies the intuition that the information
exchange is actually organized around one or more task domain topics.

To argue for this, we have to take into account the complexity of the topical structure
as found in naturally occurring dialogues. We must reckon with the fact that the topical
structure of a dialogue may contain several topical lines at two levels of communication. As
we have already seen in the preceding chapters, the dialogue partners exchange information
not onlv about entities of the task domain but also about themselves. The result is that
we often get two kinds of topical lines, one at the level of the task domain ("object-

67
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level topic") and one at dialogue control level ("meta-level topic").' Dialogue (66) (on
p. 69) illustrates this. In this dialogue, three topical lines occur, one relating to the
information service (topic at dialogue control level), one relating to conference room B
and its telephone number (topic at object-level) and one relating to the information seeker
(topic at dialogue control level). We will show that topical chains at different levels of
communication generally form two separate independent topical structures, which interact
when the communication at object-level is embedded in the communication at meta-level
or the other way round.

When we restrict our discussion to the topical structure at object level, we will show
that a dialogue can also contain several topical lines at task domain level. Dialogue (67)
(on p. 70) demonstrates this. It contains two main topical lines, one about a plane to
the Antilles and one about the sister of the information seeker.2 At utterance 20, the first
topical line is broken and a new one is opened. In utterance 27, via an embedding relation,
the old topical line is picked up again. We will argue that the local coherence between
utterances is bordered by these kinds of topic breaks.

Dialogues (66) and (67) illustrate that a topical line can be interrupted by a sequence
of dialogue control acts which do not concern the exchange of factual information about
the task domain. In dialogue (66) for example, the topical chain is interrupted by a time-
management act (utterance 10), positive feedback (utterance 11), and contact-management
acts (utterances 12 and 13). In what follows, these interruptions will not be considered as
real interruptions of the main topical line of the dialogue.3

4.1 Topic-Comment Structures

We will begin the description of the topical structure of dialogues by introducing six basic
topic-comment structures for utterance pairs (Dane's [1974]; Scinto [1981]). Each of these
starts from the topic-comment structure of a single utterance, which we will represent as:

Tl ---- C,

and continues by using the points of attachment that this structure provides. These are
four, TI, Cl, Tl and Cl together, and both Tl and Cl separately; we will represent these
as follows:

T, ---- Cl Tl ---- C, [T, ---- C,] T, ---- Cl
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 3 3 4a 4b

1 Actually, this extra dimension is present in each utterance. In this thesis, we will only take its explicit
expression into consideration.

2For the simplicity of the resulting topic-comment structure of the whole dialogue, we left out of
consideration the topic-comment structure of utterance 7. This utterance has a topic-comment structure
at dialogue control level.

3This will be argued more extensively in chapter 5 of this thesis.
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(66) ~.:~6~u
1 I: Informatie Schiphol
2 S: Eh.. goedemiddag,
3 u spreekt met van Zuylen

in Lieren
4 S: Kunt u mij verbindc~n

met eh.. conferentieroom B?

5 I: Ik kan u niet doorverbinden,

6 ik kan u wel het nummer
geven

7 S: o,
8 wilt u dat dan geven?

9 graag
10 I: Moment even hoor

11 S: Ja

12 I: Hallo

13 S: Ja,
14 I: Het nummer is 020,
15 S: Ja,
16 I: vijf een zeven,

17 S: Vijf een zeven,

18 I: twee drie,

19 S: Twee drie,

20 I: Acht negen

21 S: Vijí een zeven, twee drie
acht negen

22 I: Dat klopt, ja
23 S: Ja?
24 Dan kom ik eh.. direkt

die kamer?
25 I: Dan krijgt u direkt

die kamer, ja
26 S: O,
27 fijn hoor,
28 dank u wel
29 I: Tot uw dienst
30 S: Ja,
31 dag
32 I: Dag

Schiphol Information
Uh.. Good afternoon,
you are speaking with
van Zuylen in Lieren
Can you connect me T~ - C~
with uh.. conference j j
room B? j j
I cannot connect you, Ti - Cz

1 1
but I can give you Ti - C3
the number j 1
oh, 1 1
would you give that then ? Ti - C4

please .
Just a moment

Yes

Hello

Yes,
The number is 020,
Yes,
five one seven,

five one seven,

two three,

Two three,

Eight nine

Tz - Cs
1
Tz - Cs
1
Tz - Cs

1
Five one seven, two three
eight nine
That is correct, yes
Yes?
Then I will be connected Ty
directly to that room? j
Then will be connected T4
directly to that room, yes
Oh,
fine,
thank you very much
You are welcome
Yes,
goodbye
Goodbye

Tz - Cs
1 1

Ta~ Tz - CsJ
1
Ci i
1

Cio
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(67) "3126

1 I: Inlichtingen Schíphol
2 S: Ja
3 goedemiddag,
4 u spreekt met mevrouw

Broek uit Arnhem
5 Ik wilde vragen he,
6 gisteravond om negen uur

is een vliegtuig vertrokken
naar de eh.. Antillen

7 Kunt u zeggen
8 waar die nu zit?

9 I: Eh.. een vliegtuig naar
de Antillen?

10 S: la
11 I: Gisteravond?

12 S: Om negen uur
13 I: Ja,
14 een ogenblikje

15 S: Ja

16 I: Ja mevrouw,

17 S: Ja

18 I: Nou,
19 als het goed is moet die

daar nu ongeveer landen

20 S: Want,

21 want mijn zuster heeft

opgebeld van Aruba,

22 I: Ja

23 S: en ze zegt

24 dat ze,

25 en dat ze naar het vliegveld
is gegaan

26 en ze zeggen
27 dat er ~een vliegtuig vanuit

Nederland komt
28 I: Ja hoor,
29 dat moet er nu ongeveer

landen
30 S: Oké,
31 oke
32 bedankt hoor
33 I: Tot uw dienst
34 S: Dag
35 I: Dag

Schiphol Information
Y'es
good afternoon
you are speaking with Mrs.
Broek from Arnhem
I wanted to ask uh,
Yesterday evening at nine
o'clock a plane departed
for the uh.. Antilles
Can you tell me
where it is now?

Uh.. a plane to the
Antilles?
Yes
Yesterday evening?

At nine o'clock
Yes
a moment.

Yes

Yes madam,

Yes

Well
if it is all right it should

be landing there just about now

Because,

because my sister has

called from Aruba

Yes

and she says

that she,

that she has gone to

the airport
and they say
that there won't arri~~e any
plane trom the Netherlands
Yes indeed,
it should be landing there
just about now
Okay,
okay
thank you
You are welcome
Goodbye
Good bye

1
Ti - Cz

1

T~ - Cs

1 .
T3 - CB

Ti - C~
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Logically, the first three points of attachment provide us with two possible ways in which
a subsequent topic-comment structure can be attached. A fourth possibility is that both
the topic (4a) and the comment (4b) are continued in the subsequent utterance. Together,
this would result in seven basic topic-comment structures:

Point of attachment 1: Point of attachment 2:

Tl - Cl T, - Cl
1 1
Ti - Cz T2 - Cz

Tl - Cl
1

TZ - C2 Tz - C1

Point of attachment 3: Point of attachment 4a~b:

Tl - Cl Tl - Cl
1 1 1 1

TZ [ Tl - Cl ]- C2 T, - CZ

Tl - Cl

1 1
T2 - C2 [ T, - C~ ]

However, the corpus does not contain the structure

T, ---- Cl
1

T2 Cl

So empirically, six basic structures emerge from the corpus:

1. Topic continuity, in which case the topic of the first utterance is continued in the
second utterance.

Graphical representation:

U, T, - - - - C,
1

U2 Tl - - - - C2

See utterances 6 and 8 of example (68) below:4

4.4ctually, utterance 5 of this example is an independent topic introduction, an utterance that doesn't
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(68) ~"1140

5 S: De KL 602 uit Los Angeles, The KL 602 from Los Angeles, TI
1

6 is die op tijd? will it be on time? T~
7 I: Ja hoor, Sure, j
8 hij wordt om vijf over drie it is expected here TI

binnen verwacht at five past three

C,

CZ

The relation between the topic of the first utterance and that of the second utterance
is usually an identity relation. However, it is also possible that the topic of the second
utterance is related to the topic of the first utterance in a different way, for example
by a set-element, or an element-element relation or because the two entities belong
to the same frame of reference. In case of a set-element relation, the first utterance
could for instance be about the set of planes to Frankfurt and the second utterance
about an element of that set, the KLM. In case of an element-element relation, the
topic of the first utterance could be the ftrst plane to Duólin and the topic of the
second utterance the last one. The set-element and element-element relation are
special instances of a more general phenomenon according to which entities that are
introduced into the dialogue bring with them a frame of reference that consists of
entities that we immediately associate with the original entity. Flights, for instance,
bring with them a scheduled arrival time, an actual arrival time, a flight number, a
place of departure, a place of arrival, an airline etc. While talking about a flight, we
can easily switch to its departure time or its place of departure without changing the
overall topic of the dialogue. See also the work of (Deemter [1991]; Deemter [1992];
Sidner [1979]; Sidner [1981]) and chapter 5 of this thesis.

2. Thematization of the comment, where (part of) the comment of the first utterance
is taken as the topic of the second utterance.

Graphical representation:s

Ul Tl - - -- Cl
1

U2 TZ(~ C,) C2

This case is illustrated by example (69):

have a topic of its own. It introduces the topic of the utterance(s) that follow (see chapter 3 for a more
extended description). However, since these kinds of dialogue act exclusively introduce a topic into the
discourse, they will be coded as T's.

ST2(G Cl) means that T2 is a part or the whole of Cl. The use of c and later on also C, 1, and 1
is quasi-formal. Roughly, T2(C CI) will mean T2 is a part of Cl, C2(1 Cl) will mean that CZ contains
an addition to C~, and C2(~ Tl) will mean that CZ contains Tl and possibly additional information. The
exact relations between the comments are not worked out in this thesis and are subject to further research.
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(69) "5322

5 S: Ik wou van u I would like from you T, - C,
een inlichting over some information about j
de KL 775 van 26 februari the KL 775 of February 26 j

6 Waar stopt ie nog Where else does it TZ(C C,) - C2
meer in eh.. Europa? stop in uh.. Europe?

The example shows that this structure can be used to shift the topic to an entity
that is newly introduced in the comment of the first utterance. The example also
illustrates that this structure can be applied to shift the communication level. In the
first utterance, the speaker talks about his intention with respect to a certain object
in the task domain. The second utterance shifts to that object. Typically, the topic
of the utterance at meta-level is one of the dialogue participants and the topic of the
second utterance is an object from the task domain.

In fact, this particular example illustrates that this topic-comment structure may be
applied to introduce a discourse-new task domain topic into the dialogue. We will
come back to this later in section 4.2.

3. Topic-comment thematization, where the topic-comment combination of the first
utterance is taken as the topic of the second utterance.

Graphical representation:

U1 T1 - C1

1 1
U2 T2(- [ Tl - - -- Cl~) - - -- CZ

See utterances 6 and 7 in example (70) below:s

(70) `~`1314

5 I: Hij gaat landen It is going to land Tl
om tien over drie at ten past three j

6 S: Landen om tien over drie? Land at ten past three? Tl

7 I: Dat staat vast That is certain
j

Tz(- ~ Ti

C,
1
C,
j
C,]) CZ

This structure is primarily used to shift the topic to a larger information unit than a
referent, usually a proposition. The orginal topic is incorporated in the new one and
as such it remains available for communication for utterances that follow.

4. Topic iteration with comment iteration, where the comment of the first utterance is
partially iterated and may be informationally enriched by the comment of the second
utterance.

eIn utterance 6, the topic that the speaker is checking informatíon about is elided, which means that
the speaker considers it as so highly activated that it need not be expressed. Our graphical representations
make these hidden parts of the topic-comment structure explícit.



Graphical representation:

Ul Tl - - - - Ct

1 1
U2 Tl - - -- C2(? Ci)

See utterances 6 and 8 in example (71) below:

(71) " 4640

4 S: Kunt u mij verbinden Can you connect me Tl - Cl
met eh.. conferentieroom B? with uh.. conference room B? 1 j

5 I: Ik kan u niet doorverbinden, I cannot connect you. T1 - CZ(1 C1)
1 1

6 ik kan u wel het nummer geven but I can give you the number T~ - C3(~ C2)
7 S: O, Oh, 1 1
8 wilt u dat dan geven, would you give that then ? TI - C4(1 C3)

The example illustrates that the relations between the comments are the same kinds
of relationships as those between topics. Here conference room B and the number
belong to the same frame of reference.

Utterances 4, 5, 6 and 8, show that by this structure it is possible to speak about
two topics at once, a meta-topic and an object-topic. The meta-topic is one of the
speakers. In this particular example, it is the information service, who is represented
by you and L The object-topic, which is an entity of the task domain is in this example
represented by conference room B, the number and that. The new information in the
comment usually concerns the relation between the two.

5. Topic rhematization, where the previous topic is incorporated in the comment of the
subsequent utterance.

Graphical representation:

U, T1
1

UZ TZ - - - - CZ(~ T1)

See example (72) below

(72) "4484

9 I: Hij staat nog steeds gepland It is still scheduled
om vier uur aan te komen, to arrive at four o'clock,

10 maar ik heb er nog but I have no T2
geen berichten van hoor news about it yet

Ti - Ci
!
C2(? Ti)

In this structure a connection is made between a"new" topic and the preceding topic.
The example shows how this structure can be used to shift the level of communication.
In this case, there is a shift from object-level to meta-level. There is no real topic
shift here, because the previous topic is still available in the comment of the second
utterance.
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6. Topic-comment rhematization, where the previous topic and comment are incorpo-
rated in the comment of the subsequent utterance.

Graphical representation:

U, T, - Cr
1 1

UZ TZ - - -- Cz(~ [ T, - - -- C,))

See example (73) below

(73) ~`~5124

14 I: Eh met welke vlucht Uh with which flight Tl - Ci
gaat die mee, is he going to leave, j j

15 weet u dat'? do you know that? T2 - C2(?[ Tl - Cl])

Compared with the previous structure, the only difference is that a larger information
unit, mostly the preceding proposition, is included here in the comment of the second
utterance.

Dialogue (74) (on p. 76) illustrates how these basic structures can be combined to form
topic-comment structures for dialogues and as such can be used to describe the topical
structure of a dialogue.7 In utterances 4 and 5 of this dialogue, the topic the plane from
Dubrovnik is introduced. It is continued in utterances 6 and 7. Utterances 13 exemplifies
a shift in communication level. The preceding task domain topic has become part of the
comment. In utterance 14, there is a shift back to that topic by a comment thematization.
In utterances 17 and 18 the topic is continued again. In utterance 20, a topic shift occurs
by topic-comment thematization. In utterance 21, there is a shift back to the preceding
topic which remains in topic position by two topic continuations in utterances 22 and 23.

The dialogue shows a strong preference for maintaining the topic that was introduced in
the beginning of the dialogue. We see that shifts that are realized by topic rhematization,
comment thematization and topic-comment thematization are only temporary and during
these shifts the leading topic was still available as a point of attachment.

The example also illustrates that topic-comment connections can be interrupted by
sequences of dialogue control acts which do not concern the exchange of factual information
about the discourse domain. In this case, the topic-comment chain is interrupted by time-
management acts (utterances 8, 9 and 10) and contact-management acts (utterances 11
and 12).

Dialogue (74) can be considered as a model for the way in which topic-comment struc-
tures are used in our corpus. We will argue that it is generally possible to discern clear
topical chains, especially if we take into consideration that a dialogue may contain shifts
between task domain entities and the participants' attitudes towards such entities.

7As in example (68), we first have some topicless utterances, which introduce a topic into the dialogue.
Utterance 4 introduces a discourse-new topic into the discourse and utterance 5 gives an alternative
description for that entity. More discussion on this kind of topic introductions can be found in chapter 3.
Because these dialogue acts introduce topics in the dialogue they will be coded as T's.
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(74) "4379

1 I: Informatie Schiphol
2 S: Ja, goedemo...middag

mevrouw
3 Kunt u mij misschien

ook zeggen
4 is het toestel uit

Dubrovnik,
5 de JU 222,

6 die om twaalf uur
twintig op Schiphol
zou komen,

7 is die al geland?

8 I: Even kijken,

9 een ogenblikje

10 S: Alstublieft

11 I: Hallo

12 S: Ja, mevrouw
13 I: Nou, ik heb wel

de JU 222 gehad,
14 S: Ja,
15 I: maar die komt niet

vanuit Dubrovnik
16 S: O,
17 waar kwam die dan..

18 uit Zagreb?
19 I: Ja
20 S: Ja, das ook goed

21 I: Ja, die is geland hoor

22 kwart voor een

23 S: Kwart voor een
24 Fijn,
25 dank u wel
26 I: Tot uw dienst hoor
27 S: Dag mevrouw
28 I: Dag mevrouw

Schiphol Information
Yes,good mo...afternoon
madam
Can you tell me

Has the plane írom
Dubrovnik,
the JU222,

that was supposed
to arrive at Schiphol
at twenty past twelve,

has that yet landed?

Let's see,

a moment please

Thank you

Hello

Yes, madam
Well, I have had
the JU 222,
yes,
but it doesn't come
from Dubrovnik
Oh,
where did it then..

from Zagreb?
Y~
Yes, that's all right too

Yes, it has landed

a quarter to one

a quarter to one
Fine,
Thank you very much
Y'ou are welcome
Goodbye madam
Goodbye madam

T1
1

Tz- C3(?Ti)

1 1
Ta(-~ Ti - Cs~)

1
Ti - Ca
1
Ti - Ca
1
T~ - C9
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Table 41: Shifts accomplished by comment thematization, topic rhematization and topic-comment

Comment thematization
Temporary shift Permanent shift Total

Meta topic - Object topic
Object topic - Object topic

20 26oJo
6 8Plo

35 450l0
17 22Jo

71070
29~10

Total 26 34qo 52 67010

Topic rhematization
Temporary shift Permanent shift Total

Meta topic - Object topic
Object topic - Meta topic
Object topic - Object topic
Meta topic - Meta topic

3 7~
16 37070
3 7qo
1 2~0

- -
13 30qo
6 14Q1o
1 20l0

7Io
67010
21070
4qo

Total 23 53010 20 47010
Topic-comment rhematization

Temporary shift Permanent shift Total
Object topic - Meta topic 8 100Q1o 100Q1o
Total 8 100010

4.2 Two levels of communication

Characteristic of naturally occurring dialogues is that they frequently shift from one level
of communication to another, in particular from the level of task domain entities ( "object-
level" ) to that of the participants' beliefs and intentions with respect to such entities (the
"dialogue control" or "meta-level"), and vice versa. These shifts may be accomplished
within a connected topical chain, as in dialogue (74), but they may also give rise to separate
topic-comment structures.

Topic shifts within a topical chain are accomplished by means of comment thematiza-
tion, topic rhematization, or topic-comment rhematization. Table 4.1 shows the frequencies
of the use of these structures in our corpus to shift level, and how often they result in tem-
porary and permanent shifts.

Most comment thematizations are used to shift from meta-level to object-level (71~0).
Most of these shifts (4501o vs. 2601'0) are permanent, which means that the topic that is
shifted to remains the topic of the utterances that follow until the end of the information
exchange, as in the dialogue ( 75) (on p. 78). The total number of permanent topic shifts
from meta- to object-level is greater than that in the other direction, since dialogues often
start with a meta-level topic. This is illustrated in dialogue (75), where utterance 3 starts
with a meta-level topic. In utterance 4 occurs a shift to an object topic, by means of
comment thematization, which remains the topic of the utterances that follow. The table
shows too that a shift within object-level is most of the time permanent (22PIo vs. 8Plo).

Topic rhematization is most often used to accomplish a shift from object-level to meta-
level (67070). These shifts are temporary most of the time (37~c vs. 30010), as in the
dialogue ( 76) (on p. 79). In utterance 6 of this dialogue, a shift occurs to meta-level, and
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(75) "3285

1 I: Inlichtingen Schiphol
2 S: Ja,
3 ik wilde graag inlichtingen

over het vliegtuig uit eh..
Major... ja, Majorca ja

4 Eh...Iberia

5 I: Van Iberia,

6 Palma de Majorca,

7 die is geland om tien
voor half twee,

8 dus net
9 S: O,
10 is die al geland?
11 I: Ja hoor
12 S: Eerder geland dan, he?

Schiphol Information
Yes,
I would like to get information Tr
about the plane from uh..
Major... yes, Majorca yes
Uh... Iberia

OfIberia,

Palma de Majorca

it has landed at ten
before half past two,
so just now
Oh,
has it landed?
Yes indeed
Landed earlier then, has it?

13 I: Ja, klopt Yes, correct T3(
14 S: Oké, Okay,
15 bedankt hoor thank you
16 I: Tot uw dienst You are welcome
17 S: Dag Goodbye
18 I: Dag Goodbye

C2

C3

Cq

CS

CB

Cs

C7
1
C~] Cs
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(76) ~`4159

1 I: SchipholInlichtingen
2 S: Ja,
3 u spreekt met mevrouw de Goede
4 S: Ik wilde even

informeren eh..
5 vluchtnummer 602,

6 weet u daar
al iets van?

7 I: Vluchtnummer 602?
8 S: Ja,
9 of die op tijd is

10 I: Ogenblikje hoor

11 S: Ja
12 I: Die wordt nog

op tijd verwacht,
13 tien over drie

14 S: Tien over drie?
15 I: Ja hoor
16 S: Bedankt hoor
17 I: Tot uw dienst
18 S: Dag
19 I: Dag

Schiphol Information
Yes,

I would like to ask uh.. Tl - Cl

flight number 602,

do you know anything T3
about that yet?
Flight number 602?
Yes,
if it will be on time

Moment, please

Yes
It is still expected
on time,
ten past three

Ten past three?
Yes
Thank you
You are welcome
Goodbye
Goodbye

T2
1
T2
1
T2

C4

CS

- C5
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(77) "4591

1 I: Informatie Schiphol
2 S: Ja,
3 met mevrouw Dirk
4 S: Kunt u mij ook zeggen
5 of de lijn eh.. uit Iberia,

6 480,

Schiphol Information
Yes,
with Ivírs. Dirk
Can you tell me
ií the line uh.. from Iberia,

480,

T1

1
T1

1
7 hoe laat die aangekomen is? at what time it has arrived ? T~ - Ci

8 I: Ik zal het even voor u

nakijken,

9 een ogenblikje
10 I: Die is om vijf voor twaalf

geland,
11 precies op tijd

12 S: Precies op tijd?
13 I: Ja
14 S: Mooi,
I5 dag
16 ik had nog niks gehoord

16 Mooi,
17 dank u wel
18 I: Tot uw dienst
19 S: Dag

I will look it up for you Tz - Cz(-[

one moment, please
It has landed at five to twelve,

exactly on time

Exactly on time?
Yes
Fine
goodbye
I hadn't heard
anything until now
Fine,
Thank you very much
You are welcome
Goodbye

1 1
Tl - Cl])

Ti - Ca
1
Ti - Ca
1
Tr - Ca

in utterance 7, the other speaker shifts back to the object-level topic. The table shows

that topic rhematization is also used in the other logical possible combinations of ineta-
topics and object-topics. In case of a shift within object-level this shift is most of the time

permanent (14~Io vs. 7o1e).
Topic-comment rhematization is always used to shift from object-level to meta-level

and these shift are always temporary. In utterances 5 to 7 dialogue (77) for example, the

participants speak about an entity from the task domain, the line from Iberia. In utterance

8, this topic and the related comment in utterance 7 become part of the comment of
utterance 8, and the topic is one of the participants. In utterance 10, the dialogue returns

to the task domain topic.

We thus see that the shifts in level brought about by comment thematization, topic
rhematization and topic-comment rhematization are not exploited to change the topical

structure of the dialogue in any radical fashion. Comment thematization, which is mostly
used to shift from meta-level to object-level, is typically used to start a topical chain

at object-level. Topic rhematization and topic-comment rhematization generally induce
temporary shifts from object-level to meta-level without disturbing the topical line at
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object-level, since the topic of the first utterance re-occurs as part of the comment of the
second utterance, and the subsequent utterance can pick up the previous topic again.

Table 4.2 gives more information about the communication level of the topic and the
comment when a topic iteration with comment iteration is used. Of course in these cases
there are no topic shifts involved.

Table 4.2: Communication level of topics and comments in a topic iteration with comment iteration

In topic position: In comment position:
Meta topic Object topic 16 73qo
Object topic Object topic 4 18 Plo
Meta topic Meta topic 2 9Plo

The table shows that in most cases of topic iteration with comment iteration (73010) we
have a meta topic in topic position and an object topic in comment position, which means
that these structures most of the time occur when speakers continue two topical lines, one
at meta-level and one at object-level.

Shifts between the level of task domain entities and the meta-level of the speakers' beliefs
and intentions may also result in separate topic-comment structures on each level. In such
cases the object-level is often embedded in the meta-level communication. Utterances 7
and 16 in dialogue (78) below illustrate this. Dialogue control utterances at the beginning
and end of the dialogue open and close the information exchange at object-level.8

The two levels of communication can also be completely independent of each other, as
dialogue (79) demonstrates:

sIn fact, from Los Angeles in utterance 9 is a modification of flight KL 602 and not of the scheduded
arrival time of fíight KL 602. The same phenomenon occurs in utterance 13, where it refers to fiight KL
602 and not to the scheduled arrivnl time. Nevertheless, we still speak of topic continuity because the
scheduled amival time and fiight KL 602 are taken to belong to the same frame of reference. See chapter
5 for further details.
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(78) ~"2172

7 S: Ik wilde graag vragen
8 of de geplande aankomsttijd

van de vlucht KL 602,

9 vanuit Los Angeles,

10 om vijftien uur tien,

11 of dat ook de juiste tijd

wordt

12 I: Ja,

13 die wordt op het ogenblik

nog steeds om vijftien uur

tien verwacht

14 S: Oké,

15 ja,
16 dan weten we genoeg

I would like to ask T1

if the scheduled arrival time .

of the flight KL 602, .

from Los Angeles, .

at fifteen hours ten

if that will be the

correct time

Yes,

it is at the moment

still expected at

fifteen hours ten

OkaY,

yes,

C1

Tz - Cz

1

Tz - Ca

1

T2 - C4

1

T2 - C5

1

1

T'z - Cs

then we know enough Tr - C~
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(79) '~5237
1 I: Informatie Schiphol Schiphol Information
2 S: De machine uit Londen, The machine from London,

3 KL 128,

4 hoe laat verwacht die...

wordt die verwacht?

5 I: Dan moet ik even kijken,

6 een ogenblikje
7 I: Die komt om

drie uur binnen
8 S: Dank u wel
9 I: Tot uw dienst,
10 dag

KL 128,

at what time expect it...

is it expected?

Then I have to check,

a moment
It will come in
at three o'clock
Thank you very much
You're welcome,
goodbye

T2 - Cz

Ti - Ci

In this dialogue, the shift in level does not disrupt the topical line at object-level. Tl
is easily picked up again by a pronoun after a temporary shift to the "control" level of
communication.

The "control" or meta-level can also be used to introduce a new object-level topic
as in utterance 16 of dialogue (80) (on p. 84), or to introduce a new meta-level topic
as in utterance 10 of dialogue (81) (on p. 85). In what follows, we will consider the
communication at the two levels as separate, connected stretches of dialogue, unless they
come together by means of one of the basic topic-comment structures.
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(80) `~`4448

1 I: Informatie Schiphol
2 S: Ja
3 goedemiddag,
4 ik wilde graag

een aankomsttijd weten
van het toestel uit Las
Palmas,

5 van Transavia

6 Het stond oorspronkelijk
gepland om tien voor
half zes

7 I: Ja,
8 met Transavia zeven

zesenzestig

9 Even kijken hoor
10 Daar hebben we

natuurlijk nog geen
berichten van ontvangen

11 S: O
12 I: Daar kunt u beter

straks even over bellen,
13 tegen een uur of drie
14 S: Ja,
15 bedankt
16 I: Alleen tegen die tijd

moet u even
een ander nummer
draaien hoor

17 S: En dat is?

18 I: 020,
19 S: Ja,
20 I: 51 10,
21 S: Ja,
22 I: drie keer zes
23 S: Ja,
24 vriendelijk bedankt
25 I: Ja hoor
26 S: Dag mevrouw
27 I: Dag

Schiphol Information
yes
good afternoon,
I would like to know Tr - Cl
an arrival time for 1
the plane from Las 1
Palmas, 1
of Ttansavia Tz(G CI)

1
It was originally Tz - C3
scheduled at five twenty j

1
Yes, 1
with T~ansavia seven Tz
seventy-six

Let's see
About that we naturally
haven't had any news yet

Oh
About that you can
better call again later,
around three o'clock
Yes,
Thanks
But around that time
you will have to call
another number

And that is?

020,
Yes,
51 10,
Yes,
three times six
Yes,
Thank you very much
You're welcome
Goodbye madam
Goodbye

T3

Tz

1
1
1
Ta(G C~)

1
- C6(~ C5)

Cg
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(81) "3162

1 I: Inlichtingen Schiphol
2 S: Ja,
3 goedemiddag
4 Is de definitieve aankomsttijd

van de AM 101 al bekend?
5 I: Nee,
6 die is nog niet bekend

7 Hij is op het ogenblik vertraagd
op veertien uur veertig

8 S: Veertien uur veertig,

9 nog steeds

10 En wanneer denkt u definitief
bericht binnen...

11 I: Nou
12 ik denk dat we tegen

tweeen eh.. bericht krijgen
14 S: O,
15 tegen tweeen,
16 goed
17 dan bel ik dan nog wel

even terug,
18 dank u vriendelijk
19 I: Tot uw dienst
20 S: Dag
21 I: Dag

Schiphol Information
Yes,
good afternoon
Is the definitive arrivaltime
of the AM 101 already known?
No,
it is not yet known

It is delayed at the moment
until fourteen hours forty
Fourteen hours forty

still

And when do you think to get
definitive news...
Well
I think that we get news
aroundtwo
Oh,
aroundtwo
good
then I will just
call again,
thank you very much
You are welcome
Goodbye
Goodbye

1 1
Ti - Cs
1 1
T~ - Cq ( ~ C:j )

Ts - Cs

TS
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(82) "5471

4 S: Kunt u me
5 zeggen of er

een zekere Henk
Daniels vrijdag
komt?

6 I: Nou
7 wij kunnen nooit

nakijken wie er
aan boord zit,

8 ik weet nooit eh..
9 S: Ja
10 maar welke vlieg-

tuig komt dan?
11 Komt er een vlieg-

tuig vrijdag?
12 I: Waar vandaan?

13 S: Van Suriname

Can you tell me
if a certain Henk
Daniels will come
on Friday?

Well
we can never check
who is on board,

I never know uh..
Yes
but which plane will
come then?
Will there be a plane
coming on Fliday?
Where from?

T2

1
1
T1

írom Suriname

14 I: Dat is zaterdag That is not until Ta(-[
pas, Saturday, j

15 zaterdagmorgen Saturday morning Ta(-[
half negen half past eight

ls s: o, o
1
1

17 zaterdagmorgen Saturday morning Ta(-[
half negen half past eight

Ts - Ca
1
Ta - Ca
1 1
T3 - CS(~ C9)
1 1
T3 - C6(J CS)
1 1
Ta - Cs~) - C~(~ Cs)

1
T3 Cs~) - Ca(~ C~)

T3 - Cs~) -

1

4.3 Topic Breaks

A naturally occurring information dialogue may include more than one topical line at

object-level, separated by topic breaks, shifts to entities that cannot be directly related
to the preceding utterances by one of the basic topic-comment structures. Example (82)
contains such a topic break, between utterances 9 and 10. In fact, this is a very clear
example of a topic break. S stops talking about the topic they talked about before, and
introduces a new one. Another way in which breaks occur is that an entity is reintroduced
that, either had been introduced in the comment of a previous utterance or that was a topic
carlicr in the discourse.
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So, we either have this situation:

Tl ---- - Cl

1 .
Tl ---- CZ :

Tq(- ~il) - - -- ~iq

or the following one:

TI - - -- Cl

1
Tl ---- CZ

. T2 - - - - C3

. j

. TZ - - -- C4

Tl CS

See for example dialogue (83) (on p. 88). Utterance 16 in this dialogue reintroduces an
entity that was introduced before in the comment of utterance 9. Utterance 33 reintroduces
an entity that was topic before. In these cases there is also a topic break because clearly
another entity is taken as the ultimate point of attachment for new information and that
entity cannot be directly connected with some entity in the preceding utterance.

A related case is exemplified in example (84) (on p. 89). In this dialogue, there is
a topic break between utterances 9 and 10. In utterance 10, a new topic is introduced
that was not mentioned before. It could be argued that it was considered indirectly in
the comments of the preceding utterances. However, this relation is not completely clear.
What is completely clear is that after utterance 10, a new entity is taken as the point of
attachment for new information. Therefore, there is a break.

We see that topic breaks break clearly connected topic-comment structures. Topic
breaks form the borders within which a locally connected segment of discourse occurs.
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6 S: Eh.. er staat L-h.. there is

iemand van ons somebody of ours
te wachten op waiting at
Schiphol op een Schiphol for an
aankomend passagier arriving passenger
uit Engeland trom England

8 I: Ja Yes
9 S: :~1aar die man is But that man has

inmiddels al already arrived
gearriveerd

10 I: Dan kunnen we Then we can page T3
de afhaler omroepen your representative j

11 S: Als u dat doen if you would T3
wil, graag do that, please

12 I: Ja, Yes,
13 wat is de naam what is the name

van die meneer? of that mister?
14 S: Dat is That is

Van Der Velde Van Der Velde
15 I: Van Der Velde Van Der Velde

Ti(- (

Ta(- (

T~
j
1
j
1
1
j
1
j
j
C3(~T~)
j
Ca ( ~ T~ )
j
j
Tt
j
Tt
j
Tt

Cq

Cz

j
Ca]) - Cs
j j
Ca]) - Cs

16 En wat was de and what is the Tz - Cg
naam van de name oí the j j
passagier? passenger? j j

17 S: Eh.. dat was Uh.. that was TS(- ( T2
eh.. meneer Glover, eh.. mister Glover, j

18 Gordon Glover Gordon Glover TS(- ~ T2

33 I: En meneer And bfister
Van Der... Van Der...

34 S: En meneer And Mister
Van Der Velde, Van Der Velde,

35 die kan weer he can just
gewoon terugkomen come back again

36 I: Terug naar de Ba.ck to the

PTT? PTT?

37 S: Ja hoor Yes

38 I: Oké Okay

39 En uw naam was And your name
Steppenberg? was Steppenberg?

40 S: Stunnenberg Stunnenberg

41 I: Stunnenberg Stunnenberg

Co]) - C~
j

Cs]) - CB

T1
j
T~
j
Ti - Cs
j j
Ti - Cto(~ Cs)

Ci 2

j

Ci2

45 I: Goed, Good,
46 ik zal hem om I will have T3 - C~3(~ Ti)

laten roepen him paged
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(84) "6027

2 S: ik moet iemand
afhalen

3 waarvan ik weinig
gegevens heb,

4 ik weet alleen
5 dat ze uit

Los Angeles komt

6 en ongeveer om

drie uur aankomt

7 I: Nou,

8 dan weet u

meer dan genoeg.

9 S: Ja?
10 I: Er is maar 1

direkte vlucht
vandaag...

11 S: Oh!
12 I: en die land om

tien over drie
13 S: O jee,
14 tien over drie al
15 I: Ja

I have to
pick somebody up
of whom I have
little information,
I only know
that she is coming
from Los Angeles

and will arrive at

about three o'clock

Well,

then you know

more than enough...

Yes?
There is only 1
direct flight
today...
Oh!
and it will land
at ten past three
Oh jee,
ten past three already
Yés

Ti - C~
1 1
1
1
T1 ' C3
1 Tz

CZ

C,
1 1
1 Tz - Cs :

1 .

1

Ti - Cs

T3

1
1
1
Tj
1
1
T3
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4.4 Preserving coherence

The hypothesis still to be confirmed is that our bottotn-up description of the topical struc-

ture of a dialogue will for most dialogues lead to a result that satisfies the intuition that

the information exchange in a naturally occurring information dialogue actually centers

around one or more task domain topics. In the preceding sections, the first steps towards

the confirmation of this hypothesis were made. In section 2, we saw that the topical lines

at dialogue control level do not disturb the topic lines at task domain level. In section

3, we saw that in a dialogue with more than one topical line at the level of the task do-

main, the topical lines are limited by topic breaks. In this section, we will argue that the

topical structures of the dialogues in the corpus are usually made up in such a way that
it is possible to discern one main topical line at object-level for each connected dialogue

fragment. There is one main topical line in the dialogues that contain no topic breaks and
there is one topical line in each stretch of connected discourse in dialogues that contain

topic breaks.
One argument in favor of this is given by table 4.3, showing the frequencies of the

structures:

Table 4.3: The frequencies of the basic topic-comment structures
Topic Continuity 682 7ó010
Comment Thematization 78 9Qlo
Topic-comment Thematization 70 So1o
Topic Iteration with Comment Iteration 22 2qo
Topic Rhematization 43 5~10
Topic-comment Rhematization 8 C1QI'o
Total 903 100010

We see that topic continuatíon is by far (76eIo) the most frequent topical relation between

successive utterances. It is used 76P1c of the time. The other topic-comment structures are

less frequent. This indicates a strong preference for topic continuity in the dialogues.

This conclusion can be made even stronger when we take the influence of the other

structures on the topical structure of a connected stretch of dialogue into account. Topic

iteration with comment iteration continues both topic and comment, which means that it

is in fact a special form of topic continuation. In a topic rhematization, the topic of the first.

utterance is maintaiued in the commeut of the second, which means that in fact the topical

chain started in previous utterances is not broken by this structure. The topic of the second

utterance of a topic-comment thematization contains the topic of the first utterance. So in

a sense, it also continues that topic. Similarly for topic-comment rhematization: in a sense

the topic of the first utterance is incorporated in the comment of the second. This means

that only one of the above-mentioned structures really causes a shift to another topic, and

that is comment thematization.
If we really want to claim that each dialogue in the corpus contains one or more clear

topical lines however, we need to make clear what. exactly happens after each of these shifts.
For various successive shifts after each other would nevertheless endanger our claim. l~'hat
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happens after one of these basic structures'? Do these structures induce temporary or
permanent shifts and how complex will these shifts be? To answer these questions, we
need precise definitions of simple and complex ternporary shifts on the one hand, and
simple and complex permanent shifts on the other.

~~'e assume that a simple temporary topic shift occurs when the original topic is returned
to in a subsequent utterance, either immediately or after one or more topic continuations.
A sirnple temporary topic shift for a comment thenratization, for example, would be as
follows:

Ur Tt - - -- Cr
1 1

U2 1 TZ (~ C, ) C1

1 .
1
1

U5 T, C'iq

Dialogue (85) illustrates a simple temporary shift, where the previous topic is picked up
immediately after the topic shift by comment thematization:

(85) "5157

21 I: en dan komen ze terug
met een even nummer

22 dan wordt het
zestien zesennegentig

23 S: Ja
24 I: En dan worden ze hier

verwacht om kwart over acht

and then they come back
with an even number
then it becomes
sixteen ninty-six
y~
and then they will be expected
here at a quarter past eight

T, - C,
1 1
1 Tz(5 Ci)
1
1
T, - C3

CZ

A simple permanent topic shift occurs when the topic that is shifted to remains the point
of attachment for the utterances that follow. A simple permanent topic shift of a comment
thematization would take T2 as the point of attachment of the subsequent utterances:

U, Tt ---- C,

U2

U6

1
Tz(c Cl) - - -- C2
1

1
T2

A comple.~ topic shift, either temporary or permanent, occurs when a dialogue contains a
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1 I: Schiphol Informatie
2 S: Juffrouw,
3 ik wilde graag

wat prijzen hebben
en wat data van
vluchten naar eh...
Geneve toe

6 I: Nou,
~ voor die prijzen

8 kunt u beter een
ander nummer bellen

9 S: Ja
10 I: Dat is nul twintig
11 S: ja
12 I: vier drie

13 S: Vier drie

14 I: vier twee

15 S: vier twee

16 I: nogmaals vier twee

17 S: vier twee
18 Hartelijk dank
19 I: Tot uw dienst hoor
20 S: Dag mevrouw
21 I: Dag

Schiphol Information
~tiss,
[ would like Tl
to have some prices
and some dates of
flights to uh...
Geneva
~~'ell,
for those prices

j
you can better T2 - Cz
call another number j
yes j
That is o twenty T3(G Cz) - C3
yes j
fOUC three T3 - Cq(~ C3)

j
four three T3 - Cq(~ C3)

j
four two T3 - CS(1 Cq)

j
fOUItWO Tj - CS(1 Cq)

j
once again four two T3 - Cs(~ Cs)

j
tour two T3 - Cs(~ CS)
Thank you very much
You are welcome
Goodbye madam
Goodbye

series of at least two topic shifting topic-comment structures. See for example dialogue
(86). In this dialogue, there are two comment thematizations in a row, in utterance 7 and
in utterance 10. In this case, the shifts are permanent. The dialogue doesn't return to
either Tl or T2.

Simple shifts, either temporary or permanent, will not be problematic for the topical
structure of a dialogue because in both cases a clear topical line can be perceived. Many
successive topic shifts, however, could endanger the coherence of the dialogue, as the
dialogue would slide from one entity to another without a clear topical line. The most
problemati~ form of "topic sliding" would be a dialogue with many comment thematizations
in suc~~~~~tiiou:
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U, T, - - - - C,
1

Uz T2(~ C,) - - -- CZ

U3
1
T3(~ Cy) - - -- ("i3

However as the following tables will show, this problem does not arise in the dialogues
of our corpus. First, in Table 4.4, we consider the relative frequencies of temporary and
permanent topic shifts:

Table 4.4: Occurrence of temporary and permanent topic shifts
Temporary Permanent
topic shift topic shift

Comment thematization 26 33PIo 52 67qo
Topic-comment thematization 19 27oI'o 51 73P1o
Topic rhematization 23 53010 20 47P1o
Topic-comment rhematization 8 100010 - -

We see that comment thematization and topic-comment thematization mostly cause
permanent shifts (6701o and 73`~o respectively). Topic rhematization and topic-comment
rhematization, by contrast, cause more temporary shifts (5301o and 100~o respectively).

The following table shows the comple~ty of the shifts:

Table 4.5: Complexity of topic shifts
Temporary shifts Permanent shifts
Simple Complex Simple Complex

Comment thematization 23 88010 3 12010 37 71010 15 29~0
Topic-comment thematization 18 95010 1 5010 44 86P1o 7 14010
Topic rhematization 21 91qo 2 90l0 16 80010 4 20oI'o
Topic-comment rhematization 8 100qo - - - - - -

The table shows that by far most shifts are simple, so most of the time the dialogue will
either return to the previous topic or continue the topic that was shifted to. The following
table shows that series of shifts consist mostly of two, and never of more than three shifts.

Table 4.6: Length of series of topic shifts
2 3

Comment thematization I6 89010 2 llPlo
Topic-comment thematization 6 75010 2 25oI'o
Topic rhematization 2 50oI'o 2 50oI'o

This means that in all dialogues coherence is preserved by avoiding topic sliding and
by a general preference for topic continuity. In most connected stretches of dialogue, thus,
one main topical chain can be identified.
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Conclusions

In this chapter, we have described the topical structure of an information dialogue by a
bottom-up method that starts from topic-comment structures of individual utterances and

builds topical structures for an entire dialogue or a dialogue fragment (depending on the
presence of topic breaks) with the help of six basic topic-comment structures:

1. topic continuity,

2. thematization of the comment,

3. topic-comment thematization,

4. topic iteration with comment iteration,

5. topic rhematization, and

6. topic-comment rhematization.

One of the characteristics of the topical structure that results from this description is
that the dialogues in our corpus contain topical lines at two levels, the level of task domain
entities ("object-level" ) and the level of the participants' beliefs and intentions with respect
to such entities ("meta-level" or "dialogue control level" ). We found that the presence of

a topical line at meta-level does not disrupt the topical line at object-level.
When present within a connected chain, the two levels come together by comment

thematization, topic rhematization, topic-comment rhematization, or topic iteration with

comment iteration. Comment thematization is most of the time (in 71`'~0 of the cases)

used to shift from a meta topic to an object topic and most of the time (in 43Q1c of the

cases) this shift is permanent. Generally, it either starts a topical chain at object-level or

it only causes a temporary shift from meta-level to object-level. Topic rhematization and

topic-comment rhematization are commonly (in respectively 67oIo and 100`!0 of the cases)

used to shift from an object topic to a meta topic and this shift is usually only temporary

(in respectively 37oIe and 100oIo of the cases). A topic iteration with comment iteration

most of the time (in 73070 of the cases) continues two topical lines; one on meta-level and

one on object-level.
When the two levels do not come together, they form separate topical structures, which

do not disturb the exchange at object-level.
Another characteristic of the topical structures that we find is that at object-level there

may be topic breaks, shifts to entities that cannot be directly related to the preceding

utterances by one of the basic topic-comment structures. These breaks form the borders

between stretches of dialogue to which we can ascribe connected topic-comment structures.

We found that in t.hese connected dialogue fragments coherence is preserved by a general

preference for topic continuity (76~0) and by avoiding topic sliding in those cases, where

the basic topic-comment structures causing topic-shifts were applied. These shifts, caused



by comment thematization, t,opic-comment thematization, topic rhematization, and topic-
comment rhematization were most of the time (in respectively 88~0, 95~0, 91"Io, and 100~0
of the cases) simple and when a series of shifts wa5 applied, mostly two and never more
than three shifts occured after each other.

The general result of our analysis is that the information dialogues in our corpus have
a topical structure with one or more topical chains. The general assumption of this thesis,
that naturally occurring information dialogues are generally organized around one or more
topics, is thus clearl,y confirmed.



Chapter 5

Referring to topics

Topic management has two aspects. The first aspect concerns linkage. Topic managemeut
regulates that the new information in an individual utterance will be connected with an en-
tity from a preceding utterance and if there is no preceding discourse, or if a new connected
discourse fragment has to be opened, it regulates that a new entity will be introduced. The
result of this linkage part of topic management is generally a topical structure with one or
more topical chains.

The other aspect of topic management concerns the choice of referential expressions
that will be used to introduce and continue topics in a topical chain. This choice concerns
not only the type of expression -the question if for instance, a definite NP or a pronoun
should be used- but also the informational content of the expression. In the choice of the
referential expression, the speaker is confronted with the same kind of considerations as
with the formulation of a complete utterance: He will have to pack it in such a way that
the listener is able to evoke the right referent.

This chapter will elaborate on this last aspect of topic management. What types of
referential expressions are used to introduce and continue topics in a topical chain? What
is their informational content? How does the informational content relate to the supposed
background knowledge of the dialogue participants? What happens with the informational
content of the expressions when a topical chain is interrupted by temporary topic shifts
to entities that were introduced in the non-topical part of a preceding utterance? What
happens in case of temporary interruptions by communication about the knowledge or
intentions of one of the dialogue participants, by a series of interaction management acts or
temporal interference by topic breaks? The chapter will conclude with a general description
of the use of referential expressions that refer to topics in naturally occurring information
dialogues.

5.1 Types of referential expressions in a topical chain
Table 5.1 gives an overview of the types of referential expressions that are used to introduce
and continue topics in the corpus.
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able ~.1: Referential expressions for topics in information dia]o ues
Number of
reference: Referential expression used to refer to the topic

Def.NP Indef.NP Dem.NP QNP Prop Dem.P Pers.P Re1.P Ellipsis
1 143 51 9 23 96 0 0 0 0
2 37 2 8 1 3 147 43 14 41
3 18 1 3 2 7 61 29 2 62
4 4 1 1 1 0 34 17 0 65
5 4 0 2 1 0 15 16 1 40
6 2 0 0 0 2 12 14 0 27
7 2 1 3 1 1 7 8 0 21
8 0 0 0 0 0 10 5 0 16
9 0 1 0 1 0 2 3 0 12
10 0 0 1 0 0 2 3 0 7
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 5
12 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 2
13 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 1
14 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

The first column in the table indicates the position in a referential chain. We see that

the referential chains that we found where at most 20 references long. The first row
displays the referential expressions that are used to refer to the topics. Four types of

full noun phrases were found: definite, indefinite, demonstrative and quantified NPs. The
other relevant types of referential expressions are: propositions, demonstrative pronouns,

personal pronouns, relative pronouns, and ellipsis.
Table 5.1 shows the frequency of use of referential expressions to refer to topics in

different positions in referential chains. The intersection of the second row and the second
column, for example, shows the number of definite NPs that are used for the first reference
to a topic.

Table 5.2 (on p. 99) shows the percentages of the referential expressions for each

reference number. The percentages on the second row, for example, show the relative
frequencies of the referential expressions that are used for the first reference. It is generally
assumed that discourse entities that are referred to for the first time in a discourse are
introduced by full expressions, i.e., expressions that contain all the information needed

to identify the referent; continuing reference is done by means of anaphoric expressions,

presupposing the information given in the first reference (Redeker [1986]).
We see that the referential chains in the corpus confirm this general view. The first

reference is always done by means of expressions that contain full information about the
referent. The definite NP is most popular. It is applied in 44PIo of the first refereuces. For
the second reference, the use of full referential expressions decreases, and pronouns and

ellipsis become more popular. The demonstrative pronoun is used most often, in 50P1o of
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Table 5.2: Percentages of the referential expressions for each reference number
Number of
reference: Referentialcxpression used to refer to the topic:

Def.NP Indef.NP Dem.NP QNP Prop Dem.P Pers.P Re1.P Ellipsis
1 44P1o 16P1o 3010 7010 30070 - - - -
2 131o G 1`ro 3"lo G 1010 1010 50P1o 15~10 SPIo 14~0
3 l0io G 1070 2010 1~l0 4~ 33010 16o-10 1`ro 34qo
4 301o G 1 io G 1 lo G 1 qo - 2SoJ'o 14oI'o - 53Q,o
5 5~0 - 3~0 1 Plo - 19010 20~ l~0 51 Io
6 4~0 - - - 4oJ'o 21010 26oJ'o - 44Q1o
7 5~ 2Qlo 7010 2PIo 2Pla 16o1a 1807'0 - 4810
8 - - - - - 32~ 16PIo - 51~
9 - 5elo - SQIo - l l~0 16oI'o - 63~0
10 - .- 8Plo - - 15010 2310 - 54~0
11 - - - - - - 38070 - 62Q1o
12 - 17~0 - - - - 50~10 - 33010
13 - - 25oI'o - - - 50P1o - 25~0
14 - - - - - 33P1o 67070 - -
15 - - - - - - 100PIo - -
16 - - - - - - 5001'0 - 50Q1o
17 - - - - - - 50P1o - 50q
18 - - - - - - 50o1a - 50P1o
19 - - - - - - - - 100P1o
20 - - - - - - - - 100P1o
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Table 5.3: Percentages for the positions of a referential expression in a refereutial chaín
Number of
reference: Referential expression used to refer to the topic:

Def.NP Indeí.NP Dem.NP QNP Prop Dem.P Pers.P Re1.P Ellipsis
1 68010 89010 22P1o 77010 88Q1o - - - -
2 18Q1o 4oJo 29010 3010 3010 51 elo 28Q1o 82P1o 13~0
3 9oJ'o 201'0 l lqo 7~0 601'0 21e1o 19010 12~10 20Q1o
4 2Plo 2Qlo 4 Plo 3010 - 12QÍo 11 Qlo - 21 0l0

5 2Qlo - 7Qlo 3010 - 5oJ'o l0010 óol0 13010
6 G 1Qlo - 2qo 4010 9010 - 9010
7 G i o10 2~0 11 qo 3010 l~0 2oJo 5010 - 7l0
8 - - - - - 3~10 3Qlo - 5qo
9 - 2~0 - 3010 - C 1 oIo 2010 - 4~0
10 - - 4Qlo C l ol0 2010 - 2~0
11 - - - - - - 2qo - 2Qlo
12 - 2010 - - - 2l0 - G 1 lo
13 - 4 0l0 - - - l oJo - C 1 Qlo
14 - - - - - G l 010 l 070 - -
15 - - - - - l 070 - -
16 - - - - - - C l01'0 - C l olo
17 - - - - Clqo - CIPIo

18 - - - - - - C 1 oI'o - G 1 oio
19 - - - - - - - - G 1 oI'o
20 - - - - - - - - G 1 oI'o

the cases. After the second reference, the decrease in the use of full referential expressions
continues, and ellipsis becomes the most important reference form. For the third reference,
it is applied in 34070 of the cases, roughly as rnuch as demonstrative pronouns (33010). But
after the third reference, it is most of the time the most popular reference form. We see
percentages of 53PIo, 51oIo, 44oIo, 48oIo, 51~0, 63010, 54~0, and 62~0. Chains of more than 10

references do not occur often, so the numbers in the lower half of the table have little
significance. Demonstrative and personal pronouns are still used quite frequently.

Table 5.3 (above) shows the percentages for the distribution of each referential expres-
sion in a referential chain. We see that most full expressions, definite NPs, indefinite NPs,

quantified NPs artd propositions are especially used for the first reference. If they are used
later in a chain, this is rnostly at the beginning, in the second or third reference. Only the

use of the demonstrative NP is more distributed over the beginning of a chain. Only 22~Io
are used to introduce a topic into the discourse. This means that it is more often used as

an anaphor than as a topic introducing term.
Concerning the pronouns, the demonstrative pronotrn and the relative pronoun are

mostly applied in the second reference, 5101o and 82010, respectively. The use of the personal
pronoun and that of ellipsis are more spread.

Table 5.4 shows the lengt,hs of referential chains.
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Table 5.4: Length of referential chains for topics in information dialogues
Length
Number of chains
Percentage

Length
Number of chains
Percentage

1 1 ~ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
32 121 72 51 23 13 13 11 8 5

9~0 34P1o 20070 14`70 6~0 4Plo 4~0 3~10 2Io 1'j

11 12 13 11 15 16 17 18 19 20
2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Gl olo G 1~ G l~o G 1`ro OPIo OPIo Oo7o Oolo Ol G 1 oI'o

We see that most referential chains (34oIo) are two references long, but a substantial number
of chains reaches lengths of up to four references (20P1o is three references long and 14`~o is
four references long).

The explanation of why speakers use different types of expressions for referring to topics
at different points in a dialogue must be found in the information the speaker supposes the
hearer needs to identify the intended referent. We will therefore consider the informational
content of the expressions used. What information do they contain? Is it related to the
supposed background knowledge of the participants, or to information already available in
the dialogue context, or is it entirely new? What is the relation between the information
content of the referential expression and that of the utterance of which it forms part'?
These questions will be addressed in the sections that follow.

5.2 Topic introduction

The first row in Table 5.1 shows how often each type of referential expression is used to
introduce topics into the dialogue, irrespective of whether the topics are introduced in the
beginning or elsewhere in the dialogue. In this section, we will look at the use of referential
expressions to introduce the first topic of a dialogue. The introduction of topics later on
in a dialogue will be discussed in the sections that follow.

Table 5.5 shows the use of referential expressions to introduce the first topic of a dia-
logue.

Table 5.5: Use of referential expressions to introduce the first topic of a dialogue
NPs 110 99P1o
Def.NP 80 72qo
Indef.NP 19 17oIó
Dem.NP 3 3Plo
QNP 2 2qo
Pers.P 7 5010
Prop 1 lqo

We see that NPs are in the majority (99oIo). There is only one dialogue in which the first
topic is introduced by a proposition. Our discussíon of topic introduction will therefore
focus on the information content of NPs.

Table 5.5 shows that most topics (72~0) are introduced by a definite NP and that the
rest is mainly (17P1o) introduced by an indefiníte NP. In seven dialogues, the first topic
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is one of the speakers, so the personal pronouns mentioned in the table all represent the
indexical "I".

The definite NPs, and also the few instances of demonstrative NPs in the corpus, intro-
duce unused new entities (Prince [1981]) into the dialogues. An unused new entity is a
discourse-new entity the speaker assumes the hearer to have previous knowledge about.
By introducing it, he expects that the hearer will recollect it from his background knowl-
edge with the result that it will become part of the dialogue context. In our corpus, the
definite and demonstrative NPs introduce entities of the task domain, for instance flights,
arrival times, and departure times.

According to Prince (Prince [1981]), indefinites introduce brand-new entities into the
discourse, i.e. discourse-new entities the speaker assumes that the hearer has no previous
knowledge about. There are two ways in which an entity can be brand-new:

1. Anchored brand-new, if the NP representing it is linked by means of another NP
or "anchor" contained in it to some other entity, that is unused new or situationally
evoked. An example of such an NP is a plane from Los Angeles mentioned in example
(87) below.

(87) ~`~`5096

3 S: Kunt u mij ook zeggen
4 hoe laat er een vliegtuig uit Los Angeles

binnenkomt,
5 de KL 602?
6 I: Ja,
7 die komt binnen om tien over drie,

Can you tell me
at what time a plane from Los Angeles
will arrive,
the KL 602?
Yes,
it will arrive at ten past three,

2. Uno,rchored brand-new, if there is no anchor, for example a plane in example (88)
below.

(88) ~~3126

6 S: gisteravond om negen uur Yesterday at nine o'clock
is een vliegtvig vertrokken naar a plane departed for
de eh.. Antillen the uh.. Antilles

7 Kunt u me zeggen Can you tell me
8 waar die nu zit? where it is now?

Examples (87) and (88) suggest however, that Prince's analysis of indefinites is not quite
applicable to our kind of dialogues. In both dialogues, it becomes clear later that the
speakers in fact seem to suppose that the hearer has previous knowledge about the referent.
How could speaker S in utterance 5 of dialogue (87) otherwise use a definite NP as an
alternative description, and how could speaker S in dialogue (88) ever ask a question
about the "unanchored brand-new" entity he introduced earlier? It is therefore better to
interpret the use of indefinites as following a different topic-introducing strategy, in which
the speaker behaves as if he is introducing a brand-new entity.l

iIt is clear from Table 5.5 that this strategy is less favored in our corpus, where the dialogue situation
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In six dialogues, the topic is referred to by an indexical pronoun. It refers to one of the
speakers, who is not new but given by the extra-linguistic discourse situation. In Prince's
terminology, such referents are called sitvationally evoked entities.

The definite NP that introduces the first topic into the dialogue may have several appear-
ances. The same holds for the few instances of the demonstrative NPs in the corpus. We
find simple proper names like Tite KL 233 in the examplc: below,

(89) `~`4390

7 S: De KL 233
8 heett die andere vertrektijden

gekregen?
9 I: Even kijken
10 ogenblikje
11 I: De 233 zei u?
12 S: Ja
13 I: Die gaat 12.40 weg

The KL 233
has it got a different
departure time?
Let's see
moment
The 233 you said?
Yes
It will leave at 12.40

Alternatively, we find very complex NPs as in utierances 5,6, and 7 below,

(90) '~`4258

4 S: Weet u ook
5 of het toestel
6 dat eh.. vnn de AL Italia
7 dat is vertrokken uit Rome

om tien over tien
8 of dat al binnen is?

Do you know
if the plane
that uh.. of the AL Itnlia
that has departed from Rome
at ten past ten
if that has arrived yet?

The same can be said about the indefinite NP and the few instances of the quantified NPs
in the corpus that introduce the first topic of the dialogue. It can be a simple noun with
a determiner, like a plane in the example below,

(91) "3126

6 S: gisteravond om negen uur Yesterday at nine o'clock
is een vliegtuig vertrokken naar a plane departed for
de eh.. Antillen the uh.. Antilles

7 Kunt u me zeggen Can you tell me
8 waar die nu zit? where it is now?

It can also be a more complex NP like a plane from Los Angeles in the example below,

is usually such that the speaker assumes that the listener has previous knowledge of the topic he wants
to speak about. It is plausible that speakers will more often use an indefinite NP in a dialogue situation
where they are less sure of the listener's acquaintance with their intended topic.
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(92) "5096
3 S: Kunt u mij ook zeggen
4 hoe laat er een vliegtuig uft Los Angeles

bi~inerikomt,
5 de KL 602?
6 I: Ja,
7 die komt binnen om tien over drie,

Can you tell me
at what time n plane from Los Angeles
will arrive,
the KL 602?
Yes,
it will arrive at ten past three,

The examples show that topics may be introduced by simple and complex NPs. It turns out

that there is a strong preference in the dialogues in our corpus to introduce the topic with

a comple~ NP. Even when speakers use a proper narne, they still add one or more modifi-

cations. It seems as if they want to add extra modifications to be sure to achieve a unique

reference (Compare (Clark 8e Wilkes-Gibbs [1986])). The complex NPs are constructed by
attaching one or more PPs, relat,ive clauses, or appositions, by forming noun-noun combi-

nations, or by using a combination of these. The modifications contain a reference to either
unused new entities or situationally evoked entities. Table 5.6 below shows the complexity

of the NPs that are used to introduce a topic into the dialogue:

Table 5.6: Complexity of NPs used for topic introduction
Simple

44 40010
Complex
66 ó0010

We see that more complex NPs (60010) than simple NPs (40~) are used. Table 5.7 shows
the way in which the complex NPs are constructed:

Table 5.7: Construction of complex NPs
Type of modification:
Prepositional phrase 36 55010
Relative clause 3 5010
Noun-noun combination 3 4Plo
Apposition 2 3Plo
Combination 22 33QJo
Total 66 100Q1o

We see that prepositional phrases are the most frequently used modification (55070), al-

though there is also a considerable amount (33P1o) of NPs that contain combinations of
different modifications. The anchor is almost always an unused new entity, in 65 of the

66 cases. This means that information seekers generally tend to introduce their topics
with the help of a cluster of unused new entities, and that most topics introduced in the

beginning of a dialogue need to be found in the task domain.

Topics can be introduced both near the beginning and towards the end of the utterance. If
introduced near the beginning, they take subject position, like the plane from Los Angeles

in example (93) or they are fronted as Flight KL 550 in the example (93).
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(93) `~5193

3 S: Kunt u mij zeggen Can you tell me
4 of het vláegtuág uát eh Los Angeles if the plnne from uh Los Angeles

op tijd is? will be on time ?
5 I: .Ia hoor, Yes,
6 die komt om tien over drie binnen it will arrive at ten past three

(9A) "2063

4 S: Vlucht KL 550, Flight KL 550,
5 hoe laat is die gepland? for what time is it scheduled?
6 I: Die wordt nu definitief verwacht It is definitely expectecí

om vijf voor twaalf at five to twelve

If introduced towards the end, they are part of the comment. See the KL 775 of February
26 in the example below:

(95) "5322

5 S: Ik wou van u een inlichting I would like from you some information
over de KL 775 vnn 26 februari about the KL 775 of February 26

6 Waar stopt ie nog meer in eh.. Europa Where else does it stop in uh.. Europe?

This means that topics may be introduced both at the `givenness' and the `newness side'
of an utterance. Given the categorization of newness for discourse-new topics in terms of
unused new, anchored brand-new, and unachored brand-new, we can relate the newness of
the topic to the position in the utterance where it is introduced. Since there is a tendency
to express information tlrat is considered to be known in the beginning of an utterance and
information that is considered to be new towards the end, we may expect that referential
expressions used to introduce a topic near the beginning of topic-introducing utterances
mostly refer to unused new entities, while NPs used towards the end of the utterance
mostly refer to brand-new entities. And as definite NPs are generally considered to refer
to known entities and indefinite NPs to unknown entities, it is plausible to assume that
the NPs used in the beginning will most of the time be definite and those used towards the
end will most of the time be indefinite. For indexical pronouns, the hypothesis has to be
different, since they simply refer to given entities. We suppose that they will be expressed
at the beginning of an utterance.

Table 5.8 relates the types of referential expressions that are used to introduce the first
topic of a dialogue to the position in the utterance where they are uttered:
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Table 5.8: Reference forms for topic introductions and position in utterance
Beginning End

Definite NP 68 85010 12 1501'0
Indefinite NP 2 11oI'o 17 89010
Demonstrative NP 2 67010 1 33010
Quantified NP 1 50oI'o 1 50010
Personal Pronoun 6 100P1o - -
Total 79 72~0 31 28010

When we look at the total, we see that most topics (72oIo) are introduced at the beginning
of an utterance. Comparing the proportions of the referential expressions used in the
beginning of an utterance with those used towards the end, we see that most definite NPs
(85010) are used in the beginning of the utterance, while most indefinite NPs (89eIo) are
used towards the end. So this confirms our expectation. Also our hypothesis for indexical
pronouns is confirmed. They occur exclusively (100oIo) in the beginning of an utterance.

Table 5.9 shows the givenness status of the entities the utterance-initial NPs represent.

Table 5.9: Givenness status of the NPs used to introduce topics at the beginning of an utterance
Unused new Anchored brand-new Unanchored brand-new Situationally evoked

Def.NP 68 8óelo - - - - - -
Indef.NP - - 1 lelo 1 1Qlo - -
Dem.NP 2 3010 - - - - - -
QNP - - 1 lolo - - - -
Pers.P. - - - - - - 6 Sqo
Total 70 89P1o 2 3Qlo 1 l010 6 8`~l0

We see that the utterance-initial NPs mostly (in 89070 of the cases) introduce unused new
entities into the dialogue. This confirms our expectation. Table 5.10 shows the givenness
status of the NPs used to introduce the topic in the comment part of an utterance.

Table 5.10: Givenness status of topics introduced towards the end of an utterance
IJnused new Anchored brand-new Unanchored brand-new Situationally evoked

Def.NP 12 39oïo - - - - - -
Indef.NP - - 6 19P1o 11 35P1o - -
Dem.NP 1 3010 - - - - - -
QNP - - - - 1 3oïo -
Pers.P. - - - - - - - -
Total 13 4207'0 6 19010 12 39010 - -

It seems as if these data contradict our assumption: More unused new entities (42~1c)
are introduced than unanchored brand-new entities (39QIo). However, when we take into
account the anchored brand-new entities too, we see that more órarcd-new entities (58oIo)
are introduced towards the end of the utterance than unused new entities (42oIo). Moreover,
when we compare the proportion of the NPs used towaids the end of the iitterance with
that used in the beginning, we see that NPs used towards the end of the utterance more
often introduce brand-new entities (58o1c vs. 4olo), and more often introduce those brand-
new entities without anchoring.
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Another interesting hypothesis can be formulated about. the relation between the complex-
ity of NPs and the position in the utterance where they are used. Since the complex NPs in
the corpus tend to introduce clusters of unused entities, we could expect that they should
most of the time occur in the beginning of the topic-introducing utterance. Simple NPs,
on the other hand, contain less information about the intended referent and the hearer
may need extra information to find the intended referent. It is plausible that speakers,
who have chosen for the strategy to start with a simple NP and provide more information
about the referent in utterances that follow, will utter the simple NP near the end of the
utteranc.e.

Table 5.11 relates the complexity of the NPs that introduce the first topic of a dialogue
to the position in the utterance where they are used.

Table 5.11: Complexity of NPs used to introduce topics at the beginning of a dialogue

Simple
Complex

We see that relatively more simple NPs (55PIo) are used towards the end of the utterance,
while relatively more complex NPs (66~0) occur in the beginning of the utterance. So these
data confirm our expectation.

We may conclude that the first topic of a dialogue is mostly introduced near the be-
ginning of an utterance, by a complex definite NP, introducing an unused new entity that
is connected with other unused new entities. When the topic is introduced towards the
end of an utterance, more indefinite NPs that introduce unanchored brand-new entities
are used, although complex definite NPs that introduce an unused new entity connected
to unused new entities are still an important means to introduce a topic into the dialogue.
So generally, the most common strategy to introduce the first topic of the dialogue is to
use a complex definite NP and utter it at the beginning of the utterance in topic-position.
Another important but less frequently applied strategy is to use a simple indefinite NP in
comment-position.

5.3 Topic continuity

We have seen that topics are introduced into a discourse for the first time by full expressions,
i.e., expressions that contain all the information needed to evoke the intended referent. It is
intuitively clear that once a referent has been established expressions with less information
will do. Accordingly, continuing reference is often done by means of anaphoric expressions
and ellipsis. The use of these reference forms presupposes the information given in the first
reference.

The notion of anaphors assumed here is very broad: it comprises identity anaphors,
subsectional anaphors and relational anaphors (Deemter [1991]; Deemter [1992]). Identity
anaphors are the most familiar kind of anaphors: they refer to the same entity as their

Beginning
27 34~0
52 66oI'o

End
17 55P1o
14 45P1o
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antecedent. A subsectional anaphor refers to a subsumption (a subset of a set, a part of a
quantity, a substructure of a given structure) of its antecedent (Deemter [1991]; Deemter
[1992]). In the following dialogue fragment the ftirst,flight is a subsectional anaphor of some
flights to Paris.

(96) ~'7011
5 S: Ik heb hier een meneer
6 die wil weten
7 enkele vluchten nnar Parijs
8 voor morgenochtend,
9 hoe laat die vertrekken
10 I: Morgenochtend,
11 momentje graag
12 S: Ja
13 I: Nou,
14 de eerste vlucht vertrekt om

zeven uur dertig...
15 S: Ja
16 I: en de tweede vlucht om

acht uur vijfenveertig...
17 S: Ja
18 I: en dan...
19 even kijken...
20 om negen uur dertig gaat er een...
21 S: Ja
22 I: dan 0 dertien uur vijf,

Here is a mister
who wants to know
some fiights to Paràs
for tomorrow morning,
at what time they will leave
Tomorrow morning,
moment please
Yes
Well,
the first Jiight will leave at
seven thirty...
Yes
and the second fiight at
eight forty-five...
Yes
and then...
let's see...
at nine thirty there is one...
Yes
then 0 13:05,

Elements of the same set will also be understood as subsectional anaphors, e.g. the first
flight and the second fiight in dialogue (96) above. Strictly speaking, subsectional anaphors
involve a shift to a different entity. However, the entity the anaphor refers to cannot be
found on the basis of its information content alone; we need the information contained in
the antecedent to find the right referent. The referent of the first flight, for example, can
only be found by looking within the reference of some flights to Paris. The same holds for
the second fdight, one and the ellipsis in utterance 22. Therefore, although a subsectional
anaphor introduces a new (sub)topic, it may be argued that this new topic is part of the
previous topic and as such continues the discourse topic (compare (Grosz [1977]; Grosz
[1981]; Sidner [1979]; Sidner [1981])).

A relational anaphor refers to an entity that is cognitively associated with its antecedent
in our world knowledge. In the dialogue below the flight number and company are relational
anaphors of the flight from Malaga.
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(97) "6244

4 S: ik wilde vragen
5 hoe laat het vliegtuig uit Malaga,
6 dat vanmiddag om half twee zou

vertrekken,
7 aankomt
8 Het vluchtnummer is niet precies

bekend..
9 of althans..
10 I: Welke maatschappi~7
11 S: Wat'?
12 I: Welke maatschappá~?
13 S: Ja
14 dat weet ik ook niet
15 Ik weet alleen
16 dat ie uit Malaga zou vertrekken

om half twee
17 I: Ja,
18 maar eh.. is het een chartervlucht,

een lijnvlucht?

I wanted to ask
at what time the plane from Malaga,
that would leave this atternoon
at half past two,
will arrive
The fllght number l don't know exactly..

although at least..
~4'hich compnny?
W hat?
Which company'?
Yes
that I don't know either
I only know
that it should leave from Malaga
at half past two
Yes,
but uh.. is it a charter flight,
a scheduled flight?

Anaphors of this kind also involve a shift to another entity, strictly speaking. But again,
the referential expressions used do not contain enough information to find the intended
referent. Again, the information contained in the antecedent is also needed. We consider
anaphors of this kind also as continuing the topic, because the referents of the flight number
and which comparay, for example, can only be found in relation to the referent of the plarte
from Malaga.

The relation between relational anaphors or subsectional anaphors and their antecedents
is based on our knowledge about "natural" relations between entities. The idea is that en-
tities that are introduced into the dialogue bring with them entities that we immediately
associate with the original entity. 5o flights bring with them a scheduled arrival time, a
real arrival time, a Hight number, a place of departure, a place of arrival, a company and
so forth. A reference to a set of entities brings with it the individual elements that belong
to that set. A reference like the first z evokes the expectation of a second and maybe
more entites of the same kind. While talking about one entity, the other entities become
implicitly available for communication.

Table 5.12 below iudicates the distribution of ellipsis and various kinds of anaphors in
the corpus.

Table 5.12: Reference forms for topic continuations
Total 661 100~10
Identity anaphors 295 45o1e
Subsectional anaphors 27 4~10
Relational anaphors 27 4PIo
Ellipsis 312 47Q1o

liore than half (53Q1o) of the topic continuations are lexicalized: 47QIo are ellided. The
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majority of the anaphors (85cIo) are identity anaphors. Ellipsis and identity anaphors are

clearly the most important means to continue a topic. We will now consider each of the

anaphoric devices in turn.

5.3.1 Identity anaphors

Identity anaphors refer to the samc entity as their antecedent. The antecedent commonly

contains the information needed to identify the referent, so a reference form that contains

only minimal information, such as a pronoun, is needed to refer to the same entity. Table

5.13 below confirms this for the identity anaphors in the corpus:

T
Number: Percentage:

Pronoun 204 80Q1o
Relative Pronoun 14 7Qlo
Personal Pronoun 43 21070
Demonstrative Pronoun 147 72010
Full expression 51 20qo
Definite NP 37 73Q1o
Indefinite NP 2 4oJo
Demonstrative NP 8 16010
Quantified NP 1 2Plo
Proposition 3 6oÏo

We see that more pronouns are used to continue the topic than full expressions (80oIo vs.

20010). We also see that demonstrative pronouns are most popular for this purpose: 72010

of the pronouns are demonstrative.
Table 5.14 (on p. 111) shows the use of referential forms in case of more than one

topic continuation. Each column shows the number of times the expression heading the

column is followed by each of the expressions in the rows. We see that after each kind of

full expression, a demonstrative pronoun is preferred (4201o for a definite NP, 4001o for an

indefinite NP, 35o-1o in case of a demonstrative NP, 41QIo in case of a quantified NP, and

78o1c in case of a proposition). It should be remarked, though, that a definite NP is also

quite happily followed by another definite NP (23`~Io), and that demonstrative NPs are also

happily followed by personal pronouns (20QIo). For pronouns the situation is that after

a demonstrative pronoun ellipsis is preferred (45010), after a personal pronoun a personal

pronoun (44cIc), and after ellipsis ellipsis (64~e). The preferred order in which the different

expressions are used is thus roughly as follows

Full expression -~ Demonstrative pronoun --~ Ellipsis -~ Ellipsis

The table also shows that full expressions may corefer to an entity that is already

introduced by another full expression. Table 5.3 in section 1 reveals that full expressions

are mostly used in the early references to the topic, which supports the assumption that

they play a role in the identification phase, the phase in which the dialogue participants

establish the topic.
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Table 5.14: Sequeucing of referential expressions in a topical chain
Full expressions

Def.NP Indef.NP Dem.NP QNP Prup
Def.NP 42 23~~ 3 6c1c 2 10~c 1 4 0l0 - -
Indef.NP 1 1`'70 - - - - 2 7Plc - -
Dem.NP 4 2`~0 4 8070 2 10`70 1 4Pjo - -
QNP - - - - - - 2 7o-l0 - -
Prop - - - - - - - - 5 5`io
Re1.P 7 4070 8 lól0 1 5"1a 1 4q - -
Dem.P 78 42"I"o 20 40oI'o 7 35010 11 41P1o 78 7810
Pers.P 33 18~0 7 14~0 4 20070 - - 7 7"10
Ellipsis 19 lOPlo 8 16r~ 4 20P1o 9 33oI'o 1D lOPJo

Pronominal expressions Ellipsis
Re1.P Dem.P Pers.P

Def. NP - - 9 5~0 6 6`l0 7 3Plo
Indeí.NP - - 2 1`~0 1 G1`7o - -
Dem.NP - - 2 loI'o 1 Glo1o 4 2~
QNP - - 3 2~0 1 Glolo 1 Gl~o
Prop - - 5 3PIo - - 3 lqo
Re1.P - - - - - - -
Dem. P 7 70R1o 58 31Q1c 13 12~ 35 17c7o
Pers. P 3 30010 23 12`yo 47 44P1o 27 1301'0
Ellipsis - - 83 45Q1o 39 36P1o 135 64~0

These anaphors can have the following kind of informational content:

1. the anaphoric NP is a complete or partial lexical copy of the antecedent NP, e.g. the
KL 364 from Madrid and .~64,

2. the anaphoric NP contains information that was not included in the antecedent.
There are three possibilities:

(a) the anaphoric NP and the antecedent NP belong to the same frame of reference,
e.g.The plane from London and the KL 128,

(b) the anaphoric NP partially reproduces the antecedent NP and adds restrictive
information, e.g. a flight frone London and the flight of ten past one.

(c) the anaphoric NP simply contains different information about the antecedent,
e.g. the EL AL and the LY 3~7.

3. the anaphoric NP is a synonym or hypernym of the antecedent NP, e.g. that man
and that mister in case of a synonym or The VA 587 and that flight in case of a
hypernym.

By using a complete or partial copy of a referential expression in the preceding utter-
ance, speakers provide feedback showing that they are processing the expression, like in
utterance 5 of dialogue fragment (98) or in utterance 6 of fragment (99) below.
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(98) "4999

4 S:

(99) "4093

Klopt het dat vandaag vanuit
Thailand vlucht BR 722 aankomt?
BR 722?
Een ogenblikje
Ja
Ja,
die is al geland,
kwart voor een

5 wanneer de KL 602 aankomt?
6 I: De KL 602?
7 S: Ja
8 I: Ogenblik graag
9 S: Ja
10 I: Even kijken hoor,
11 die wordt om ... tien over drie

op tijd verwacht

Is it true that today from Thailand
flight BR 722 will arrive?
BR 722?
One moment
Yes
Yes,
that has already landed,
a quarter to one

when will the KL 602 arrive?
The KL 602?
Yes
Moment please
Yes
Let's see,
it is expexted on time at ...
ten past three

Complete or partial copies of the expressions that introduced the topic occur mostly in the
part of the topical chain where the topic is not yet completely established.

NPs that contain extra information also perform a dialogue control function in the

establishment of topic. They are information providing, information requesting or infor-

matiorr correcting, depending on the communicative function of the utterance. See for

example the dialogue fragment below:

(100) "4065

3 S: Het vliegtuig S 4 20
4 dat naar Singapore gaat,
5 dat zou om drie uur vertrekken,
6 heeft dat soms nog vertraging?
7 I: De SQ vieren... eh 23?
8 S: 20,
9 de SQ 20
10 I: Naar Singapore he?
11 S: Naar Singapore
12 I: En die zou om drie uur vertrekken,

dacht u?

The plane S 4 20
that will go to Singapore,
that should depart at three o'clock,
is that still delayed?
The SQ four... uh 23?
20
the SQ 20
To Singapore, is it?
To Singapore
And that would leave
at three o'clock, you thought?

In utterance 7, the NP contains other infortnation than the NP that is supposed to be its

antecedent (in utterance 3). The speaker wants to check if he has correctly ttnderstood
the information given in the antecedent. The NPs in utterances 8 and 9 correct the

information content of the NP in utterance 7. We see that the NPs not only refer, they

also communicate information.
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Synonyms and hypernyms do not really have an extra function in the information ex-
change because their ttse rests on general linguistic knowledge about meanings of referential
expressions. Hypernyms cau even be compared with pronouns in this respect, because they
contain less specific information about the referent than the antecedent.

Table 5.15 below shows the distribution of the different anaphorically used definite NPs
in the corpus:

Table 5.15: Infonnation content of full referential expressions used in topic continuations
Extra information Synonym~Hypernym Complete or partial

lexica] copy
Def.NP 20 38010 3 6070 15 2810
Indef.NP - - 1 2Qlo 2 4Plo
Dem.NP - - 1 2oI'o 3 6l
(~NP - - - - 2 4oI'o
Prop 2 4"~, - 3 ó070
Total 22 42`~ " iu':~ 2u 48~10

We see that lexical copies and NPs that contain extra information are preferred (42~o and
48010, respectively, vs. 10070), which means that most anaphoric definite NPs play a role in
the identification of the topic.

We can complete the global characterization of the preferred order in which speakers
use referential expressions in a series of topic continuations:

(Full expression(s)) -. Demonstrative pronoun -~ Ellipsis --~ Ellipsis

In the phase where the topic isn't established yet, one or more full expressions are used,
which either repeat (part of) the information of the introducing expression or contain extra
information. After the establishment of the topic, the demonstrative pronoun is preferred
for the next reference. For t.he references that follow after the use of the demonstrative
pronoun, ellipsis is preferred.

5.3.2 Subsectional anaphors

Subse~ctional anaphors refer to entities that have become implicitly available for commu-
nication with the explicit introduction of some other entity. This makes it difficult to
determine their givenness status. On the one hand, the referential expressions that are
used to refer to them contain just enough information to distinguish them within the clus-
ter of entities they were introduced with. As such, they may be understood as anaphoric
and thus as given. On the other hand, there is a strong preference to introduce these
entities with an explicit topic introducing dialogue act, which generally means that they
should be understood as discourse-new entities.

Dialogue fragment (101) shows another characteristic of subsectional anaphors that
strengthens the impression that they should be understood as anaphoric: A sequence
of shifts from one entity to another exhibits a decrease of information content from one
anaphor to the other.
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5 S: Ik heb hier een meneer
6 die wil weten
7 enkele uluchten nnar Parijs
8 voor morgenochtend,
9 hoe laat die vertrekken
10 I: Morgenochtend,
11 momentje graag
12 5: Ja
13 I: Nou,
14 de eerste vlucht vertrekt om

zeven uur dertig...
15 S: Ja
16 I: en de tweede vlucht om

acht uur vijfenveertig...
17 S: Ja
18 I: en dan...
19 even kijken...
20 om negen uur dertig gaat er een...
21 S: Ja
22 I: dan 0 dertien uur vijf,

Table 5.16: Referential expressions as subsectional anaphors

We see a decrease from two full NPs, via the anaphor one to ellipsis. Table 5.16 below shows
that this is not the only example where subsectional entities are "introduced" by means of
ellipsis: In two other dialogues, a"discourse-new" subsectional anaphor is ellided.2

Def.NP
7 26o7c

Indef.NP
2 7oJc

Dem.NP QNP
8 30oJ'o

Here is a mister
who wants to know
some fíights to Pnris
for tomorrow morning,
at what tinre they will leave
Tomorrow morning,
moment please
Yes
Well,
the first fiight will leave at
seven thirty...
Yes
and the second fiight at
eight forty-five...
Yes
and then...
let's see...
at nine thirty there is one...
Yes
then 0 13:05

Prop
7 26q

Dem.P Pers.P ReI.P Ellipsis
3 11010

Dialogue (102) illustrates that a sequence of shifts from one entity to another can even

be interrupted by a sequence of identity anaphors that refer to one of the sub-entities
(utterances 7, 10, 12, 13, 20 and 24). This does not influence the decrease in information

content of the subsectional anaphors. The dialogue also illustrates that a sequence of

shifts from one entity to another may be interrupted by a reference to the original entity

(utterance 16). The reference to the original entity Flights that depart between twelve

a~td three for Frankfurt is even ellided3, which means that it is so easily accessible that it

doesn't have to be introduced by whatever referential expression. This behavior confirms

the assumption that subsectional anaphors continue the topic of the dialogue.
However, other properties contradict this. Table 5.17 shows that most of the subsec-

tional entities (63oIo) are introduced by an explicit topic management act.

2There is of course only a small number oícases (in total 27 subsectional anaphors), so the percentages
should not be taken too seriously here.

3Utterance 16 is viewed as a check and a partial repetition of utterance 2.
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1 S: Kunt u mij misschien ook vertellen
2 welke vliegtuigen er tussen

twaalf uur en drie uur naar eh...
Frankfurt vertrekken?

3 I: Een ogenblikje graag
4 I: Nou
5 twaalf uur vijfenvijftig gaat de KLM...
6 S: Ja
7 I: De KL 243...
8 en om 13 uur de gaat de Garuda...
9 S: Ja
10 I: en die maakt zijn eerste tussenstop in

Frankfurt,
11 S: Ja
12 I: de GA 895,
13 S: De GA 895,
14 ja
15 I: en...,
16 0 tussen twaalf en drie zei u he?

17 S: Ja
18 I: Ja,
19 en er gaat er nog een dertien uur

dertig van de Turkish Airlines
20 S: 0 Turkish Airlines?
21 I: Ja
22 S: O
23 I: En er gaat er nog precies om drie

uur eentje van de Phillipan Airlines
24 S: 0 Phillipan Airlines?
25 I: Ja

Can you tell me
which planes will leave for Frankfurt
between twelve and three o'clock?

A moment, please
Well
twelve fifty-five the KLM will leave...
Yes
The KL 243...
and at one am the Garada will leave...
Yes
and it will make its first intermediate
stop in Frankfurt,
Yes
the GA 895,
the GA 895,
yes
and...,
0 between twelve and three you said,
didn't you?
Yes
Yes,
and there is another one at thirteen
thirty of the Turkish Airlines
0 `ISrrkish Airlines?
Yes
Oh
And there is one more at exactly three
o'clock of the Phillipan Airlines
0 Phillipan Airlines?
Yes
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Table 5.17: Use of special syntactic structures to introduce a subsectional entity
Non-special constructions
Special constructions

Left distocation
Topic topicalization
Existential sentence

10 3701'0
17 63010
7 41 Plo

10 59aI'o

Special constructions introducing entities are left dislocations and existential sentences.
Both the dislocated constituent and the existential sentence generally contain only discourse-
new information, which means that the speaker considers the introduced entities as discourse-
new.

A general guideline for the use of a series of subsectional anaphors is hard to give, as we
do not have sufficiently many instances of subsectional anaphors in the corpus (see Table
5.12 at the beginning of this section). Nevertheless, on the basis of the data discussed
here, we can imagine the form it could take: Use in the first instances a full expressíon

that contains just enough information to distinguish the referent from the rest of the
`supersectional group'. Subsequently, change to less informational anaphors like one and
finish with ellipsis. Of course, this should be tested on a corpus that contains a tnuch larger
number of subsectional anaphors.

5.3.3 Relational anaphors

Like subsectional anaphors, relational anaphors refer to eutities that have become implic-
itly available with the explicit introduction of another entity. The relationship between
relational entities and their antecedents, however, is in general semantically stronger than
the relation between subsectional entities and their antecedents. This rnakes it less con-
troversial to consider them as given information.

The relationship between these entities is so strong that the description of one entity
can be used to introduce another one. See the following dialogue fragment:

(103) "4458

3 S: eh.. Kunt u mij ook zeggen uh.. Can you tell me
4 of de KL 312 soms vertraagd is if the KL 312 happens to be delayed

uit Zurich ? from Zurich ?

A flight is introduced by using the description of its flight number. The dialogue fragment
below shows another effect of the special relationship between associated entities: a topic
can be introduced with the help of a group of associated entities.
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(104) '~2172

7 S: Ik wilde graag vragen
8 of de geplande aankomsttijd

van de vlucht KL 602,
9 vanuit Los Angeles,
10 om vijftien uur tien,
11 of dat ook de juiste tijd wordt
12 I: Ja,
13 die wordt op het ogenblik nog

steeds om vijftien uur tien verwacht

I wotild like to ask
if the scheduled arrival time
of the flight KL 602,
from Los Angeles,
at 15:10,
if that will be the right time
Yes,
it is at the moment still expected
at 15:10

The topic is introduced by a very complex NP containing a reference to a scheduled arrival
time, its flight, the flight number, the place of departure, and the expected arrival time.
Utterance 13 shows yet another effect: a switch is easily made from one associated entity
to another. The referent of the flight is picked up by a pronoun, withottt being the topic
of the preceding utterance (which was the scheduled arrival time). The following dialogue
fragment illustrates the same kind of phenomenon:

(105) ~t6244

4 S: ik wilde vragen
5 hoe laat laet vliegtuig uit Malaga,
6 dat vanmiddag om half twee zou

vertrekken,
7 aankomt
8 Het vluchtnummer is niet precies

bekend..
9 of althans..
10 I: Welke maatschappi~?
11 S: Wat?
12 I: Welke mnatschnppi~?
13 S: Ja
14 dat weet ik ook niet
15 Ik weet alleen
16 dat ie uit Malaga zou vertrekken

om half twee
17 I: Ja,
18 maar eh.. is het een chartervlucht,

een lijnvlucht?

I wanted to ask
at what time the plane from Malaga,
thnt would leave this afternoon
at half past one,
will arrive
The fiight number l don't know exactly..

although at least..
Which company?
What?
Which company?
Yes
that I don't know either
I only know
that it would leave from Malaga
at half past two
Yes,
but uh.. is it a charter flight,
a scheduled 8ight?

The original entity is easily picked up by a pronotrn after two shifts from one associated
erttity to another.

In a sequence of relational anaphors the information content does not decrease as much
as in the case of subsectional anaphors. This is because the words used in the antecedent
can generally not be repeated in the words that refer to the associated entity. Nevertheless,
the relational anaphors generally contain only that information that is needed to distinguish
the intended referent from the group of entities it belongs to.

All these phenomena suggest that a discourse topic has to be understood as a cluster
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of entities that are all available for communication to the same degree. This seems too
strong, however, if we take into consideration the data provided by Table 5.18.

Table 5.18: Use of special syntactic structures to introduce a relational topic
Non-special constructions 25 81oI'o
Special constructions 6 19P1o

Left dislcation 1 17~10
Topic topícalization 2 33oJo
Existential sentence 3 50P1o

We see that explicit topic management acts are used to introduce a relational topic into
the discourse, though not nearly as often as in the case of subsectional entities (only in
19010 of the cases).

A guideline for the use of referential expressions for relational anaphors could be that
the information contained in the relational NP need not be complete. It only needs to
contain the information to distinguish the intended referent. within the cluster it is part
of. But, as has been clear from the beginning of this section, there are relatively few
relational anaphors in the corpus. Any quantitative conclusion about their use is thus
highly tentative.

5.4 Topic shifts

As we have seen in chapter 4, a topical chain is not always a clea.r line from one utterance
topic to the other. Topical chains can be interrupted by permanent or temporal shifts
to entities that were introduced in the non-topical part of a preceding utterance or by
shifts to the other level of communication. In this section we will examine the referential
expressions that are used to refer to the "new" topic after a topic shift. We will also study
the referential expressions that resume a topic after an interruption by a temporar,y shift.

Table 5.19 below shows the use of referential expressions to refer to a topic that is shifted
to. To interpret the table, we must differentiate between comment thematization and topic-
comment thematization on the one hand, and topic rhematization and topic-comment
rhematization on the other. The referential expression used to refer to the topic after
comment thematization and topic-comment thematization is always anaphoric. The entity
it refers to is introduced in the preceding utterance. We see that in this case demonstrative
pronouns are highly preferred (49`7o and 93`~o respectively), which is in accordance with our
results concerning topic continuation.

For the other two shifts the situation is a little different. The topic or the topic plus
comment of the preceding utterance become part of the comment and the "new" topic
can be a completely new topic, a situationally evoked topic ( I or you), a topic introduced
earlier in the discourse, or a topic that can be inferred from the preceding topic. Most of
the time it is a situationally evoked entity (in 72PIo and 100010 of the cases, respectively),
which shows that these structures are mainh. used to shift the communication level. In
those cases where the speaker shifts to another task domain entity, it is an entity introduced
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Table 5.19: Referential expressions used in topic shifts
Comment

thematization
Topic comment
thematization

Topic
rhematization

Topic comment
rhematization

Situationnlly evoked:
Pers.P - - - - 31 72Q1o 8 100Q1o
Teatually evoked
or inferred:
Def.NP 5 6010 - - 3 7oTo - -
Indef.NP - - - - - - - -
Dem.NP 5 ó010 - - 1 2oI'o - -
QNP - - - - - - - -
Prop - - - - - - - -
Dem.P 38 49~ 65 93~10 2 5~0 - -
Pers.P 11 1410 5 7oïo 5 12oI'o - -
Re1.P 9 12Q1o - - 1 2PIo - -
Ellipsis 10 1310 - - - - - -

earlier in the discourse or an entity related to the previous topic. So in those cases the shift
is used to relate the previous topic to a previously mentioned entity or a related entity. It
is not used to introduce a discourse-new entitv.

Table 5.20 below demonstrates the use of referential expressions to refer to a topic that
reappears as a topic after a temporary topic shift:

Table 5.20: Referential expressions used to shift back to a topic after a temporarv topic shift
Comment

thematization
Topic-comment
thematízation

Topic
rhematization

Topic-comment
rhematization

Situationally evoked:
Pers.P 18 69P1o 3 15e1o 4 17q - -
Textually evoked:
Def.NP 1 4010 - - 2 9010 1 13010
Indef.NP - - - - - - - -
Dem.NP - - - - - - - -
QNP - - - - 1 4oI'o 1 13PIo
Prop - - - - - - - -
Dem.P 1 4oïo 10 53oI'o 9 39oI'o 4 50010
Pers.P 3 12010 2 ll010 5 22oI'o 1 13P1o
Re1.P - - - - - - -
Ellipsis 3 12P1o 4 2101'0 2 9oI'o 1 13P1o

This table shows a surprising result. We would perhaps expect that after a temporary
shift, especially after a complex shift, a full expression will be used to pick up the old topic
again. However, this is not what happens: Pronouns are preferred over full expressions.
Actually, this confirms the results reported in chapter 4: these shifts are not permanent,
and keep the entities discussed earlier highly accessible. We also see that most temporary
comment thematizations concern a shift in communication level, a shift from meta-level to
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object-level and back agaín to meta-level. This is in agreement with our results in chapter
4, Table 5.1.

~~'e may conclude that temporary shifts by comment-thematization, topic-comment
thematization, topic rhematization and topic-comment rhematization do not really inter-
rupt the decrease of information content of the referential expressions that are used to refer
to the topic of the main chain. Generally, the topic is picked up by a pronoun, where the
demonstrative pronoun is slightly preferred.

5.5 Shifts in communication level

In naturally occurring dialogues, it is not always the case that each utterance in the in-
formation exchange is connected via its topic to the preceding utterance. Topical chains
can be interrupted by one or more dialogue control acts, that do not directly concern the
factual information exchange. These utterances either communicate information about
the knowledge or intentions of one of the dialogue participants, or they concern interaction
management, feedback, or social obligations.

The following dialogue fragment contains an example of an interruption by an utter-
ance that communicates -in this case requests- information about one of the dialogue
participants.

(106) ~'5310
4 S: Ik wilde even nagaan, I wanted to check,
5 de British Airways 414 uit Londen the British Airways 414 from London
6 kunt u nagaan can you check
7 of die al vertrokken is, if it has already left,
8 op tijd? on time'?

The topical chain started by the British Airways 414 from London is interrupted by a

request about the dialogue partner. In utterance 7 however, the topical chain is picked up
again. In this example, the interruption does not seem to disrupt the normal decrease of
information content of the referential expressions used to refer to the task domain topic.

After the interruption it is simply picked up again by a demonstrative pronoun.
Table 5.21 gives us more information about the influence of shifts in communication

level in general. It shows the frequency of use of referential expressions to refer to a previous

topic after a temporary shift in communication level.

Table 5.21: Referential expressions used to shift back to a topic after a shift in communication level
Def.NP
13 8010

Indef.NP Dem.NP
4 3~0

QNP
4 3ol0

Prop
3 2Plo

Dem.P
63 40Q1o

Pets.P
43 2801

Re1.P Ellipsis
26 17P1a

We see that, as soon as speakers shift back to the level of the task domain, pronouns and

ellipsis are preferred over full expressions to refer to the object level topics again. This
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indicates that these interruptions generally do not really influence the accessibility of the
topics at object level.

The same holds for interruptions by pure dialogue control acts, for instance concerning
interaction management. See the example below:

(107) "5196

1 I: Informatie Schiphol
2 S: Goedemiddag,
3 u spreekt met Schouten
4 De KL 564
5 heeft u daar de aankomsttijd van?
6 I: Ik zal het even voor u nakijken,
7 een ogenblikje
8 I: Hallo
9 S: Ja
10 I: Ja hoor,
11 die komt hier op tijd,
12 om vier uur vanmiddag
13 S: Om vier uur vanmiddag?
14 I: Ja
15 S: Oké,
16 bedankt
17 I: Tot uw dienst
18 S: Goederniddag

Schiphol Information
Good afternoon,
you are speaking with Schouten
The KL 564
do you have the arrival time of that?
I will just check it for you;
a moment
Hello
Yes
Yes indeed,
it will arrive on time,
at four o'clock this afternoon
At four o'clock this afternoon?
Yes
Okay,
thank you
You are welcome
Good afternoon

Utterances 6, 7, 8 and 9, which concern time management and contact management do not
interrupt the normal decrease of information in the referential expressions in the topical
chain. Here too, the topic is picked up again by a demonstrative pronoun.

We can conclude that temporar,y shifts to the intentions or knowledge of one of the
speakers, and interruptions by pure dialogue control acts, do not really influence the de-
crease of information content of the referential expressions in a topical chain. In all cases,
t,he demonstrative pronoun is the preferred expression for picking up the topic again.

5.6 Topic breaks

Even at the level of the factual information exchange, it is not always the case that each
utterance is connected via its topic to the preceding utterance. At this level, topic breaks
occur. Topic breaks are shifts to entities that cannot be directly related to the preceding
utterance by one of the basic topic-comment structures. At a topic break a connected piece
of dialogue ends and a new one is started.

In chapter 4 of this thesis, it was explained that the entity that becomes the topic of
the first unrelated utterance can be a discourse-new entity, an entity that was introduced
in the comment of one of the preceding utterances, or an entity that was the topic earlier
a.nd is reintroduced again.
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Dialogue (108) on p. 123 contains several topic breaks. We see topic breaks in utter-
ances 16, 33, 39, and 46. Iu utterance 16 an entity related to an entity introduced in a
preceding comment (the comment of uttera.nce 6) starts the next locally connected piece
of dialogue. It is introduced by a clefinite NP: the name of the passenger. In utterances 33
and 46, an entity that was a topic earlier is reintroduced into the dialogue. In utterance
33, the entíty is reintroduced by means of a full referential expression; the speaker uses
an explicit topic management act to reintroduce the topic. In utterance 46, the topic is
reiutroduced by means of a personal pronoun. In utterance 39 a discourse-new entity is
introduced by a full NP.

Table 5.22 indicates which referential expressions are used to start a new connected
dialogue fragment:

Table 5.22: Referential expressions used to start a new connected dialogue fragment
Entity Reintroduced Discourse-new

introduced topic topic
in a comment

Full expressions 7 78~1c 18 34PIo 14 100~10
Def.NP 4 44Qfo 5 9010 6 43010
Indef.NP 1 11P1o 2 4ol0 4 29010
Dem.NP 2 22P1o 4 8ol0 - -
QNP - - 5 9~0 4 29010
Prop - - 2 4Qlo - -

Pronouns 2 22P1o 32 ó0qo - -
Dem.P 1 11oI'o 8 15010 - -
Pers.P 1 ll010 24 45oIa - -
Ellipsis - - 3 6QIo - -
Total 9 100I, 53 10010 14 100010

We see that entities that were already mentioned in a comment of a preceding utterance
are mostly (78010) introduced by a full expression. By contrast, reintroduced topics are
most of the time (60tÍ;) referred to with a pronoun. Discourse-new entities are all (100~0)
introduced by full expressions. Table 7.23 shows the use of explicit topic management acts:

Table 5.23: Specialsyntactic constructions used at a topic break
Introduced

in a comment
Reintroduced

topic
New in the

dialogue
Left dislocation 1 14`7ó 3 17010 3 21o10
Right dislocation 1 14oI'o 1 ó010 - -
Topic topicalization 1 14010 2 ll~lo - -
Existential sentence - - 2 I1Qlo 7 50010
Extraposition - - 1 óPlo - -
Total 3 43P1o 9 50010 10 71P1a

We see that most introductions of a discourse-new topic are done by explicit topic manage-
ment acts: 71oI'o of the introductions have a special syntactic structure. If the introduction
of a discourse-old entity is done by means of a full expression, the expression is about half
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(108) "1345

6 S: Eh.. er staat
iemand van ons
te wachten op
Schiphol op een
aankomend passagier
uit Engeland

8 I: .la
9 S: Maar die man is

inmiddels al
gearriveerd

10 I: Dan kunnen we
de afhaler omroepen

11 S: Als u dat doen
wil, graag

12 I: Ja,
13 wat is de naam

van die meneer?
14 S: Dat is

Van Der Velde
15 I: Van Der Velde

16 En wat was de
naam van de
passagier?

17 S: Eh.. dat was
eh.. meneer Glover,

18 Gordon Glover

Uh.. there is
somebody ot ours
waiting at
Schiphol for an
arriving passenger
from England
Yes
But that man has
already arrived

Then we can page
your representative
if you would
do that, please
~és,
what is the name
of that mister?

T3
1
T3

That is T4(- [
Van Der Velde
Van Der Velde Ta(- [

and what is the
name of the
passenger?
Uh.. that was TS(- (
eh.. mister Glover, 1
Gordon Glover T5(- [

33 I: En meneer And Mister
Van Der... Van Der...

34 S: En meneer And Mister
Van Der Velde, Van Der Velde,

35 die kan weer he can just
gewoon terugkomen come back again

36 I: Terug naar de Back to the

PTT? PTT?
37 S: Ja hoor Yes
38 I: Oké Okay
39 En uw naam was And your name

Steppenberg? was Steppenberg?
40 S: Stunnenberg Stunnenberg

41 I: Stunnenberg Stunnenberg

T~ - C~
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 Tz(c Ci) -
1
1
Ca(1 T~)
1
Ca(~T~)
1
1
T~ - CQ

Cz

1 1
Tt - Ca]) - Cs
1 1 1
Tl - Ca] ) - Cs

Tz - Cs
1 1
1 1
Tz - Cs]) - Ci

1
Tz - Cs]) - Cs

T1
1
T1
1
Ti - Ca
1 1
Ti - Cto(~ Ce)

45 I: Goed, Good, .
46 ik zal hern om I will have T3 - C13(~ Tl)

laten roepen him paged
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of the time used in combination with an explicit topic management act: 43~o in case of an

entity already mentioned in a preceding comment and 50~o in case of a reintroduced topic.

A topic that is introduced into the dialogue for the first time will be introduced with
a full expression combined with an explicit topic management act. The explicit topic
introducing act makes clear to the listener that a new connected information exchange is
started, while the full expression enables the listener to find the intended referent.

It is also clear why an entity introduced in a previous comment is preferably iutroduced
by means of a full expression. Until its introduction as a topic it was only part of a commeut
and part of the information exchanged about another topic. As a topic, it will have a more
central role in the information exchange. The switch in prominence couldn't be better
accentuated than by an explicit introduction with a full expression.

It is not immediately clear, how-ever, why discourse-old topics are mostly (60010) rein-
troduced by means of pronouns, while in a considerable number of cases (34P1o) the topic
is indeed reintroduced by means of a full expression occurring in half of these cases in an
explicit topic-introducing act. In utterance 33 of dialogue (108), for example, a topic is
reintroduced into the discourse by a full referential expression in a left dislocation. The
most plausible reason why such a full expression is used is that the entity has not been the
current topic of the dialogue for a long time and has to be established again as a topic.
We see, however, that the topic break caused by utterances 39, 40 and 41 does not cause
such a decrease in prominence of the preceding topic that such heavy apparatus is needed
to bring it under attention again; just the pronoun him is used.4

The reason why especiall,y in the case of reintroduced topics, pronouns are most fre-
quently used, should probably be sought in the dialogue structure. In Redeker (Redeker
[1992]), a difference is made between paratactic discourse segments and hypotactic discourse
segments. A paratactic discourse segment is on the same level of importance as the preced-
ing one. Hypotactic discourse segments function as elaborations, background, corrections,
or explanations, aud are subordinate to the maín dialogue segment.

When we apply these concepts to dialogue (108), we may see the part from utterance

13 until 45 as a sort of hypotactic discourse segment, where the information service tries to
get some information she will need to be able to perform the task accepted in utterances

10, 11, and 12. It is clear that after the subordinate segment is closed, when she has the
information she needs to pe.rform t:he task, the dialogue will return to the main segment
and therefore will come back to the topic of that segment. It is understandable then that
a pronoun suffices to refer to that topic.

On the other hand, we may see utterances 33-38 as paratactic to utterances 16-32 and
utterances 13-15. It is clear that if a paratactic discourse segment will start with another

topic, the topic will ha.ve to be introduced more explicitly. We have not investigated this
issue. A superficial application of this idea to the corpus shows, however, that further

research in this direction could possibly provide an answer to this problem.

'In the example of utterance 33 in dialogue (108), we have the particular complication that both the
original topic (Mr. Van der Velder) and the topic oí the immediately preceding utterance (Mr. Glover)
are men, so that a pronoun could hardly be used in utterance 33 without great danger of confusion.
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~'e conclude that the first referenct~ at a t.opic break is most often a full expression
when the new topic is a discourse-new topic or a topic that was already mentioned in
a previous comment. In case of a reintroduced topic, it is most of the time a personal
pronoun. Especially in case of a discourse-new topic, the full expression is most of the
time accompanied by an ezplicit topic rnanagement act.

5.7 Summary

Summarizing, the main results obtained in this chapter are the following.
Topical chains generally start with complex NPs referring to a cluster of task domain

entities. Most of the time, these NPs are expressed in the beginning of the utterance in
topic-position. If speakers choose to start with a simple NP, they usually express it in the
conrment part of the utterance.

There is a strong correlation between the choice of the NP and the position in the
utterance where it is uttered. Definites, which are supposed to introduce unused entities,
generally appear in the beginniug of the utterance at topic- position. Indefinites, which
are supposed to introduce brand-new entities, appear at comment place.

Prince's (Prince [1981]) assumption, that indefinites introduce brand-new entities is
refuted in our corpus. We can derive from the way in which the information exchange
evolves that speakers in fact seem to suppose that the hearer has previous knowledge
about the referent that was previousl}~ introduced by an indefinite NP. It is better to
interpret the use of indefinites as following a different topic-introducíng strategy, in which
the speaker behaves a.5 if he is introducing a brand-new entity.

After introduction, the topic is not always immediately established. Sometimes, one or
more full NPs that either repeat information or contain extra information, are needed to
establish the referent. The topic will mostly be continued first by a demonstrative pronoun,
then by ellipsis.

On the basis of the corpus studied here, it is not possible to formulate guidelines for the
use of subsectional and relational anaphors; we do not have sufficiently many instances of
those. A qualitative analysis suggests, however, that these anaphors generally contain oiily
such information as is needed to distinguish the intended entity from the other entities in
the cluster it belongs to. Series of subsectional anaphors exhibit a decrease in information
content.

.A topical chain can generally be interrupted by temporary shifts to entities that were
rron-topical in the preceding utterance without affecting the characteristic reduction of
information in the referential expressions. The same holds for temporary interruptions by
dialogue control acts that do not directly concern the factual exchange of information, and
utterances that solely express intentions or knowledge of the speakers.

A topical chain is broken and a new one is started by topic breaks. The "new" topic
is either a discourse-new topic, or a topic that was mentioned in comment position in an
earlier utterance, or a topic that served as a topic earlier in the dialogue. The first two are
generally introduced by a full expression that is in about half of the cases accornpanied by
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an explicit topic introduction act. Revisited topics are is in our corpus most of the time
reintroduced by a pronoun, although there are also instances where they are reintroduced
by a full expression. Research in dialogue structure may be useful to find an explanation
for this last phenomenon.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and further research

6.1 Results
In this thesis we examined the linguistic manifestation of topic management in a corpus
of 111 naturally occurring inforrnation dialogues per telephone. The study involved four
aspeCtS:

1. A dialogue act analysis was applied to the individual utterances of the dialogues. The
theoretical framework used for this analysis is the Dynamic Interpretation Theory
(DIT) of Bunt (Bunt [1989a]; Bunt [1989b]; Bunt [1990]; Bunt [1994]; Bunt [1995];
Bunt et al. [1993]). The analysis confirms the view of DIT that dialogue behavior is a
highly complex communicative activity at more than one level, where the participants
do not only exchange factual infornration, which is the purpose of an information
dialogue, but also provide information about themselves, provide and elicit feedback,
deal with social obligations, and manage various aspects of the interaction.

Actually, as our analysis of dialogue (109) (on p. 128) illustrates, most of the ut-
terances in our dialogues concern the regulation of the communication itself. They
express dialogne control acts. Only a few utterances communicate information about
a topic. These utterances express one of the typical informative communicative func-
tions; an inform function, a question function, or an answer function.

The utterances that communicate information about a certain topic do not only
concern information about a topic in the task domain. There is also exchange of
information about the speakers and their intention and knowledge with respect to
task domain topics. So, as our analysis in (110) (on p. 129) illustrates, we may
distinguish information exchange at two levels of communication, the dialogue control
level or meta-level, and the task domain level or object-level; correspondingly, we
distinguish two kind of topics, object-level topics and meta-level topics.

2. A notion of topic that corresponds to our intuitive ideas was defined and demarcated,
and topic assignment rules were established for dialogue utterances. We chose a
definition of utterance topic inspired by Gundel (Gundel [1985]; Gundel [1988]) in

127
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(109) ~`'S196

1 I: Informatie Schiphol

2 S: Goedemiddag,

3 u spreekt met Schouten

4 De KL 564
5 heeft u daar de

aankomsttijd van?

6 I: Ik zal het even voor u
nakijken,

7 een ogenblikje
8 I: Hallo
9 S: Ja
10 I: Ja hoor,
11 die komt hier op tijd,
12 om vier uur vanmiddag
13 S: Om vier uur vanmiddag?
14 I: Ja
15 S: Oké,

16 bedankt

17 I: Tot uw dienst

18 S: Goedemiddag

Schiphol Information

Good afternoon,

You are speaking with
Schouten
The KL 546
do you have the arrival
time of that?

I will just check it for you,

a moment
Hello
Yes
Yes,
it will be here on time,
at four o'clock this afternoon
At four o'clock this afternoon?
Yes
ok~y,

Thank you

You are welcome

Good afternoon

DIALOGUE CONTROL ACTS
Dialogue opening
Self-introduction
Dialogue opening
Welcome greeting
Dialogue opening
Self-introduction
Topic-introduction

Yes~no question at
dialogue controllevel
Time management

Time management
Contact Management
Contact management

Check
Confirm
Dialogue closing
Positive feedback
Dialogue closing
Thanking
Dialogue closing
Reply to thanking
Dialogue closing
Farewell greeting
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(110) ~`~5196

1 I: Informatie Schiphol
2 S: Goedemiddag,
3 u spreekt met Schouten

4 De KL 564
5 heeft u daar

de aankomsttijd van?
6 I: Ik zal het even voor

u nakijken,
7 een ogenblikje
8 I: Hallo
9 S: Ja
10 I: Ja hoor,
11 die komt hier op ti,jd,
12 om vier uur vanmiddag

13 S: Om vier uur vanmiddag?

14 I: .Ja
15 S: Oké,
16 bedankt
17 I: Tot uw dienst
18 S: Goedemiddag

DL4LOGUE TASK-
CONTROL ORIENTED
ACTS ACTS

Schiphol Information
Good afternoon,
You are speaking
with Schouten
The KL 546
do you have the yes~no question
arrival time of that?
I will just check it inform
for you,

a moment
Hello
Yes
Yes,
it will be here on time,
at four o'clock this ~
afternoon
At four o'clock this check
afternoon?
Yes
OkaY,
Thank you
You are welcome
Good afternoon

confirm

yes~no answer
inform
inform
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(111) "5237
Comment (partl) Topic Comment (part 2)

1 I: Informatie Schiphol
2 S: De machine uít Londen,
3 KL 128,
4 hoe laat verwacht die...

wordt die verwacht?
5 I: Dan moet ik even kijken,
g een ogenblikje
7 I: Die komt om drie uur binnen
g S; Dank u wel
g I; You are welcome,
10 dag
1 I: Schiphol Information
2 S: The machine from London,
3 KL 128
4 at what time it...

will it be expected?
5 I: Then I just have to look,
g a moment
7 I: It will arrive at three o'clock
g S: Thank you very much
g I; You are welcome,
10 goodbye

terms of aboutness: the topic of an utterance is the entity the utterance is providing,
requesting... dependent on the dialogue act- information about. The information

that is communicated about it, is called the comment. When we apply this to
utterances 4, 5, and 7 of dialogue (111), we see that the entity about which utterance
4 requests and utterance 7 provides information is represented by it, while the entity
about which utterance 5 provides information is represented by L It is here the
representation of the task domain topic and I is the representation of the dialogue
control topic.

The topic-comment distinction for utterances does not correspond to the theme-
rheme distinction of systemic functional grammar (Downing [1991]; Halliday [1985];
LSwe [1987]; Quirk et al. [1985]), nor does it correspond to the given-new distinction
(Clark ~ Haviland [1977]). The theme of an utterance is defined exclusively by word
order, and we have shown that in wh-questions, utterances that have a topicalized
spatial or temporal adjunct and utterances that exemplify a focus topicalization,
the entity the utteranc,e is communicating information about cannot be found in
the theme. The topic of utterance 4 of dialogue (111), for example, is not part of

the theme. According to systemic functional grammar (Halliday [1985]), the theme
would be represented by At what time and not by it. We also showed that the topic is

not part of the given information of an utterance when it introduces a discourse-new
topic into the dialogue. Utterance 2 iu dialogue (111), for example, íntroduces a
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discourse-new topic into the dialogue. In this utterance, the topic is not part of the
given information of that utterance.

That does not mean, however, that the topic-comment distinction has nothing to
do with word order. Some utterances with special word order, such as left dislo-
catiou, right dislocation and topic topicalization, where the entity the utterance is
comrnunicatirrg inforrnation about is mentioned at the beginning or the end of the
utterance, play a special role in the topical structure of a dialogue. These utterances
can be said to have an explicit topic-comment structure, where in case of left dislo-
cations and right-dislocations these utterances can be said to express two separate
acts, an explicit topic management act and an informative act. Left dislocation,
right-dislocation and topic topicalization are used to explicitly influence the topical
structure of the dialogue. They function either as explicit topic introductions or as
explicit topic shifts. These syntactic structures are linguistic means to express topic
management acts. Utterance 2 of dialogue (111) is an example of a left-dislocated
constituent that explicitly introduces the topic of the dialogue. A less prominent but
similar role is played by existential sentences and extrapositions. Other syntactic
structures that appear in the corpus obey the general rule that the topic, is expressed
in subject position.

3. We have shown that the topic-comment structures of the individual utterances can be
regarded as combinations of six basic topic-comment structures for utterance pairs,
to form the topic-comment structure of an entire dialogue. As is illustrated by (112)
(on p. 132), the result is generally a topical structure with one or more topical
lines. In a short dialogue, the information exchange generally centers around one
task domain topic, and in longer dialogues, in which more topical lines may occur,
the task domain topics are normally considered sequentially. In dialogue (112), the
information exchange is first about task doma.in topic T2, then about task domain
topic T3.

To describe these topical structures, we had to take into account the complexity in
communication in dialogues. We found that the dialogues contain topical lines at the
two levels of communication, where the object-level chain is generally embedded in
the meta-level chain if they are both part of the same connected dialogue fragment.
Dialogue (112) illustrates this. We see that the first topic-comment structure at
object-level (topic T2) is embedded in a topic-comment structure at meta-level (topic
Tl) in utterances 4 and 10. The second part of the dialogue shows, however, that it
is also possible to embed the meta-level in the object-level exchange. If there is no
embedding, the two levels constitute two separate topical structures.

In the dialogues where information is exchanged about more than one topic at object-
level, the information exchanges are delimited by topic breaks. At a topic break a
connected chain ends and a new one is started. Within these connected dialogue
fragments, coherence is preserved by the avoidance of topic sliding and a general
preference for topic continuity.
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(112) ~`~`4484
1 I: Informatie Schiphol
2 S: Goedemiddag,
3 kunt u mij zeggen
4 of vlucht 414 uit Londen

op tijd aankomt?
5 of inet vertraging?
6 I: Ik zal even voor u kijken

7 Een ogenblikje

8 S: Ja
9 I: Hij staat nog steeds gepland

om vier uur aan te komen,

10 maar ik heb er nog geen
berichten van hoor

11 S: Dus tot nu toe om vier uur?

12 I: Ja,
13 iníormatie krijg ik pas

zo kwazt over drie

14 half drie pas..
15 nee sorry
16 kwart over,
17 ja
18 kwart over drie, half vier

19 S: Oké,
20 goed
21 Bedankt
22 I: Tot uw dienst
23 S: Dag
24 I: Dag

Schiphol Information
Good afternoon,
can you tell me
if flight 414 from London
will arrive in time?
or is it delayed?
I'll just have a look for you

A moment

Yes
It is still planned to azrive
at four o'clock,
but I have still no news
about it
So untill now
at four o'clock?
Yes,
information I will only T3 - Cs
get atound a quazter j 1
past three, 1 1
only halí past two.. Ta - Ca
no sorry
quarter past,
yes

Ti - Cio
1 1

quarter past three, T3 - C~1
half past three
Okay
fine
Thanks
You are welcome
Goodbye
Goodbye

- Ci
Tz - C~
1
Tz - C3

- Ca 1

Tz - Cs
1
Ce
1
Tz - C~
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Preference for topical coherence is also found in the dialogues without topic breaks.
We see for example that dialogue (112) contains three clear topical lines, without any
topic sliding shifts.

We found that a topical chain can be interrupted by pure interactíon management
acts, e.g. time management acts, or contact management acts, and can easily be
picked up after the interruption. We see that the same thiug happens in example
dialogue (112), where interaction tnanagement acts, expressed by utterances 6, 7, and
8, interrupt the topical chain without disturbing the topical lines of the information
exchange at objc:ct-level.

4. We looked at the referential expressions that are used to introduce and continue topics
in a topical chain. The general pattern is as follows. Most topics are introduced by
a complex NP that contains ample information about the intended referent. Most
of the time, the NP refers to an unused uew entity anchored by other unused ne~~-
entities. So most of the time the topic is supposed to be in the previous knowledge of
the listener. If the topic is introduced by means of a simple NP and if it is supposed
to be a brand new entity, then it is rnost of the time introduced near the end of the
utterance in comment position.

Dialogue (113) is an illustration of the general pattern. In utterances 5 and 6 the
topic is introduced by a complex NP that refers to an unused new entity, an entity
of the task domain.

(113) "4591

1 I: Informatie 5chiphol
2 S: Ja,
3 met mevrouw Dírk
4 Kunt u mij ook zeggen of
5 of de lijn eh.. ~iit Iberia
s áso
7 hoe laat die aangekomen is?
8 I: Ik zal het even voor u nakijken,
9 een ogenblikje
10 I: Die is om vijf voor twaalf geland,
11 precies op tijd
12 S: 0 Precies op tijd?
13 I: .1a
14 S: Mooi,
15 dag
16 ik had nog niks gehoord
17 Mooi,
18 dank u wel
19 I: Tot uw dienst
20 5: Dag

Schiphol Information
Yes,
with Mrs. Dirk
Can yott tell me
if the line uh.. from Iberia
480
at what time has it arrived?
I will just look it up for you,
a moment
It has landed at five before twelve,
exactly on time
0 Exactly on time?
Yes
Fine,
goodbye
I hadn't heard anything
Fine,
thank you very much
You are welcome
Goodbye

After introduction, sometimes one or more dialogue control act.s (fcedback acts) are
ueeded to establish the referent. Here, full NPs are used that either contain extra
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information or repeat already given information. After the referent is established, the

information contained in the referential expressions that refer to the topic decreases.

For the second refereuce the dernonstrative pronoun is preferred, and after the second

reference ellipsis.

We found that a topical chain can be interrupted by temporary shifts to entities
introduced in the non-topical part of the preceding utterance, to temporary shifts

to the other level of communication, and by short topic breaks, without losing the
characteristic decrease in information in the referential expressions. We see that in

dialogue (113) the topical line is interrupted by two time management acts, expressed

by utterances 8 and 9. After this interruption, the topic is picked up again by a

pronoun and not reintroduced by a full expression.

At most topic breaks, a new topical chain is started by a full expression which is in

half of the cases accompanied by an explicit topic management act. Dialogue (114)

shows an example of such a case. In utterance 7, a new topical line is started and
the new topic is introduced by an explicit topic management act, a left-dislocated

definit,e NP.

(114) "4390
1 I: Informatie Schiphol
2 S: Goedemiddag juffrouw
3 Ik wilde weten,
4 de vertrektijden Amsterdam-Munchen,
5 zijn die veranderd?
6 I: Veranderd?
7 S: De KL 233
8 heeft die andere vertrektijden gekregen?
9 I: Even kijken
10 ogenblikje
11 I: De 233 zei u?
12 S: Ja
13 I: Die gaat 12.40 weg
14 S: Dat,
15 dat staat ook in het boekje
16 Dat is niet veranderd?
17 I: Nee hoor
18 S: O,
19 en de 235'?

SchipholInformation .
Good afternoon Miss
I wanted to know,
the departure times Amsterdam-Munich,
have they changed?
Changed?
The KL 233
Has it got other departure times?
Let's see
mament
The 233 you said?
Yes
It will depart at 12.40
That,
that is also in the booklet
That has not been changed?
No, it hasn't
Oh,
and the 235?

We have also shown that relational and subsectional anaphors do not really introduce

a new topic in the dialogue, because their referents can not be found on the basis of

their information content alone. The antecedent is needed to find the right referent.

Although there are not sufficiently many instances of these anaphors in the corpus,

the instances that are present support the suggestion that they generally contain only

the information needed to distinguish the intended entity from the related entity. A

series of several of subsectional anaphors shows a decrease of information content. In

utterance 19 of dialogue (114), for example, a relational anaphor is used to introduce

a new utterance topic. The referent of this NP, however, cannot be found independent
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of the preceding topic. Therefore, it should be understood as continuing the discourse
topic.

6.2 Consequences

On the basis of these results, we may tentatively formulate a few recommendations for
dialogue system design:

1. The fact that pure dialogue control acts neither disturb the topical line in a dialogue
nor influence the decrease of information in the referential expressions used to refer
to the topics in a topical cha.in, indicates that speakers can focus their attention on
dialogue control aspects of the communication without losing track of the factual
infortnation exchange. For the dialogue management in a dialogue system this could
mean that the system can switch from a module that regulates the factual information
exchange to a dialogue control module, without losing the focus of attention in the
information exchange nrodule. We might even conclude that interaction management
utterances can be processed and generated independent of the module that regulates
the factual information exchange, and the other way round.

The same holds for utterances tlrat communicate information about one of the di-
alogue participants without reference to an object-level topic in the comment. Ac-
cording to Dynamic Interpretation Theory (DIT) (Bunt [1989a]; Bunt [1989b]; Bunt
[1990]; Bunt [1994]; Bunt [1995]; Bunt et al. [1993]), dialogue control acts may be
formulated in two ways:

(a) by expressing a specific dialogue control act, as for example utterance 9 of
dialogue (113), a moment, or

(b) by combining an informaiive communicative function combined with a sernautic
content that concerns dialogue control, as for example utterance 8 of dialogue
(113), I wild just look it up for you.

Again the latter kind of utterance may be processed or generated independent of the
module that regulates the factual information exchange and the other way round.

2. The presence of topical chains at two levels of communication, where speakers ex-
change information abotrt their beliefs and intentions with respect to the topic from
the task domain, is a manifestation of the fact that the factual irrformation exchange
is embedded in an exchange of beliefs and intentions of the dialogue partners. As is
argued in Dynamic Interpretation Theory (DIT) (Bunt [1989a]; Bunt [1989b]; Bunt
(1990]; Bunt [1994]; Bunt [1995]; Bunt et al. [1993]), the speakers' beliefs and inten-
tions with respect to entities from the task domain play an important part (along
with beliefs and intentions with respect to the state of the interaction) in determining
the way in which the factual information exchange proceeds. In a dialogue system,
this two-level information exchange should be given a proper place.
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3. Because of the complexity of dialogues, the difierent aspects the participants may
communicate about, an algorithm for the interpretation of referential expressions

like that of Sidner would not straightforwardly work in the context of a dialogue.
Sidner's algorithm depends on the assumption that each utterance is linked to the
preceding one, which is not always the case. We saw that topical chains can be
interrupted by dialogue control acts and that topic breaks occur. We also saw that
not all utterances play a role in the topical structure of the dialogue. To come to

a more satisfactory treatment for referential expressions, a system should be able
to distinguish utterances that express one of the informative functions from pure
dialogue control acts. It should be able to relate each utterance to the right aspect
of communication, and to link only those utterances that belong to the same aspect.

Our description of the syntactic manifestations of topic management could be used

to find the topics or the attentional foci of individual utterances. If the topic is one
of the speakers, the utterance is expressed from a dialogue control perspective and an
analysis of its semantic content is needed to determine the aspect of communication
it concerns. If the topic is not one of the speakers, the utterance expresses a task-

oriented act.

4. We discussed the syntactic means by which speakers try to manipulate the focus
of attention. Special syntactic structures, left dislocation, topic topicalization, right
dislocation, existential sentences, and extrapositions direct the attention to a non-
current topic. In other syntactic manifestations, the topic is expressed in subject
position. These findings should be used to formulate an algorithm that records the
topical structure of a dialogue in that part of the system that concerns the factual
information exchange.

5. Our incremental analysis of topic-comment structures for individual utterances as-
signs to every clause in the utterance a separate topic-comment structure. For a
dialogue system, a stepwise, incremental way of inforrnation processing and a step-

wise generation of information units, where each topic-comment structure is linked
to the appropriate preceding one via the topic, would correspond to this procedure.

This would require quite some adjustments in standard parsing techniques.

6. The strong preference for the use of complex NPs containing more information than
strictly needed to find the referent, the application of explicit topic introducing acts,
and the use of feedback sequences to establish the referent, indicate that the dialogue
participantes take quite some effort in introducing and establishing the topic of their
conversation. A system should be able to recognize these linguistic means in order

to be able to participate in defining the focus of attention of the conversation. This
is especially important because the topic is not always an entity that can simply be

taken from the knowledge base. Linguistically structured entities like predicates and
propositions can also become the topic of a discourse. This means that the focus of

attention cannot be simply seen as an element of the knowledge base. It is better
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to build an intermediate representation of it, according to the linguistic inst.ructions
speakers give in t.he construction of their utterances.

6.3 F~rther research
Our research points at several issues for further research.

1. Further research is reqttired into the recognition of dialogue acts. The goal of this
research was to find the linguistic manifestation of topic management. But as we have
shown, topic management cannot be isolated completely from the entire complex
communicative activity in a dialogue.

2. Our research has shown that temporary shifts to entities introduced in the non-topical
part of the preceding utterance do not really disrupt the topical line in a dialogue.
They even do not disrupt the decrease of information in the referential expressions
used to refer to the topic in the chain. A system should nevertheless be able to cope
with these sttbtle changes in attentional focus to interpret the utterances in the right
way. A diffictilty, however, is that we do not always find clear clues for these changes.
These shifts are often not syntactically marked, which means that the "new" topic
just occurs in the unmarked subject position. Most of the time, a pronoun is used
to refer to the "new" topic. Further research is required here.

3. The basic topic-comment structures only explain the relations between topics. But
of course the comments also play an important role in the information exchange.
What is the exact role of comments in information update and what are the relations
between comments of successive utterances? The work of Vallduví (Vallduví [1993];
Vallduví [1994a]; Vallduví [1994b]) has already shown that information packaging
concerns more than topic management alone. Further elaboration along this line
might be fruitful.

4. We have not found very clear linguistic clues for topic breaks. We know that after
a topic break a new topical chain is generally started by a full expression, in half
of the cases combined with an explicit topic management act. Can a topic break
be predicted? Possibly, a solution could be found by a deeper study of dialogue
structure, the recognition of different dialogue segments, and speaker's underlying
plans. Also, research into certain procedures, for example procedures for opetting
and closing an informatiort exchange around a certain topic (Atkinson 8i Heritage
[1984); Schegloff [1972]), could be better exploited to find predictive accounts for the
occurrence of topic breaks.

VVe believe that further research concerning these issues may fruitfully build on the
research reported in this thesis.
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Nederlandse samenvatting

Een computer informatiesysteem dat een telefoongesprek moet voeren met een mens staat
voor een zeer complexe taak. Dit proefschrift beschrijft een studie naar slechts één aspect
van die taak: topic management. Door middel van topic management regelen sprekers
de introducties, de voortzettingen en veranderingen van hun onderwerpen van gesprek
(topics).

Topic management zorgt voor de samenhang tussen de verschillende uitingen in een
informatiegesprek. Door middel van topic management maakt de spreker duidelijk over
welk topic hij informatie vraagt, geeft, verifiëert, etcetera. Hij neemt over het algemeen
een topic dat in de voorafgaande uiting geintroduceerd is. En als er nog geen topic gein-
troduceerd is, of als de spreker over een ander topic wil beginnen dan zorgt hij ervoor dat
hij het introduceert.

De studie van topic management is gebaseerd op een corpus van 111 telefoongesprekken
opgenomen bij de informatiebalie van Schiphol. Deze gesprekken behoren tot het genre
informatiedialogen, dialogen, waarin de uitwisseling van feitelijk informatie centraal staat.
In ons geval gaat het om vluchtinformatie en informatie over zaken die te maken hebben
met vliegen. De bedoeling is dat deze studie van topic management in menselijke infor-
matiegesprekken inzichten oplevert, die gebruikt kunnen worden bij het ontwerpen van een
automatisch dialoogsysteem.

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft het theoretisch kader waarin de studie van topic management
geplaatst moet worden: Dynamische Interpretatie Theorie (DIT) (Bunt [1989a]; Bunt
[1989b]; Bunt [1990]; Bunt [1994]; Bunt [1995]; Bunt et al. [1993]). In DIT worden de
uitingen van een gesprek op een dynamische manier geinterpreteerd. Men gaat er van uit
dat elke uiting één of ineer dialooghandelingen uitdrukt, die elk de bedoeling hebben om
de conte,xt van het dialoog van de ene informatietoestand naar de andere te brengen.

Een dialooghandeling heeft een bepaalde semantische inhoud - bevat bepaalde infor-
matie - en heeft een bepaalde communicatieve functie - is een vraag, een antwoord etc
-. De communicatieve functie bepaalt hoe de informatie geintegreerd moet worden in de
context van het dialoog.

Er zijn twee soorten dialooghandelingen, taak-georienteerde handelingen en dialoog con-
trolerende handelingen. Taak-georienteerde handelingen zijn gemotiveerd door de taak die
de informatiezoeker zich gesteld heeft en op basis waarvan hij de dialoog begonnen is.
Hij wil bijvoorbeeld iemand van het vliegveld halen en moet daarom weten hoe laat het
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vliegtuig aankomt. De vraag Hoe laat komt de KL 307 aan? is een taakgeorienteerde
taalhandeling die voortkomt uit die taak.

Dialoog controlerende handelingen regelen de communicatie. De meesten hebben niet

zo direct te maken met de feitelijke informatie uitwisseling, maar zijn wel noodzakelijk
zijn voor het welslagen van het gespek. Voorbeelden van uitingen die dialoog control-

erende taalhandelingen uitdrukken zijn Indichting Schiphol, Ja, U spreekt met De Wijl,
Een ogenblikje, Oké, Bedankt, Tot uw dienst, Dag.

Topic management wordt ook gezien als een vorm van dialoog controle omdat het de in-
formatie uitwisseling beregelt. Door middel van topic management handelingen bepaalt de
spreker immers hoe hij informatie overbrengt en niet zozeer welke informatie hij overbrengt.

Er zijn bepaalde uitingen die expliciete topic mangement handelingen uitdrukken. Zij
hebben de enige functie het topic van het gesprek te introduceren of te veranderen. Daar-
naast is topic management ook impliciet aanwezig in dialooghandelingen als vraagwoord-
vragen, ja~nee vragen, antwoorden, checks, bevestigingen, informs.

Op basis van DIT is het mogelijk om alleen die uitingen van de dialoog te selecteren,
die te maken hebben met topic management. In de hoofdstukken die volgen zullen alleen
deze in de verdere analyse van topic management worden meegenomen.

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt er een eerste stap gezet naar een precieze formele beschrijving van
topic management. Er wordt beschreven hoe topic management tot uitdrukking komt in

de grammaticale structuur van uitingen.
Het hoofdstuk begint met een intuitive definitie van topic en comment voor individuele

uitingen:

Een entáteit is het topic van een uiting, als die uiting de intentie heeft om de
luisteraar informatie over die entiteit te geven, te vragen, te verifieren, etcetera.

Het comment van een uiting is de informatie die de uiting over het topic bedoelt

te geven, vragen, verifieren, etcetera.

Deze definitie wordt afgezet tegen verwante noties als given-new (Chafe [1976]; Clark Bc
Haviland [1977]; Clark 8c Marshall [1981]; Prince [1981]) en thema-rhema (Halliday [1985]).
Vervolgens wordt beschreven hoe er op basis van de intuitieve definitie op grammatica
gebaseerde regels gevonden kunnen worden voor het vinden van het topic van een uiting.

Het blijkt dat de topic-comment structuur vaak terug te vinden is in de grammaticale
structuur van uitingen. In de meeste enkelvoudige zinnen wordt het topic uitgedrukt door
het onderwerp en het comment door de rest van de zin. Ook blijkt dat bepaalde uitingen
met een gemarkeerde woordvolgorde een belangrijke rol spelen in de topicale structuur van
de dialoog. Zij worden gebruikt om een nieuw topic te introduceren of om een topic dat

even niet ter sprake is geweest opnieuw te introduceren. Dit geldt met name voor uitingen
waarin heel nadrukkelijk eerst het topic wordt genoemd en vervolgens het comment. Een
belangrijk voorbeeld hiervan is een uiting met een zogenaamde left-dislocatie constructie
zoals De KL 307, komt die op tijd?. Beargumenteerd wordt dat dit soort van uitingen twee

dialooghandelingen uitdrukken: een expliciete topic management handeling, De KL 307,
en een ja~nee vraag komt die op tijd?.
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In hoofdstuk 4 wordt beschreven hoe de topic-comment structuren van de individuele uitin-
gen gecombineerd worden tot een topic-comment structuur van een heel dialoog fragment.
De bouwstenen voor deze topicale structuur zijn zes basisstructuren voor paren van uitin-
gen:

1. topic continuering,

2. thematisatie van het comment,

3. topic-comment thematisatie,

4. topic herhaling met comment herhaling,

5. topic rhematisatie, and

6. topic-comment rhematisat,ie.

Het algemene resultaat van deze beschrijving is dat de dialogen in het corpus een topicale
structuur hebben, waarin uitingen via topics met elkaar verbonden zijn tot één of ineer
topicale lijnen. Dit betekent dat de informatie uitwisseling van een dialoog inderdaad
georganiseerd is rond één of ineer topics.

Een belangrijk kenmerk van de resulterende topicale structuur is dat de meeste dialogen
topicale lijnen bevatten op twee niveau's: op het niveau van het taakdomein (vluchtinfor-
matie) en op het niveau van de opvattingen en intenties van de spreker met betrekking
tot de entiteiten van het taakdomein. In het eerste geval is het topic een topic uit het
taakdomain (object topic) en in het tweede geval één van de sprekers (meta topic). De
informatie uitwisseling op meta niveau blijkt de informatie uitwisseling op object niveau
niet te verstoren.

Een tweede belangrijk kenmerk van de topicale structuren die in de dialogen gevonden
kunnen worden is dat er op object niveau topic breuken voorkomen. Dat zijn veranderingen
van topic, die niet beschreven kunnen worden met behulp van één van de basisstructuren.
Daardoor ontstaat er een breuk in de topic-comment structuur van het hele dialoogfrag-
ment.

Ook in dit geval geldt dat de twee afzonderlijke topic-comment structuren ieder een
eigen topicale lijn hebben, die niet ingrijpend verstoord wordt vanwege een algemene pref-
erentie voor topic continuering en het vermijden van ingrijpende topic verschuivingen bij
de toepassing van één of ineer van de basisstructuren.

Hoofdstuk 5 gaat over het gebruik van verwijzende uitdrukkingen in een topicale lijn.
Verwijzende uitdrukkingen zijn woorden of woordcomplexen die naar objecten in het taak-
domein wijzen. Het zijn het zelfstandige naamwoorden, persoonlijke voornaamwoorden en
aanwijzende voornaamwoorden. De volgende vragen komen aan de orde: Welke verwi-
jzende uitdrukkingen worden gebruikt om het topic te introduceren en welke om het te
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continueren? ~Vat gebeurt er als de topicale lijn tijdelijk onderbroken wordt door tijdeli-

jke topicveranderingen op object niveau, door een tijdelijke verandering in communicatie
niveau of door de tussenkomst van enkele dialoog controlerende handelingen"?

De topics worden over het algemeen geïntroduceerd door zeer complexe zelfstandige
voornaamwoorden, waarin verwijzingen voorkomen naar verschillende, aan elkaar gerela-
teerde entiteiten uit het taakdomein. Ze worden meestal geïntroduceerd aan het begin

van een uiting, door een expliciete topic management handeling of op de plaats van het
onderwerp. Soms kiezen sprekers een alternatieve strategie. In dat geval wordt het topic
geintroduceerd door een eenvoudige zelfstandig naamwoord, dat tegen het einde van de zin
wordt uitgedrukt.

Na de eerste introductie, ligt het topic lang niet altijd meteen vast. Vaak hebben sprek-
ers nog enkele dialoog controlerende handelingen (feedback handelingen) nodig om vast te
stellen dat ze beiden over hetzelfde topic praten. Hierbij wordt er meestal met zelfstandige
voornaamwoorden naar het topic verwezen, die of dezelfde of juist heel andere informatie
over het topic bevatten. Is het topic vastgesteld, dan wordt er over het algemeen in de
volgende uitingen eerst naar verwezen met een aanwijzend voornaamwoord. Vervolgens
wordt de verwijzing weggelaten, zodat je een elliptische uiting krijgt.

Topics worden niet alleen gecontinueerd door verwijzende uitdrukkingen die naar het-
zelfde object wijzen als de verwijzende uitdrukking die het topic introduceerde. Ook ver-

wijzende expressies, die niet naar hetzelfde object wijzen maar wel naar een object dat
heel sterk met het andere geassociëerd wordt, continueren het topic. Dit zijn meestal zelf-
standige naamwoorden die precies die informatie bevatten, die nodig is om het ene object
van het andere te kunnen onderscheiden.

Een topicale lijn kan tijdelijk onderbroken worden door tijdelijke topicveranderingen of
door dialoog controlerende handelingen. Over het algemeen verstoren deze onderbrekingen
het normale gebruik van verwijzende uitdrukkingen niet. Het algemene beeld van eerst
enkele zelfstandige naamwoorden, dan een aanwijzend voornaamwoord en dan ellipsis blijft
gehandhaafd.

Op die plaatsen in de dialogen waarin meerdere topicale lijnen bestaan vanwege de
aanwezigheid van een topic breuk, begint de nieuwe topicale lijn met een zelfstandig naam-
woord als het om een topic gaat dat nog niet eerder topic geweest is. Is het topic wel al
eerder ter sprake geweest, dan wordt het over het algemeen weer opgenomen met een per-
soonlijk voornaamwoord, hoewel het ook, in de minderheid van de gevallen, weer opgepakt
wordt met een zelfstandig naamwoord, dat bovendien uitgedrukt wordt in een expliciete
topic management handeling.

Uit het onderzoek blijkt dat topic management een belangrijk organisatorisch verschijnsel
is in informatiegesprekken, dat redelijk herkenbaar aan de hand van de grammaticale struc-
tuur van de uitingen, dat een verband tussen groepen van uitingen regelt en waarmee een
bepaald patroon in het gebruik van verwijzende uitdrukkingen verbonden is.
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